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Magic Notes
from Golden
Throats

If4,

Both the magic and the golden tone
quality are retained if your receiving set is equipped with Cunningham Tubes. To detect accurately,

'

to amplify clearly, to give the
utmost in radio reception---that is
their job. Cunningham Tubes serve
long and well. They combine the
rarest scientific accuracy with rugged durability.
Since 1915 standard
for all sets.

Types C- 3 (11.-1, C-299,
C -30n, CII and
0 range and Blue
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PATENT NOTICE: Cunningham tubes are covered
by patents dated 2-18-08, 2-18-12, 12-30-13,
10-23-17,
10-23-17, and others issued and pending.

Two Towers
As the Eiffel Tower stands as a monument to skilled
engineering construction so TOWER'S Scientific phones

stand as a monument to supreme radio achievement.
9 Each phone is carefully tested and approved before it
leaves the factory by a Government Licensed Radio
Operator thus guaranteeing perfection in tone quality
with a positive uniformity of volume.
5 Lightest of all in weight (only. 83: oz.) they do not catch
in the hair and are unusually easy to adjust conforming
gracefully to the head.
are guaranteed to be made of the best materials
money can buy-highest test enamel, insulated magnet wire, best grade five-foot
tinsel cord, unbreakable caps, polished aluminum cases using the famous scientific head -band constructed for maximum comfort. Now on sale from coast to coast.
Look for the purple and yellow carton.

TOWER'S Scientific Headsets

-

If your dealer cannot supply you, order direct,
we will ship immediately Parcel Post

C.O.D.

THE TOWER MFG. CORPORATION
98 BROOKLINE AVE.

Dept. E

BOSTON, MASS.
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One of the seven wonders of the world.
The Eiffel Tower built in 188739 on the
Champ-de-Mars contains 3 stories. Reached
by a series of elevators, the platform at the
top being 985 feet above the ground. In
the top story is located the powerful Broadcasting Station FL

The World's Greatest Headset Value
Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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Forecast of Contributions
for March Issue
I)ue to a hurried trip to Washington Prof.
Jansky's contribution for February was delayed, but will appear in the March issue. It
deals with radio frequency amplification.
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The Canadian National Railways are operating a chain of nine powerful stations whose
interesting features are illustrated and described in a special article. Details are also
given of the receiving equipment used on the
trains.
A unique form of loop antenna, especially
applicable to the Rounds No. 16 circuit, is described by A. H. Vance.

Brainard Foote describes the construction of
"A Self -Contained Portable Receiver" employing a four -tube reflex circuit.
"Tales of the Tube Wreckers," by Volney G.
Mathison, graphically tells of the abuses to
which vacuum tubes are put by some users.
Lewis R. Freeman relates some interesting
experiences with a radio set in the ice fields of
the Canadian Rockies, illustrating his story
with some remarkable pictures.
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The fiction feature is "A Kiss in the Dark,"
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Bringing to earth
the airplane type receiver
RADIO frequency transformers as designed by Jackson H. Pressley, Chief
Engineer, Radio Laboratories, U. S. Signal
Corps, Camp Vail, New Jersey, and manufactured by the Sangamo Electric Company,
assure you of precision instruments.
The essential needs for airplane use are:
First -- Extreme compactness with
maximum amplification per
transformer stage;
Second A transformer so designed
that there is negligible coupling between stages no matter
how they are spaced
Third Stability without the aid of
manual controls.

-

;

It was only after months of experimenting
that Mr. Pressley was able to attain these
results, and the adoption of his transformers
as standard for airplane use speaks for itself.
A set of these radio frequency transformers
and coupler coil will be delivered anywhere
in the United States for $22.50. -(Introductory Price)

ASSOCIATED SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANIES
CAPACITY 3500 METERS.PER DAY
SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY
Springfield, Illinois

BRITISH SANGAMO COMPANY LIMITED
Pondersend, Middlesex, England

SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED
Toronto, Ontario

ASHIDA ENGINEERING COMPANY
Osaka, Japan

Domestic Offices New Yotk, Chicago, Birmingham, San Francisco, Los Angeles.
Tell them that you saw it in RADIO

Radio Division-50 Church Street, New York

Case, Cells and Handles
moulded in one piece
HERE are no separate
jars in the new Exide 6 Volt " A " Battery. Compartments holding the plates are
moulded in one piece with the

composition case.
Not only is this battery
simple and sturdy, but it is
handsome enough to take its
place openly in any room. The
surface is beautifully stippled
and finished in glossy black.
You will find many other
refinements in this new battery, but one thing has not
been changed-it has the same
old dependable power that
made the former Exide "A"
Battery famous. The flow of
current is uniform through a
long period of discharge. The
life is notably long.
This new 6 -volt battery is made in
five sizes -50, 75, 100, 125, and 150
ampere hour capacity.
Two other "A's" and a new "B"
For low -voltage tubes there are the
Exide 2 -volt and 4 -volt "A" batteries,
weighing only five and six pounds.
They are midgets in size but giants
in power.
The new " B " battery has 6000 milli-

L

ampere hours capacity. It is assembled
in glass jars, thus adding visibility to
capacity. You will find this splendid
battery full of silent, rugged, longlasting power. It can be recharged at
home most economically with the new
Exide Rectifier.
Ask to see the complete Exide line
at any Exide Service Station or Radio
Dealer's. We shall be glad to mail you
descriptive booklets on request.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY, Philadelphia
In Canada: Exide Batteries of Canada, Limited, 153 Dufferin St.. Toronto

RADIO BATTERIES
For better radio reception use storage batteries
4
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Super -Zenith VIIthe ideal radio set
for the fine home

They Cost More
But They Do More

Fulfills your utmost desire,
in beauty and performance
The new Super -Zenith is beautiful to look at-lends an atmosphere of dignity and worth to library or drawing room.
Naturally you expect unusual performance from so beautiful a
radio set. And-unusual performance is exactly what you get.
Tuning, for example, is controlled by two dials only-so perfectly adjusted that each station comes in always at the same
dial settings. It never varies. Powerful locals may be on full
blast, yet you can tune them out completely and bring in distant
stations. Tone reproduction is always clear and true; the volume
always adequate.
Before you make your choice, be sure to see and try the new Super Zenith. A fifteen -minute test will give you a new standard of radio
values, as applied to beauty of construction- and performance.
Dealers and Jobbers: Write or wire for our exclusive territorial franchise

SuperZenith X

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION
332 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago

ZENITH- the exclusive choice of MacMillan for his North Pole Expedition
Holder of the Berengaria Record

/SHE

complete Zenith line includes seven models, ranging

in price from $95 to $550.

With either Zenith 3R or Zenith
4R, satisfactory reception over
distances of 2,000 to 3,000 miles
is readily accomplished, using
any ordinary loud speaker.
Models 3R and 4R licensed under
Armstrong U.S. Pat.No.1,113,149.
The new Super -Zenith is a six tube set with a new, unique,
and really different patented
circuit, controlled exclusively by
the Zenith Radio Corporation.
is NOT regenerative.

SUPER -ZENITH VII-Six tubes -2 stages tuned
frequency amplification-detector and 3 stages audio
frequency amplification. Installed in a beautifully
finished cabinet of solid mahogany -443 inches
long, 16'a inches wide, 10% inches high. Compartments at either end for dry batteries. Price
(exclusive of tubes and batteries) .
.
.

.

$230

SUPER -ZENITH VIII- Same as VII except-console
type. Price (exclusive of tubes and batC
teries)

impossible with single -unit speakers. 2nd-Zenith
Battery Eliminator, distinctly a Zenith achievement.
Requires no A or B batteries
Price (exclusive of tubes)
Price (without battery eliminator) .
.
$450
All Prices F. O. B. Factory.

$550

.

.

f-

$250

SUPER -ZENITH IX -Console model with additional compartments containing built-in Zenith loud
speaker and generous storage battery space.
Price (exclusive of tubes and batteries)

$350

-

SUPER -ZENITH X Contains two new features
superseding all receivers. 1st-Built in, patented,
Super -Zenith Duo -Loud Speakers (harmonically
synchronized twin speakers and horns), designed to
reproduce both high and low pitch tones otherwise

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO

Zenith Radio Corporation
Dept.2H

332 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Gentlemen: Please send me illustrated literature
giving full details of the Super -Zenith.
Name
Address
fr
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!fransformers
A Radio Frequency Transformer of the aperiodic type
suitable for all sets with which tuned radio frequency is
desired. Also used for one stage of radio frequency
amplification ahead of regenerative sets to prevent
re -radiation.

Consider these points of superiority:
No dope to hold windings in place.

Radio Frequency Transformer

Soldered connections.
Mounting bracket holds coil at correct angle.
Minimum rubber used in form.
Lowest possible loss, with greatest transfer of energy.
Works with any .0005 condenser.
Secondary arranged with suitable taps for biasing features.

This transformer makes the construction of a radio frequency set an easy matter, assuring
best possible reception with widelq varying types of circuits, including reflex.
Built and guaranteed by Kellogg Switchboard
and Supply Co.
PR
No. 602 Radio Frequency Transformer
.:;;;;Ï..,....
at your dealers for $2.35 each.
sysc
Kellogg Audio Frequency Transformers are the
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIaII
"stepping stones" of modern amplification.
L
Ililllllllillll
II
Clear, accurate reproduction assured over the
entire range of the musical scale.
Plainly marked, accessible terminals.
It is acclaimed by test to be the best.
No. 501 Audio Frequency Transformer
Ratio z1.(2 to
No. 502 Audio Frequency Transformer
Ratio 3 to
$4.50 each
Audio Frequency Transformer

É

`

11-

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD

&SUPPLY CO.

1066 WEST ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO
IdWY'
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Other
ALL-AMERICAN

Gu rantecd
Radio Products
Power Amplifying

Transformers

(Push -Pull)
Input TypeR-30 $6.00
Output Type R-31 6.00

Rauland -Lyric

A
t

laboratory grade audio

ransformer for music

lovers. R-500

$9.00

Universal Coupler
Antenna coupler or
tuned r. f. transformer. R-140

$4.00

Self-Tuned
R. F. Transformer
Wrundtosuit the tube.
R-199.

\;

$5.00 R -201A

$5.00

fication. Since 1919ALL-AMERICANAudioS
have answered the demand for an instrument that could bereliedupon for maximum
amplification and faithful tone reproduc-

mediate Frequency)
4.000 to 20,000 meters.
(15-75 kc.) R-110 $6.00

tifically designed and accurately built to exact stand-

Tuned type (filter or
input). R-120 $6.00

Radio Frequency

(Oecillator) Coupler
Range 150 to 650 meters.
R-130
...
Sc 00

Reflex Receivers

Precision-Made

Long Wave

Transformer (Inter

All-American

tion. Set builders who know radio do not
experiment-they specifyA LL -AMERICANS,
with full assurance that they will consistently perform with highest efficiency.

ALL-AMERICAN reliability is a natural result of ALLAMERICAN precision manufacture. Each part is scien-

10,000 Meter
( 30 Kc.)
Transformer

9S i

Standard Audio Frequency Transformers in any
radio receiving set mean but one thing- assured efficiency in ampli-

ALL-AMERICAN

ards. Special machinery and testing equipment assist
in achieving perfection.
When you are buying a new set, look under the lid
forAu.-AMEnicANAudios.Or installAt t. -A ,esalcANs
in your present set if it is not already equipped with
them. You'll appreciate the difference in amplification. 3 to i Ratio, $4.50. 5 to I Ratio, $4.75. to
to Ratio, $4.75.

sets, with all instruments mounted on
panel and baseboard ready to be wired. Clear photographs,
blueprints and a 48 -page instruction book makewiring so easy
as to be the work of only one delightful evening.
All-Amax Junior is a one -tube set with remarkable selectivity and volume. It tunes out the locals and gets real distante,
or it brings in the local stations on the loud speaker.
All -Amax Senior is a three -tube set with three stages of r. f.
amplification, crystal detector and two stages of audio. It is
highly selective and brings in the far -distant stations on the
loud speaker.
$22 00
All-Amax Junior (semi -finished)
42 00
All -Amax Senior (semi -finished)

Complete receiving

The Radio Key Book

The most valuable book of radio
facts ever published, contains prac-

tical helpsandteated hook-ups.
Sent fur

Super -Fine Parts

Consisting of three R -110's, one
R 120 and one R-130
$16

OVER

A

10

cents, coin or stamps.

RAU LAND MFG. CO.
Pioneers in the Industry
2654 Coyne St., Chicago

LIAMERICAN

MILLION ALL-AMERICAN STANDARD AUDIOS IN SERVICE
Tell them that you saw it In RADIO
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re you ready to TUNE IN

that DISTANT STATION
NOTHING

is more discouraging to a
radio fan than to find his batteries
down on a good night-too weak for
distant reception.
A weak battery is a noisy battery and,
further, current flow is irregular-the
reception comes and goes.
A great many pleasant evenings have
been spoiled by weak batteries. Hours

have been wasted tinkering-when a
weak battery was the cause of all the
trouble.

The Westinghouse Rectigon Battery
Charger is the friend of every radio fan.
It will charge your battery over night.
The Rectigon will enhance many fold
the pleasures of radio reception. It can
be obtained at a small cost.
Make a Rectigon a part of your equipment and forget battery troubles.
See our nearest dealer.

/I

Westinghouse Electric h Manufacturing Company
South Bend Works
South Bend, Indiana
Sales Offices w All Pnncipal Cities of
the United States and Foreign Countries

Wesfinghouse
g
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`l(adiotorial Comment
of the most vexing features of any radio magazine to the reader, and likewise to the editor, is an
author's definite specification of some specific make
of part to be used in the construction of a receiving set.
Even when the reader knows that there are probably a dozen
other makes that will fill the purpose as well, it is natural
to try to get the part specified. And there's the rub. For
often it is not in the dealer's stock either because his jobbers can not or will not get it for him.
Thus the author's effort to assist the reader by providing
detailed panel and baseboard layouts is frustrated and the
reader's constructional effort is postponed or abandoned.
There is probably no specified part of any home -built
radio set for which some acceptable substitute cannot be
found. The only changes necessary are in the drilling directions or the set dimensions. Any reputable dealer can suggest equipment that will suffice and thus avoid delay.
The ultimate and inevitable answer to this problem is
such standardization of dimensions that one make may be
interchanged for another make without changes in panel
layout. Manufacturers might agree upon a standard template for mounting variable condensers, for instance. Other
parts could likewise he standardized in external dimensions
without increase in cost or change in internal characterisQN E

tics.
Such action would not only assist the builders of sets
and the radio dealers but would eventually benefit the manufacturers by reducing production costs: The great success of American manufacturers in other lines of industry
has been largely due to production of standard sizes in

large quantities.

One reason for the relatively high

cost of radio equipment is the dearth of uniform stand-

ards. Competition has prevented co-operation.
The specification of something special, when that which
is standard might be used, shows inferior rather than
superior designing ability. It takes a real radio engineer
to design a receiving set whose component parts consist
of standard apparatus. Good design seeks to adapt specifications so as to utilize what is available on the market
instead of calling for special new parts.
This is perhaps an ideal not yet attainable in radio.
due to the fact that the art is progressing so rapidly.
But it is fully in accord with the general trend of all
industrial progress toward standardization. Older industries, such as the electrical, have found that it pays
in dollars and cents and radio must do likewise.

"The first efforts in standardization were toward dimensions. In the twelfth century King Henry of England
specified that the ell, the ancient yard, should be the exact
length of his royal arm. Later more rational standards
were found and developed by such commendable work
as is now being done by the United States Bureau of

Standards.
After. dimensions have become standardized the next
step will probably be toward the more uniform and definite specification as to the electrical constants of parts
It is already recognized that the turns -ratio of a transformer or the number of plates in a condenser are inadequate to foretell performance. Some day it will be
possible to match tubes of low internal capacity from the
labels, and some day fixed condensers may be depended
upon within five per cent of their rating. These advances
will greatly assist the designer and builder who is now
largely dependent upon the cut -and -try method.
While the Bureau of Standards is ready to co-operate w ch
the radio manufacturers in bringing about these desired ends,
the initiative must come from the manufacturers. Those
who first awake to the necessity for standardization and
who recognize the advantages will earn a good -will and
a patronage that will compensate for many times the initial
expense. Here's hoping!

AMUCH-MOOTED question, which

bids fair to be
the storm center of discussion this year, is the proposed sales tax on radio apparatus to provide better
radiocasting. Assuming that the tax can be imposed and
collected, notwithstanding the natural opposition of some of
those taxed, the controversy will then focus on the purposes
for which the money should be spent, whether it should
go to the general support of stations or to the artists who
appear before the microphone. Inasmuch as there are more
stations than room it is apparent that the owners are satisfied with the returns on their investment. This leaves as
the dissatisfied party the artists whose services are given
without compensation. It would therefore seem not only
just but also conducive to better programs that the first proceeds of the fund should be devoted to the payment of talent.
This argument, however, is predicated upon the popular pastime of spending your money before you get it.

RADiO FOR FEBRUARY,
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Constructing A Quality Super -Heterodyne

Directions For Building a 6o,000 Cycle (5,000 meter) Set
Using Eight «A"
Tubes and Potentiometer Control
By R. Tr. Cotton
THERE have been many articles

written on the construction of
various super -heterodyne receivers
and there is probably no receiving system which is more talked about by the
radio fan today.
The average constructor sometimes reports that he is not
pleased with the results obtained. Why ?
Either because he has expected altogether
too much from the set, or he has used

parts which are not the best suited for
their particular work.
On the other hand a person who owns
and operates a good super -heterodyne
cannot be pursuaded that there is any
other receiving set which will equal his
and, to my mind, he is right in making
such a statement. It is a well recognized fact by authorities on radio that
there is no set available today which will
out -perform a good super -heterodyne,
one whose every separate part is theoretically and practically proven the hest
available for its particular purpose.
As a starting point why not investigate the facts regarding reception and
see if we cannot correct the erroneous
impressions regarding receiving range,
etc., which are all too commonly created
by salesmen? The range of a receiving
set is not altogether governed by the
circuit used or the number of tubes employed but is limited by three factors:
(1), the power of the transmitting station, (2), the static level and (3) the
,

sensitivity of the set.
For example, the transmitting station
sends forth a certain signal which at
some place in its course becomes so
weak that the static strength or noise
is equal to it. It is obvious that when
static and signal strength are equal or
when the static level is higher, no receiving set, be it the humble single circuit "blooper" or super- heterodyne of
twenty-four tube capacity, is capable of
receiving the transmitting station signal. Hence, any receiving set which is
capable at all times of receiving down to

Front View of Cotton Super -Heterodyne Receiver

the static level is the most efficient receiver and no other set is capable of doing more than this. This last sentence
is a definition of what a good "super"
will do.
An owner of a "super" has the satisfaction of knowing that, on a given night
in a certain location with the same conditions, no other set can acomplish more
than his. It should not be any cause
for pique if some neighbor operating a
single tube set receives the same distant
station that you, operating a superheterodyne, receive. A rough simile may
he drawn as follows. The much talked
about Ford automobile will take you
to the same place as a Rolls-Royce. It
is simply a matter of how you arrive and
with what comfort and enjoyment.
The author has reached the point in
radio where he does not demand as the
outstanding feature of his set the ability
to obtain distance, but puts quality of
reception and selectivity ahead of DX
ability. A good super -heterodyne is paramount in all these phases.
An item of interest is the fact that in
the recent trans -atlantic tests, a set
similar to that pictured in this article was
used in competition with other sets at an
official listening post near New York
and was the only set there to receive
foreign stations on a loud speaker. This
reception was accomplished on a loop
alone against competitive sets operating
on antennas and ground.

Rear
1i

Fin:. of Cotton Super -Heterodyne Receiver
R.A1)11) FOR

FEBRUARY, 1925

BEFORE beginning the construction-

al data on the set described herein,
it might be well to state that the
author is not in the employ of any of
the firms whose products are listed
herein and has, to the best of his
knowledge and experience, picked out
those parts which he believes function
the best. By this 1 do not mean to infer
that parts of other manfac(urers are not
as good, but that 1 have merely specified
those which I have found to be satisfactory as based on engineering tests.
The parts necessary are not as many
or as expensive as the general public has
been led to believe. There is one fact
which cannot be over emphasized, "the
best is the cheapest in the long run."
Below is given the quantity and list of

the parts used:

No. 8645 Benjamin sockets.
No. 850 Chelton midget condenser.
2 No. 301 General Radio 30 -ohm rheo8
1

stats.

1
1

2

I

2
1

No. 301 General Radio 10 -ohm rheostat.
No. 301 General Radio 200 -ohm poten-

tiometer.
11 Bruno condensers, .0005.
Carter "Imp" battery switch.
No. 104 Carter Hold -Tite jacks.
No. 101 Carter Hold -Tite jack.
Samson Super -Kit, including 1 No. 29
Samson oscillator coupler, 1 HW-RI
5,000 meter filter, 3 HW-RI 5,000
meter intermediate frequency transformers.
Apex vernier, dials for condensers.
2 in. Carter dial with '4 in. shaft for
coupler.
No.

A-;

Imp;
B+Asp;
B-;
B+Dec;
C-; C+).
Dybindítlg posts,
I

9

( 3

1

t

1
1

1

NW -A2 6:1 ratio Samson audio trans-

f

3:1 ratio Samson audio transformer.
f No. 60I /Meatiest hard condensers (1.005 mfd.; 2-.000 i mid.; 2-001 mid.)

HW-A2

1

2
1

Imfd. bypass condensers.
Doren grid leaks with No.
ings.
meg,

Resistance :

in. by 23 in.
in. by 27 in.
Bras. brackets, 1/8 by 3/8
Bus bar, spaghetti, soldering

Front panel.

1

1

1

Base panel,

It

7

t

etc.
is recommended
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mount-

meg. ;

1-.05

2-5.

by 3/16 in.
by 3/16 in.
by S in.
lugs, solder.

that the

base panel

he made of bakelite or hard rubber as
wood which has not been seasoned has
.aused trouble,-particularly if hare
wires are led through the board and
come in contact with the wood.

In choosing variable condensers for
this set, it is well to purchase one of the
w, -called "low lows" type with a grounded
rotor. There are many of these on the
market, which are very good. Be sure
In buying this, that the minimum capacity is low-at least not more than .00002
mfd., this reading to he taken when the
rotor plates are entirely removed from
A small variable
those of the stator.
feed hack condenser of approximately
.000045 mfd. maximum capacity is required to cause regeneration in the first
detector.
Referring to the schematic diagram of
this set, it will hr noted that the grid
,ondensers of the first and second de-

tectors are in the usual position, and that
the grid leaks are connected from the
grids to the positive ends of the filament. With the grid leaks connected
as shown, it makes no difference to
which side of the filament the grid return is connected, since there is no direct
current in the grid return, owing to the
presence of the grid condenser.
In the oscillator circuit you will note
also a grid leak and grid condenser.
This is essential for satisfactory operation of the oscillator over the entire
range. Without the grid leak and condenser, a large amount of energy is lost
in the grid circuit when the oscillator
is in operation, since for a part of the
time during each cycle the grid is quite
positive.
A UV201A or C-301A tube will operate best as an oscillator with a grid
leak of about 30,000 ohms, although
this value is not critical. A grid leak
of 50,000 ohms or .05 meg-ohms will

work satisfactorily. The grid oscillator
condenser only acts as a by-pass for the
alternating current and need only be
large enough to serve this purpose. For
the oscillator in question, a value of
about .005 mfd. will be good, although
a .004 mfd. or a .006 mfd. will do as
well.
The Samson oscillator coupler has
been designed to give the necessary variations in frequency over the range of the
5,000 meter intermediate frequency
transformers so that the heterodyning
will he done by the fundamental and not
by the harmonics. It gives a wavelength
range from about 215 meters to about
b00 meters with a .0005 mfd. condenser

having a zero capacity of about .000015
mfd. An extra tap is taken from the
oscillator coil for the plate lead so as
to increase the stability of high frequency oscillations and yet allow sufficient coupling between the oscillator and
grid coils to produce strong oscillation
at the lower frequencies.
The author has tried out numerous
intermediate frequency transformers
ranging from 2,000 to 10,000 meters in
wavelength and of both iron core and air
He finds that the
core construction.
5,000 meter band seems to offer the advantages of both the higher and lower
wavelengths without some of their disadvantages. He also accepts the general
opinion that properly constructed air core
transformers, properly matched, are the
An air core is also used in the
best.
in -put or filter transformer in conjuncton with a tested .001 mfd. fixed condenser across its primary, this being
sufficiently sharp to eliminate interference and yet broad enough to pass the
side bands necessary to give good quality
of reproduction.
Regeneration in the first detector is
secured by the use of a three -tap loop
and a small feed back condenser. This
makes the loop more directional, makes
tuning sharper and increases a tube's
sensitivity as well as making its neutra-

lization possible.
The specifications of a loop which is
suited to this receiver are as follows:
Length of long sides, 25 in.; length of
short sides, 12/ in.; distance across the
top of the loop, 18 in.; total height,
33 in. Twelve turns of No. 18 Belden
insulated braid are wound on 5/16 in.
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ts

7

I
1

tenter tap

Io..t,
Loop condenser,
grid condenser.

I 1at 1)11.

Oscillator Ick-up coil
1 1st test. grid leak,
s 1st let. tubs
1
reed -back condenser.
P'llter nondens.r,
* Samson NW -RI Pllt.r.
10 Detertor Rheostat.
I
Potentiometer,
Ifl Plad10 tr.Yueeoy tubes.

Uve, fd
nuns mfd

1

3-6 molt

000045 mfd
001 mid.

$0 ke.
16

ohms.

200 ohms.

13
14

15
16
17

19

19
110

31
22
23
24

0
0
e
0
b
c+
Schematic Diagram o/ Cotton Super -Heterodyne 6+sv 8+4rA+e -A26 Pot. by-pass condenser, 1 mfd.
Samson 11W -R1 transformers 60 kc.
6 omits.
26 Radio rheostat,
2nd Dot. grid condenser. 000Eí mfd.
3-6 meg.
27 Detector Jack.
2nd Pet. grid leak.
mfd
28 "B" Battery by-pass condenser,
Ind Det. tube.
29 1st Audio Jack.
.001 mfd.
Phone condenser.
mfd
.0005
30
Oscillator
condenser.
Samson 11W -A2 transformer, 6-1 ratio.
31 Oscillator plate coil.
1st audio tube
32 Oscillator tube.
Samson 11W -A2 transformer. 3-1 ratio.
06 meg.
33 Oscillator grid leak,
16 ohms.
Audio rheostat.
34 Oscillator grid condenser. .006 mfd
4.6 volts.
"C" Battery,
36 Oscillator grid coil.
Ynd audio tube.
I

Output Jack.
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Top Vim: of Cotton Super -Heterodyne Receiver

centers, with a tap taken off at the exactcenter of the wire. The pieces of wood
by
which support the wire are 4 by
in. with notches cut in one side 1/8
I
in. deep and 5/16 in. on centers, to accommodate the wire. The frame should
be made of any good dry 1 in. square
wood. It is recommended that the constructor purchase a ready-made loop
with mid -tap.
An antenna and ground may be used
with this set by connecting the antenna
wire to the ground wire with 4 or 5 ft.
of stranded insulated wire turned once
around the outside of the loop.
Small tinned copper wire or insulated
wire is the best material to use in construction. Wire smaller than No. 14
is not recommended for use in the filament circuit, but smaller wire may be
used elsewhere in the set. Rosin córe
solder should be used, or plain solder
with a mixture of rosin and alcohol
as a flux. Never use paste or acid core
solder, as this has a tendency to create
trouble.
It is generally recommended that
eight tubes of the C301 -A or UV -201=A
type be used throughout. The writer
recently had the pleasure of using the
Magnavox tubes which proved very satIn case the experimenter
isfactory.
wishes to use D21 Sodion tubes as detectors the only necessary change is that
the grid return be made negative instead
of positive. The 199 type of tubes can
he used with adapters. The results will
he approximately 65 per cent of what can
be expected from the use of larger tubes.
To obtain the best results with the
super -heterodyne vernier dials are a
necessity and should he used on both condensers.

/

-

HE author feels it needless to go
into a long description as to how
to construct this set. The picture lay
out and wiring diagram are sufficient
means for the average person to accomplish this work satisfactorily. A few
general ideas, however, may be helpful :
The first thing is to fasten the instruments to the base panel and to the front
panel. Do not, however, put these panels
together. Wire all that can be done

on the front panel. and then wire ali
that can he accomplished on the base

panel.

When these are finished, attach the
front panel to the base by brackets and
finish the wiring from panel to base.
Make all the joints rigid enough so that
it is possible to slide the set on your
table by the joint which has just been
made. This will save you the trouble of
broken connections at some later date.
It is best to do all of the filament wiring first. Then follow with the wiring of the B battery connections; this
in turn, may be followed with the wiring of the loop tuning circuit and the
oscillator circuit.
To test the correctness of the wiring,
connect your A battery to the A battery binding posts, taking one tube and
inserting it in each successive socket with
the filament switch on the rheostat controlling the particular tube socket in
which you have the tube about half way
on. If the tube lights in each place controlled by the rheostat corresponding to
the socket in which the tube is inserted,
you may be seasonably certain that the
filament wiring is correct.
Then connect the A battery to the detector B battery terminals, taking one
tube and inserting it in- each socket as
before. If the tube does not light this
wiring is correct. Do the same thing
with the A battery connected to the
amplifier B+ terminals.
Next connect the B battery to the
B battery binding posts and insert the
telephone plug in the detector jack. This
should give you a click showing that
the B battery circuit is correct. Now
insert one tube in each socket successively
with the filament current on, and if
nothing happens, the B battery connections are not shorted with that of the
A battery. Now put all tubes in their
respective sockets and connect the three
tap loop to the three binding posts. The
center tap of the loop must by all means
''be connected to the center binding post.
Turn on the detector tubes to approximately normal brilliancy, which will
be about three-quarters of the rheostat. Follow this by turning on the
intermediate frequency amplifiers and
the oscillator by means of the rheoRADIO FOR FEBRUARY, 1925

stat which controls them, to their
normal brilliancy. Be sure that the Chelton midget condenser is at its minimum
capacity. When listening to a low. wavelength station, 1,000 or more miles away,
move the Chelton midget condenser up
to the point where the greatest signal
strength is obtained without distortion.
In some cases it may be possible to throw
the first detector tube into oscillation by
means of this small condenser, and of
course it would be set just beneath this
point. Now that this condenser is set,
it will not have to be varied.
On a station of at least 1,000 miles
away, make the adjustment of the oscil
lator rotor to the minimum coupling
position that it is possible to attain
without decreasing signal strength. This
may be accompanied by a small change
in the oscillator condenser dial. Now
that this adjustment is fixed, it need
not be changed, except when a new oscillator tube may be inserted in the oscillator socket.
Try out the different tubes in different positions throughout the set, as some
act in one capacity better than others.
Now place the potentiometer about midway of its arc; by turning this to the
right you should notice a decided click.
This shows that the radio frequency
tubes have gone into oscillation.
Leaving the radio frequency tubes in
this manner, slowly rotate the oscillator
dial. If whistles are heard, it shows
that the oscillator is performing its function. Now turn the potentiometer to
the left until there is a click, showing
that the radio frequency amplifier has
gone out of oscillatiqn. Now rotate the
oscillator condenser dial slowly together
with that of the loop tuning dial. These
will run fairly uniform, not more than
ten degrees apart.
This testing should occur when local
radiocast stations are known to be in
operation, and as the oscillator dial is
turned, the stations will be heard to come
in.

Now turn the loop tuning dial to the
point at which the music or speech comes
in the best. Also do this with the oscillator dial. Then move the potentiometer on to the right within a short
Continued on page 50
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The "Multi -Speaker" Amplifier
A Simple

and Effective Means for Connecting Several Loud Speakers
To A Single Receiving Set
By B. F. McNamee

INQUIRIES often

reach the radio
man regarding the installation of
radio equipment in apartment houses,
hospitals and club buildings. Generally
the idea is to install a single master receiving set with loud speaker equipment
at various points in the building or in
various rooms, all the loud speakers being wired to the one receiving set.
A problem is involved in connecting
more than two or three loud speakers
to a single receiving set. Connecting
them in parallel is not to be considered,
as the volume is rapidly cut down. It
has been found fairly satisfactory to connect two, or sometimes even three, speakers in series without cutting down very
greatly on the volume. When, however,
four or five or more loud speakers are
connected in series, the output impedance
is so great that even with increased B
battery voltage the volume is greatly
diminished. The difficulty is not solved
by adding more steps of audio frequency
amplification. The trouble lies in the
.fact that the last tube is not capable
of delivering sufficient energy to operate
all the loud speakers, unless, of course,
a power tube and power equipment are
used. Such power equipment is not feasible in this class of installation.
Fig. 1 shows an amplifier which works
satisfactorily under such conditions without greatly increasing the equipment.
The plug shown at the left is plugged
into the output jack of an ordinary
radiocast receiver. P and S are the
primary and secondary of a)ow ratio
amplifying transformer. A ., to ratio
works out very satisfactorily. The filaments on the three tubes are connected
as usual, in parallel, and may be fed
from the some storage battery that is

used for the receiving set. The grids
of these three tubes are all connected
together to the outer end of the secondary winding of the transformer. Each
.

plate circuit is connected through two
or three loud speakers to the positive
of the B battery. Ordinary A tubes
may be used. In this way one transformer controls the three tubes but the
plate circuits are separate.
The idea may, of course, be extended
by adding further tubes, still connecting
all the grids and filaments in parallel.
Increasing the number of tubes will not
increase the tendency to howl that they
would have if connected in the usual
cascade arrangement. In this way any
number of loud speakers may be taken
care of without cutting down on the
volume. if one tube is removed the
only loud speakers that will be affected
are those connected in its plate circuit.
The others will still work without increase or decrease in volume.
The évriter made up such an amplifier by re -wiring a Western Electric
Type 10A power amplifier. The change
in wiring is simple and only the input
transformer is used. The grids of the
second and third tubes are disconnected
To

13+

1

To

PLATE.
f

iy.2. Wiring

Method for Cut-out

LOUD SPEAKERS

P

5

ISKY
PLUG
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-C+
-At - B +
Fig. 1. The Multi -Speaker Amplifier
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from the push-pull transformer, and
connected to the grid of the first tube.
The plates are all disconnected and
brought out to three terminals for three
loud speaker circuits.
Fig. 2 shows a system for wiring up
the loud speakers so that they may be
disconnected at will without interfering
with the other loud speakers. C and D
are jacks of the closed circuit type.
The loud speakers are equipped with
standard plugs. Another scheme would
be to wire the loud speakers into the circuit permanently with any simple form
of single -pole, single -throw switch for
short-circuiting it when desired. A
small push-pull switch, such as is often
used on filament circuits will be convenient.

ARE THE SHORT WAVES
NEW?
By HOWARD F. MASON
Almost everyone interested in radio
- has heard reports of the wonderful
and
unusual results obtained by stations
transmitting on short wavelengths. By
short wavelengths is meant from 100
meters or so down to even 2 or 3
meters. Ten years ago these wavelengths were regarded as useless for
practical communication. Five years ago
there was a mild interest in short waves
but no one to start the ball a rolling.
Today there exists what almost amounts
to a mad scramble on the part of commercial companies, the navy, the ama-

teur experimenters, to perfect apparatus
for use on, these short waves.
Some of the stations to be heard
transmitting signals of short wavelength
are WGY, KDKA, KFKX, NKF,
NFV, and WGH. POZ, the big station at Nauen, Germany, which boasts
the largest antenna in the world, has had
a short wave transmitter operating in
the vicinity of 88 meters for several
months. UFT and LPZ, two more
foreign transoceanic stations, are also
investigating short wavelength work.
Marconi, the man who really made
radio commercially practical in the first
place, did phenomenal work on short
waves recently by transmitting a signal
from England to Australia on a 100 meter wavelength with quite low power.
There is a queer bit of history behind
this recent interest in short wave trans-

mission and reception. It was these
same short wavelengths, only shorter,
that were used 37 years ago by Heinrich
Continued on page 82

A i)e-Luxe Super -Heterodyne
Incorporating One Stage of 'Tuned R. F. Ahead of St)per
to Increase Sensitivity and Selectivity
By A. y. Haynes
IN

`

designing receiving equipment there
are two ideals for which we aim.taking for granted that good quality
of reproduction in the audio amplification end of the receiver is always maintained. One of these desirable conditions
is to have the receiving set extremly sensitive, i. e., to attain a large degree of
radio frequency amplification. The other
ideal is extreme selectivity or sharp tuning, whereby we may be able to receive
the one station which we desire and
eliminate all else.
Both of these conditions for which we
strive have practical limitations. The
sensitivity should not be so great that
the noise of static and irregular filament
emission drowns out the faint signals of
distant stations. Tuning should not be
so sharp as to exclude the side -bands as
otherwise some of the overtones and
harmonies will be pinched and distorted.
The super -heterodyne is capable of
admirably fulfilling these two ideals.
The set I describe approaches these conditions more nearly than any receiver
I have ever operated. Of course the
ideal set would perhaps accomplish the
same thing with greater simplicity and
fewer tuning controls and no doubt such
a receiver will be developed some day,
as simplicity should be the aim of all
engineering and design work. While

Fig.

1.

it is true that there are three tuning controls, at the same time this is not going,
to be easily reduced without 'sacrificing
something and it has been my ambition
in designing this set not to make sacrifices.
I will say frankly, that this set is not
'

one for the novice to tackle. He would
undoubtedly get better results and surer
success from a straight super-heterodyne,
but for the amateur or set -builder who
has already had success with the super-

heterodyne, who appreciates and perhaps
understands some of the workings of this
remarkable circuit, the set should offer
few difficulties.
This receiver is extremely flexible. 1t
can be made to tune beyond the limit of
selectivity, in other words, if it is so
desired, the signal may be actually distorted, which allows the operator to
carry sharp tun ng to its limit at all
times. Also on a medium size loop its
amplification is such that it will get
down to the noise level under practically
any conditions. Thus the only thing
that limits its range is its location and
the amount of atmospheric disturbance
present.
A switch is provided whereby the first

stage of tuned radio frequency, which
precedes the super -heterodyne proper
may be cut out and the set operated as
a straight superheterodyne with its two
tuning controls, namely, the loop and
oscillator tuning condensers. Throwing
in the stage of tuned radio frequenr
ahead of the set has no effect on the
oscillator tuning, but requires a slight
readjustment of the loop condenser. The
set is designed to operate from a s:x -volt
storage battery and from 90 to 130 volts
The current consumption is
13 battery.
very small for this type of set, the filament consumption with all tubes in use
being slightly less than one ampere and
the 13 battery consumption approximately
I8 miliamperes.
UV -l99 or C-299 tubes are used up
to the final detector, as they handle the
radio frequency current admirably. The
larger one-fourth amp. tubes are used for
the final detector and the audio frequency
amplifiers where tubes of greater capacity are desirable for perfect reproduction with good volume.
The rheostat controls only the small
tubes and a filament volt meter is included in the circuit across their filaments in
order that they may always be kept at.
or below, their proper voltage point.
Automatic filament control is provided
for the larger tubes where a critical adjustment or rheostat is of no benefit.

Rear Panel View of De Luxe Super-Ileterodyne
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HE following

is a list of the material used in the construction of this
set. Other good parts may be substituted
but the particular parts specified are
adapted to the panel layout and have
given satisfactory operation.

winding is continued in the same direction for 25 more turns, when another
loop is brought out, this middle section
forming the plate coil. Then the winding is continued for 55 more turns and
an end wire brought out for a few inches,
Haynes -Griffin Geared Vernier Condenthis outside section forming the grid of
sers.
the oscillator coupler.
Rathbun 3 -plate Condenser.
To hold the winding in place, a heavy
200-400 ohm Potentiometer.
20 ohm Rheostat.
thread or string may be woven in and
3 Standard Base Benjamin Sockets.
out through the diamonds on the outer
5 199 type floosie Falls
Sockets.
Haynes-Griffin Audio Transformer No. edges. To do this, slip the pins out of
the center core without pulling them out
91.
of the winding and slide the coil off the
Resistor Coupler (Daven).
Special Oscillation Coupler.
core. After the coil is held rigidly by
Special R. F. Transformer.
the sewing process, the pins themselves
I Set H -G Matched R. F. Transformers.
may
be removed. Another method of
Type H -G 2 Input Condenser.
fastening the coil is to cover it with
2 .00025 mfd. Dubilier Condenser with
grid -lead mountings.
collodion, the pins being removed and
.006 mfd. Dubilier Condenser.
the core slipped out after the collodion
2 .5 mfd. Dubilier Condenser.
is
dry.
2 .002 mfd. Dubilier Condenser.
The radio frequency transformer con2 .1 meg Resistances (Daven).
2 meg Resistances (H -G).
sists of two diamond windings, spaced
meg Resistances (H -G).
in. apart. The same form may be
Amperites with mountings.
used
for winding these two coils with
8 Binding Posts (Eby).
No. 24 S.C.S.S. For the primary coil
0-10 Volt -meter (Jewel).
7 in. by 18 in. hard rubber Drilled Panel.
wind on 60 turns with a tap brought out
l Cutler -Hammer Battery Switch.
at the 20th. For the secondary coil
Double Circuit Jack (H -G).
wind 70 turns of the same wire.
Single Circuit Jack (H -G).
Marco S.P.D.T.
A schematic wiring diagram of the cirBaseboard 17 in. by 9% in.
cuit is given in Fig. 4. In connecting
Fig. 1 shows a rear panel view of the up the oscillator coupler, the two
loops
set. The three large dials from left to
which were brought out should be cut
right are the radio frequency tuning con- so that we have three separate windings,
denser, loop tuning condenser and oscil- that is six separate leads. On the
outlator condenser. The small dial at the side section, which is the grid coil, the
top between the two left-hand condenouter end should be connected to the
sers is the compensating condenser for stator of the oscillator condenser
and
the tuned radio frequency. The small also to the grid of the oscillator tube.
knob at the top center is the potentiome- The inner lead of the grid coil is
conter controlling the intermediate ampli- nected to the rotor of the same condenser
fier and the small knob in the lower right
and the negative filament lead. The
hand corner, the rheostat for the small outer end of the center or plate
coil
tubes. A meter and filament switch should be connected to the plus 45 volt
which cuts off the entire set are also B battery tap, while the inner end is conmounted on the panel. All battery con- nected directly to the plate of the oscilnections are mounted on the binding post lator tube. The pick-up coil is connected
strip in the rear of the baseboard.
in the plate circuit of the first detector
The oscillator coupler employes dia- tube, one end going directly to the plate
mond winding, which combines efficiency and the other to the plus 45 volt B batwith compactness. A winding form must tery line. As a rule it makes no differfirst be made from a circular wooden ence which of these two leads is brought
disc 172 in. in diameter, around the
to the plate or the battery, but it is well
circumference of which 15 holes are to try both ways.
drilled, equally spaced, each hole being
In connecting the radio frequency
in the center of the outer edge and
amplifier into the circuit, the outside
drilled
in. straight toward the center
terminal on the secondary goes to one
of the disc. In each hole insert a pin
contact of the S.P.D.T. switch, while
made from a
in. length of
in.
the inside connection is attached to the
brass rod or a wire nail of approximately plus A battery line.
On the primary the
the same diameter, first removing the outside lead goes to the stator
of the first
head.
tuning condenser and to the plate of the
In winding the coil No. 26 double radio frequency tube, while the
inside
silk or No. 28 cotton and silk insulated
lead connects to the rotor of the same
wire may be used. The winding should condenser and the rotor of
the small
be started by taking a turn around one.
compensating condenser. The tap on
of the pins and then winding around and
the primary winding goes to the
around the circumference of the disc tery as indicated pn the diagram. B batback and forth between the pins, but
If the builder winds his own coils, it
skipping two pins each time. After wind- is simplest to leave long
leads which
ing 20 turns for the pick-up coil make a may be connected directly
to the proper
loop which is brought out and may later
points by merely covering with spaghetti,
he cut to form two leads. Then the
rather than using bus -wire. However,
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Fig. 2. Baseboard View of De Luxe Super -Heterodyne

bus wiring is recommended in general
for the rest of the set, particularly the
low voltage leads, due to the fact that it
is somewhat easier to handle and makes

neater job.
The single step of radio frequency
ahead of the super can be thrown in or
out by means of the S.P.T.D. switch
mounted on the block of the sub -base.
'When the radio frequency stage is not
in use it is well to keep its tuning condenser at zero, that is with the plates
entirely out of mesh. The set should
first be tuned in this manner until the
operator becomes accustomed to handling it as a straight super-heterodyne.
The proper operating point for the
small tube filaments is 3 volts or slightly
a

below. If the filaments are not high
enough the set will be found unstable
and hard to control.
The potentiometer which controls the
intermediate amplifier should be carried
well over toward the negative side at
a point just before the tubes go into
oscillation. If the set is functioning
properly, when the potentiometer is advanced beyond this point the tubes in the
intermediate amplifier will oscillate, then
if the oscillator dial is rotated a series
of whistles or heterodyne notes may be
heard, but no stations will come through
with the amplifier in this condition. The
potentiometer must be brought back until the intermediate frequency amplifier
ceases to oscillate. Usually a slight rush -

ing sound can be heard N: hen it is in its
most sensitive position.
The stage of tuned r. f., when thrown
in ahead of the super, gives a surprising
increase in volume on weak signals and
it also serves to sharpen the tuning considerably. In fact if it is left in, the
three dials will operate exactly as the
ordinary tuned r. f. or Neutrodyne set,
and there will be no second point of
resonance on the oscillator dial. This is
because by the time this second point is
reached, both the loop and the tuned
r. f. are so far out of resonance with
the signal that it cannot force its- way
through, the tuned r. f. acting as a filter

circuit.
Continued on page 52
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Reactance, Capacity and Phase Angle
A

Discussion of the Meaning of These Terms and Their

Application to Condenser Specifications
By E. F. Kiernan
REACTANCE

is of two kinds;
capacitive, and inductive. Capacitive reactance is simply a term to
signify the retarding effect of a condenser on an a. c. current; likewise, inductive reactance is the retarding effect of
an inductance coil.
In a d. c. circuit, a condenser acts as
an open circuit, but in an a. c. circuit the
condenser passes current in proportion to
its frequency, the capacitive reactance
varying inversely as the frequency. If
an inductance replace the capacity, the
current grows less as the frequency increases, i. e., inductive reactance varies
directly as the frequency.
By inserting the correct amount of
each kind of reactance in an a. c. circuit with an impressed voltage having a
given frequency, the two reactances cancel, and the resulting condition is known
as resonance.
The resulting current
flow will be limited, theoretically, by a
single factor ; namely, the ohmic resistance of the circuit. Since it is practical to reduce this resistance to a comparatively small value, the applied e.m.f.
(electromotive force) need not be very
great to produce a perceptible current
flow.
The effect of the applied e.m.f. on a
resonant circuit may be likened to the
properly timed strokes of a hammer on
a pendulum. In the case of the pendulum,
its oscillations increase in swing until the
work done against gravity just equals
that supplied by the hammer. In the
resonant circuit, the current increases
until the losses (heat, radiation, etc.)
in the circuit reach an equilibrium with
energy supplied to it.
A resonant circuit is made up principally of inductances and capacities
which introduce new losses. Capacity
effects have a disconcerting way of creeping unwanted into various places in a
circuit. If a record be made of the behavior of a given inductance under
changes in frequency of the applied
e.m.f, it will be found that, above a
certain frequency, the inductance of the
coil becomes insignificant compared to
its distributed capacity. This is equivalent to saying that the coil has, to all
practical purposes, become a condenser.
Even two parallel wires, in close proximity, become effective condensers at high
frequencies.
In the condenser proper, problems no
less vexing occur. Since a condenser, if
18

poorly built, may contain a large percentage of the total losses in a circuit, it
will be well to examine said losses in
more detail. To enumerate the losses;
first, losses in the dielectric material;
second, losses due to leakage between
the two sets of plates, either through or
around the dielectric; and third, corona
losses. To these three might be added
power losses in the conducting plates.
In any condenser, there will be found
two main classes of material; the one
acting as a conductor to distribute the
electrostatic pressure over the second
(dielectric) which is stressed thereby
and stores the charge. The duty of
the one material has been stated, the
duties of the other material are three in
number ; to store the charge, to insulate
the two sets of plates from each other,
and to maintain a rigid mechanical relationship of the condenser parts. Of
course one kind of dielectric material
may perform two of the above duties
while a second dielectric material performs the other. It is practically impossible to combine efficiently, all three
duties in one material. Air is the ideal
dielectric, from the efficiency standpoint,
but its specific inductive capacity (its
energy storing power) is small. Many
of the synthetic resinol compounds have
the necessary insulative and mechanical

strength.
It would seem then, that an ideal condenser could be made with an active air
dielectric and a synthetic resin as an insulator and mechanical binder. A majority of the variable condensers on the
market today are built according to the
above, yet they contain losses, and, in
many instances, large losses.
To go back to condenser construction;
the material used to insulate the two
sets of plates may or may not serve as
the active dielectric, (the active dielectric insulates too of course). It is, however, subject to the stresses imposed by
the electrostatic field of the conducting
plates. These stresses cause an atomic
displacement in the dielectric, represented as stored energy. If the dielectric, as
such, was 100 per cent efficient, all the
stored energy wotild be given up upon
the removal of the stress. This dces not
happen for the following reason; the
work done in storing up energy is partially utilized in overcoming molecular
friction in the dielectric, and is evidenced
as heat. This heat is dead loss, and, if
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generated in excessive quantities, is harmful in a more serious way. The heat
causes disintegration and chemical
change in the dielectric with a correspond:ng increase in the amount generated. The process is accumulative and
ends in the disruptive failure of the
condenser. Failure is, of course, the
extreme case, and in cases below this extreme point, the entailed losses are the
center of interest.
To discuss dielectric losses quantitatively, power factor, together with phase
angle, must be considered for a moment.
Power factor might be called 'efficiency
factor,' as it is a direct statement of the
amount of available power that is being
utilized in a given apparatus, (motor,
By definition, power
condenser, etc.)
factor is the quotient obtained by dividing the product of the readings of an
a. c. voltmeter and an a. c. ammeter
(apparent power), by the reading of a
wattmeter (true power) in the same circuit.
Mathematically, power factor is the
cosine of the angle of phase difference
(phase angle) between the current and
the impressed e. m. f. of an a. c. circuit.
Since the power factor is a measure of
the efficiency and has a mathematical
relationship to the phase angle, the latter
may be also used to express efficiency.
Many manufacturers use the term, phase
angle, when giving data on dielectric
In radio condensers, the
materials.
phase angle should never be in excess of
.2°. Greater angles are indicative of
prohibitive losses.
In point of efficiency, quartz and porcelain head the list of solid dielectrics.
They have one drawback; they are hard
to work with ordinary tools. The U. S.
Bureau of Standards has used quartz for
some time in its standard variable condensers.
The foregoing discussion has covered
more or less thoroughly, condenser loss
number one; losses two and three will be
given a word or two.
Leakage around or through the dielectric can be minimized, in modern condensers, by making the leakage path as
long and narrow as possible. This is
effective because the voltages in current
radio circuits are nearly always moderate.
Corona losses appear at high voltages
only, and it is therefore needless to discuss them here.

The Experimenter's Short -Wave
Low -Loss Tuner
A Quick -Change Set for Amateur and Radiocast Wavelengths Using Various

Coils Whose Construction is Described

By Carlos S. Mundt
RECEIVER especially well
adapted to waves below 100 meters can easily be made from the
circuit diagram of Fig. 1. This is a

A

The apparatus and cost follows:
1

7x12x%-in. panel

2 good low -loss

$ 1.25

variable condensers 10.00

1

socket

1

rheostat

1.00
1.75

1

tube

4.00

1

1

grid leak plus grid condenser
lb. No. 18 enamelled wire
lb. No. 28 d.c.c. wire

Total

1.00
0.60
0.15

$19.75

Plus necessary phones and batteries.

tPFc

better yet, hard rubber) lengthwise
around the circumference at equal distances. The object of this arrangement
is to keep as much of the winding in
air is possible. Six strips may be used
in place of eight if desired. Number of
turns: 20 for XY, bared twist, and
then 14 for YZ.
Coil 3 (Fig. 3c), is a "diamond
weave." On a disc of 3 in. dowel or
window pole
in. wide make 15 equally
spaced marks (lay your watch on the
face of the disc and mark off every four
minutes). Drive 15 2 in. nails normal
to the surface, and about Y8 in. away
drive a similar line (see figure). Wind
over one nail, cross and under next, or,
as option you may wind over two, cross
and under two, thus making the "duo lateral." when finished tie with thread,
pull out nails and clip coil off form,
which may be used again. Turns as

/

before.
Coil 4 (Fig. 3d) is the so-called "basket weave." On a flat board about
in. thick draw a 3 in. circle. Lay out
by protracter or watch 15 equally spaced
points on this circle. Drill
in. holes
at these points and insert 2 in. lengths
of dowel in each. Wind in and out or,
as option, over two and under two. Tie
with thread, remove dowels with a
twisting motion and coil is made. Number of turns as for coil 2.
Coil L is of five turns No. 18 enamelled. For coils 2 and 4 it may be made
circular, though it is best to make it
exactly like them. For coils 1 and 3
inductance L should match exactly.
Clips at Q and R provide for changes.
Choke CH is made of 100 turns No.
28 d.c.c. "jumble wound" on a 2 in.
tube.
In this set the exact number of turns

/

=

Fig.

1.

Circuit Diagram for Short -Wave Tuner.

Hartley oscillator with antenna circuit
loosely coupled and fixed in tune so as
to minimize radiation. Its especial feature is the provision made for easy and
rapid coil changes, thus giving great
flexibility in covering all wavelengths.
This quick change is accomplished by
means of small battery clips whereby different coils may be attached at X, Y, Z,
Q, and R. Best results are secured with
a 2 in. separation of coils L and K. Complicated coupling arrangements are obviated by using variable condenser C, to
control the feedback.
A simple panel arrangement for tuner
and detector is shown in Fig. 2. This
may be modified for adding one stage of
audio frequency by mounting one rheostat above the left hand dial and one
above the right hand dial.

The coils may be chosen from the
four kinds described below. Look over
your facilities and pick out those which
are best suited to your available material.
Coil 1 (Fig. 3a) is wound on an
ordinary spiderweb form. Thread the
wire in and out over each arm (see figure) or, as an optional method, over two
arms and under two arms. Assuming
an inside diameter of
in., wire 24
turns of the No. 18 enameled, stop and
make a bared twist for connection Y,
then add 16 turns to constitute the plate

2/

coil.

Coil 2 (Fig 3b) is wound on a 3 in.
bakelite cylinder arranged for low loss
by glueing eight strips of bakelite (or

/

Continued on page 86
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Fig. 2. Suggested Panel Layout

Fig. 3a. Coil
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30o to 30,000 Meters on One Receiver
Complete Details for the Design, Construction and Operation of
To Efficiently Cover This Tremendous Range
By Volney G. Mathison

a

Set Guaranteed

TO THE radiocast listeners, and
many amateurs, the radio wave
bands above 800 meters are an unknown
wilderness. The region over 10,000
meters is a particularly mysterious
jungle, rumored to be frequented by certain leviathanic beasts such as 1,000 -KW
Poulsen arcs and Alexandersons, and
other monsters that bellow across oceans
and continents, with a Lontemptful disregard for static and daylight and summer conditions.
Occasionally the experimenter, reading of the opening of a new transoceanic
unit, or seeing a close-range photograph
of one of the huge long -wave brutes in
his Sunday illustrated, is inspired to go
and buy himself a wheelbarrowful of
magnet -wire and construct various and
sundry coils as lumpy, bumpy, and solid
as the newlyweds' doughnuts, with
which objects (the coils, not the doughnuts) he essays to eavesdrop on the new
radio monster in his native haunts, "up
on 20,000."
The general result is often a gloomy
silence, broken only by faint crackles of
static that seem as far away as Mars
and turn out to be only the fizzlings of
the old B battery at the experimenter's
elbow. Then impatient attempts to
rouse the game may cause the set to
break into an uproar of howls, squeals,
beats, and whistles that sound as if all
the earth -girdling radio monsters were
stampeding and rioting about the ether,
spitting juice from every lofty aerial
cable -end. The amateur learns that most
of those big fellows are as wary as they
are mighty.
It is indeed interesting to operate a
receiver that will go from the music
bands up through the commercial ship
waves, radio compas, radio beacons, intermediate naval waves, army waves and

Panel View of All -Wave Receiver

air -mail, intermediate commercial, and
long wave navy and international commercial, finally arriving at the silent
places up above 28,000 meters. A receiver that will successfully do this is
shown in the accompanying pictures and
diagrams.
In designing a set to cover this tremendous range of wavelengths from 300
to 30,000 meters, one of the most difficult problems is to select and combine
standard apparatus so as to get the receiver to oscillate smoothly and quietly
over the entire tuning range. This was
finally accomplished by combining vario couplers for short waves with bank wound inductances and honeycomb cols
for long waves. There are no coils to be
shifted or pulled out. The large honeycombs seen on the front of the panel are
left on the set at all wavelengths; variations of primary and secondary inductance being accomplished by means of
back -mounted multi -point panel switches.

Rear 6'iew of All -Wave Receiver
20
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The Primary Circuit
THE primary or antenna -tuning

sys-

tem is confined to the left-hand end
of the panel front. It consists of the
stator winding of the first variocoupler,
the bank -wound inductance of 300 turns
of No. 22 d. c. c. win_ attached to the
lower part of the coupler, the 600 -turn
tapped honeycomb -coil mounted on a
fixed plug above the coupler, and the
large 1500 -turn honeycomb -coil it' the
left-hand movable mounting on the front
of the panel. The total primary inductance is about equal to one 1500 -turn
honeycomb -coil and one 1,000 -turn
honeycomb in series. The variable condenser under the bank -wound inductance
is in series with the primary tuning-system and the ground. It is of .001 mfd.
capacity.
Various sections of primary inductance are cut in and out by means of a 15 point back -mounted switch, shown beside the bank -wound inductance. Only
nine points of this switch are actually
used. The first switch -tap cuts in onehalf of the stator winding on the vario coupler. This is the minimum amount of
inductance obtainable in the primary
system. The second switch -point cuts
in the entire variocoupler stator winding.
The third, fourth, fifth and sixth taps
each cut in 75 turns of the 300 -turn
bank -winding attached to the coupler.
The seventh tap cuts in .300 turns of
the honeycomb -coil above the coupler;
the eighth tap cuts in the entire coil of
600 turns; and the nintn tap adds the
1500 -turn coil on the front of the panel.
These allotments of inductance provide .,
overlapping wave-bands on the primary
condenser, with no holes at any point.

In order to .assure sharp tuning, the
primary condenser is kept in series with
the primary inductance on all waves.
On wavelengths above 20,000 meters,
using a small aerial, it may be found
necessary to shunt the antenna and
ground connections with a fixed condenser of .001 or ,002 mfd. capacity. If
used, this condenser must be arranged
with a switch to enable cutting out on
shorter waves.
It will be observed that a large
amount of dead-end inductance is left
in the circuit when the receiver is adjusted for short waves. Long dead -ends
are generally objectionable in secondary
circuits; but in the primary circuit, at
least in the case of this receiver, repeated experiments ,with dead-end
switches have convinced me that they
are not worth the cost of installation.
Cutting off the unused primary inductance causes no change in signal strength
or sharpness of tuning. The careful
shielding employed perhaps has something to do with this.
'

The Secondary Circuit
THE secondary circuit is coupled to
the primary by means of the rotor
winding in the first variocoupler. One
end of the rotor winding is taken directly
to the positive terminal of the A battery.
The other end of the coupling coil is
connected in series with the stator of the
second or middle variocoupler ; to this
is added a 300 -turn bank-wound inductance, corresponding to that used in the
primary, a 600 -turn honeycomb-coil

mounted above the variocoupler, also
corresponding to the primary, and a
1250 -turn honeycomb on the front of
the panel-the middle coil. This inductance system is tapped to a secondary
switch, using ten points, taken off as
follows:
The first switch -tap cuts in only the
rotor or coupling -coil in the primary
variocoupler, all loading inductance in
the secondary system therefore being cut
out. This is the minimum inductance
obtainable in the secondary circuit. With
the secondary variable condenser at or
near zero, the wavelength is considerably below 300 meters, nearer 250 ; with
full secondary condenser (capacity .001
M. F.) it is about 700 meters.
It is important to note that the rotor
winding used as a coupling -coil has only
60 turns of wire. The variocoupler, as
originally purchased, had 120 turns;
but one-half of them were removed. If
this were not done, the receiver with the
average variocoupler would not tune
low enough, owing to the distance at
which the secondary condenser is mountIt should
ed from the coupling -coil.
also be noted that the "variocouplers"
used on this set are really variometers,
but with the rotors employed as coupling
coils and having no electrical connection
whatever with the stator windings.
These instruments are used instead of
the ordinary variocouplers because the
latter do not usually have as close clearance between moving and stationary
windings and will not give as strong
coupling as a converted variometer.

The second tap of the secondary inductance -switch cuts in one-half of the
stator winding on the middle vario coupler. This loading inductance raises
the secondary wavelength to 400-1000
meters. The third tap cuts in all the
stator winding and brings the wavelength up to 500-1250 meters. The
fourth tap cuts in the stator winding of
the third vario -coupler and 75 turns of
the secondary bank -wound inductance.
The next three taps each cut in 75 turns
of the bank -winding, and brings the
wavelength up to about 4800 meters.
The eighth tap cuts in 300 turns of
the honeycomb -coil over the middle
variocoupler, and the ninth tap cuts in
the entire coil of 600 turns, raising the
maximum wavelength to over 12,000
meters.
To this already -long -wave
circuit, the tenth tap cuts in the 1250 turn honeycomb -coil on the front of the
panel and raises the wave -band to a
minimum of 10,000 and a maximum
that is "over everything."
In the secondary tuning circuit, the
dead-end effects of this large amount of
inductance were found serious on some
of the short waves. A simple sixty -cent
push-pull radio switch was inserted in
the circuit between the bank -wound inductance and the loading honeycomb coils to break the secondary loading in:
ductance into two sections. Below 4,800
meters, this switch is open, above 4,800
it must be closed. This arrangement
has been found adequate for this receiver.

\/
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The Plate Circuit
O\

the must important parts of
this instrument and one which
vas found most difficult to get right,
is the plate circuit.
As originally designed, the set had only two variocoup1ers, the rotor of the second variocoupler (now the middle one) being used as
a tickler coil, or regenerative feed-back
coupling.
This feed-back was sufficient to cause
the circuits to oscillate from the shortest
waves up to about 2800 meters; above
that point it was impossible to get the
circuit to oscillate, regardless of the
values of bridging -condenser used across
the primary of the first audio -frequency
transformer. Using a VT -1 tube as a
detector, this was not the case, but 1
was aiming to construct a set that would
operate with the popular.types of tubes.
Various expedients were tried, such as
cutting out the grid condenser and grid leak and supplying a C battery in the
detector circuit. Both 200 and 201-A
tubes were tried as detectors with C
battery and various values ut B batter).
but the results were unsatisfactory. 1
should state here that even when a successful plate -circuit was eventually
arranged I found that' a C battery detectur-circuit was much inferior, in this
receiver. to a grid -condenser and t
able grid -leak. Also, a tope 200 or 300
detector tube must be used.
Finding the regenerat un insufficient
with one variucoupler rotor used as a
feed-back winding, I took a third vario
coupler, connected its stator winding
in series with the secondary loafing inductance and its rotor winding into the
plate -circuit. This yariucoupler is connected in between the secundar) loading
yariucoupler and the secondary bank inductance. In this manner 1 placed two
movable tickler coils into inductive relation with the secundan windings.
This arrangement improved the set
remarkably and caused it to oscillate on
wavelengths up to about 6,000 meters.
On waves above 10,000 meters, oscillations were sustained by cutting in a
1,01x1 turn honeycomb tickler coil into
the plate circuit-the third coil on the
front of the panel. This left a "hole" of
about 4,000 meters, between 6,000 and
10,000, where the receiver still refused
to oscillate with any adjustment.
A honeycomb of 300 turns was then
placed directly un top of the 600 -turn
secundar) loading coil mounted over the
middle yariuc oupler. This 300 -turn coil
was also cut into the plate circuit in series with the two s ariucoupler feed-back
rotors.. Results were nut very good until
this coil was reduced to about 150 turns.
Herr a balance was finally struck whereby sufficient feed-back was obtained to
produce smooth oscillation on all waves
up to 24,000 meters.. For waves longer
than this it is necessary with some tubes
to cut in the additional tickler coil of
L of

-
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1,000 turns shown on the front of the
panel. With a good detector tube, this
coil is not rtecessary. A simple radio
switch on the panel is used to short out
this coil. Another radio switch is used
to short out the 150 -turn honeycomb in
the plate circuit. With some tubes, this
coil must be shorted out in order to get
smooth oscillation on short wavelengths.
The presence of these short-circuited
inductances in the plate circuit is theoretically bad engineering; but experiments
at all wavelengths show that they cause
no perceptible energy losses and that
their total disconnection from the circuit, instead of mere short-circuiting,
does not improve the operation of the
receiver in any way.
The bridging condenser in the plate
circuit is controlled by three radio
switches. The upper switch cuts in .001
mfd., the second switch, .002, and the
lower one, .004. Adjustable capacities
are thereby obtainable from .001 to .007
mfd. in steps of .001 mfd. The entire
capacity of .007 mfd. is used on all
waves above 2,000 meters, and on many
f the shortwave adjustments.
A fixed
combination of .007 mfd. without
switches would be quite satisfactory.

Other General Details
T11E following remarks

particularly

roter, ut course, to the foregoing receiver, but sume ut the suggestions given
may be of interest to those about to
build and kind of receiving set.
It will be observed that a variable
grid -leak has been used. This is an essential unit; good results on the long
way es are nut obtainable without it.
The grid condenser is ut the usual .0025
capacity. Another inexpensive and important device, in order to get efficient
results un all wages with a type 200 or

O
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300 detector tube, is the 300 -ohm potentiometer connected across the A battery,
the movable arm of which is connected
to the minus side of the detector B
battery. This gives precise adjustment
of the detector plate voltage. Note that
a radio switch is used to cut off the A
battery when the set is not in use. Without this switch, the A battery would leak
through the 300 -ohm potentiometer
while the receiver is standing idle.
The two audio -frequency transformers
are of 3-1 ratio. No higher ratio is
desirable if the set is to be used for
music reception. For straight telegraph
work, the first transformer could be a
6-1 if desired, but the second transformer should not have a ratio of more than
3-1 in any case, or the receiver will have
a tendency to howl on long waves.
Higher ratios seem only to distort without any worth -while gain in signal
strength.
It will be noted that no telephone
jacks are fitted onto this set. If signals
are too strong, they may be reduced by
detuning, loosening the coupling, or by
cutting down filament current on the
amplifier tubes. A pair of binding posts
have been mounted on the panel (just
above the filament ammeter whereby the
headphones may be connected directly
into the detector -tube plate circuit, in
shunt with the primary of the first audio frequency transformer, for testing or
other purposes. A jack could easily be
installed here, if desired.
Two separate B batteries are used for
detector and amplifier. This enables
batteries to be replaced independently
when they become exhausted or noisy,
without scrapping portions not worn out.
The batteries last much longer and the
set works better than when a single battery is used. A tapped 22 -volt battery
Confined w p p. 54
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Coupling Control t!1 First Tickler. (31 Second Tickler. (4) PrL Series Condenser. (5) Sec. Series Condenser. (6) Pri. Inductance Switch. (7) Sec. Inductance
Switch. tit) Long -Rave Tickler Shorting Switch.. (0) Intermediate Wave Tickler
Shorting Switch. (10) Dead-end Switch (open on waves below 4500 meters; closed on
waver above it0o0. ill and 13 Bridging Condenser Switches. (13) Filament Ammeter.
(14i Variable Grid -Leak. US) Detector Potentiometer. (16) A -Battery Switch. (17)
Detector kilyostat_ (lb) Amplifier Tubes Rheostat: (101 Aerial and Ground. (30) Detector 33-v B -Battery. 121) A -Battery. 4.3_) Amplifiers 00-v B -Battery. (33) Phones.
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Bum!
"Cq" Watts
Earle Ennis
By

HE

fast freight makes no stops at
Babcock, flagpoint on the Western
Division, but speeds through Pablo
gorge, with a flirt of crimson markers
by night and a flap of "Irish linen" by
day. Consequently when Pokerchip
Watts detrained from No. 6 at Babcock on a late September day, Sheriff
Mike Donovan was somewhat surprised.
There was no ceremony about Poker A brakeman
chip's disembarkment.
kicked, and Pokerchip ducked and
jumped. The freight was making fortyfive miles an hour at the time. Poker chip described a neat parabola, spread
out his arms gracefully, zoomed downward, and winged to earth as light and
airy as a ten -ton safe.
The sheriff, with one leg hooked
over the horn of his saddle, chewed a
quill toothpick reflectively as Pokerchip
came up spitting and clawing like a
wildcat, a few feet distant.
T

tooth country. It was an hour later
that, washed, fed and equipped with a
cigarette, he leaned on the "chow
board" at the Pablo construction -camp
and grinned across the table at Sheriff
Donovan. The jar of his jump had not

hurt him, and the skin he had lost
would grow again. Just at present he
felt comfortable, friendly and at peace
with the world.
"If anybody had of told me I would
pass out from not eatin' I'd have said
they were full of hop," he volunteered.

The sheriff nodded.
"When'd yuh have the nose bag on
last?" he asked.
Pokerchip squinted.
"Les' see-what day is this?"
The sheriff chuckled.
"All right, bud; let it go. Now go
on and talk. I want to know how come
yuh picked on a bumless country to be
a bum in. 'Taint healthy for your kind
up here."

"Bud," he said

pleasantly,

"you
sure got that down
fine. I ain't never
seen anybody get off
a train any fancier."
Pokerchip wiped
the grit from his
eyes with the back
of his sleeve, and
peered through the
dust cloud of his
own landing at the
lank, grinning figure
with the tarnished

Pokerchip's eyes narrowed.
"My kind is your kind and every
other white man's kind," he said shortly.
"I'm no bum-not by a damned sight.
I'm a radio operator by profesh, answering to the name of `Sparks' I was chief
on the S. S. Berimudia, out of N'Orleans until me and the captain had a
few words. I popped him in the eye
and told him where to go. He sent the
mate after me, and I cleaned him. You
know what happened."
The sheriff nodded.
"I reckon I do," he said. "Federal
offense to hit a captain on the water,
!

ain't it?"

"It sure is. I lost my job and my
license-the whole works. I didn't see
that I was cut to stand the line of talk
he handed out and I told 'em so. So
me and them parted company. I made
a face at the Gulf of Mexico and hopped
the first rattler
west -bound. I al-

ways wanted to

shoot a few Injuns,
and see red shirts
wore in their lair.

A

hang the rods and
then I made the

gondola.

I

was

doin' fine 'til that
shack booted me in-

to your city of

golden opportunity."
The sheriff leaned
over.

freckles crinkled

"How

suddenly.

"You'd ought to

much

money yuh got ?"
Pokerchip eyed
him steadily.
"I ain't buyin' my
way out of anything," he said suc-

see me do it in a
plug hat and a yellow vest," he said-

and fainted dead
away.
The sheriff looked
down at the crum-

cinctly. "If you
want what I got on
me, come and get it."
He hurled his
cigarette away and

pled figure and

something gleamed
back in the depths
of his eyes.

pushed back his

yuh

ha.r. Again, something flickered back
in the sheriff's eyes.
"Yuh don't get
my meanin'," he
said slowly. "Are
yuh broke?"
For a long time
Pokerchip regarded
him carefully. Then
he nodded briefly.
"Barrin' a ten

derned nervy little
maverick," he said
in admiration, and
slid from his "paint"
to kneel beside the
other.
In such manner

did
Pokerchip
Watts, ex-radio operator and soldier
of fortune, come to
Babcock, Pablo
gorge and the Saw-

bo

showed me how to

star. His own

"Well,

regular

spot-yes."

"Watts began to jerk the giant switch in and out."
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Short Wave Antennas
Reasons for Designing an Antenna so as to Work Close to its Fundamental
Frequency, with Practical Application to 8o Meters
By Gaston B. Ashe
THE three most important factors
in antenna construction are location, effective height and resistance.
The best location is on flat land, clear
of absorbing structures, and having
ground water close to the surface. The
effective height should be as great as
possible and the resistance as low as
possible. As few of us can pick our
location this discussion is confined to the

to the transmitting set the feeble oscillations of a 5-watter will build up an
enormous voltage in the antenna, possibly as high as 100,000 volts with only
1,000 volts on the plate. This is similar to the action of a correctly timed
push causing a swing to make greater
and greater sweeps.
Likewise if the swing were made of
wooden arms suspended from bearings
the friction would retard the swing's motion, just as resistance permits a high
voltage from building up in the antenna.
Measurement of antenna resistance
shows that it is a minimum at about 30
per cent above its fundamental frequency, increasing gradually above this
frequency and becoming very high at
more than 20 per cent below its fundamental. This is graphically shown in
Fig. 1.

input is lost. Near the fundamental,
while the antenna current is less, nevertheless, as much greater proportion of
the input goes into useful work and
hence the actual watt output is greater.
For watt output equals the square of
the antenna current times radiation resistance.
There has been some talk about working below the fundamental. In doing
this the dielectric losses are certainly at
a minimum but the radiation resistance
is so great that the high voltage desired
at the free end will not build up.
To check this 'theory several tests were
run using a system with a natural period of 150 meters in which transmission
was started at 220 meters and the wave
length was decreased in ten meter steps
down to 80 meters. The stations reporting these tests agreed that the signal
strength increased steadily until 125
meters was reached and then decreased
rapidly in strength.
Hence I feel safe in concluding that
it is not good practice to work an an-

two latter factors.
Experiments tend to prove that energy
is transferred from a transmitting to a
receiving antenna both by ground induction and by space radiation. The energy
conducted by the ground includes not
only that flowing directly from the aerial to the ground or counterpoise but
also some of the energy radiated from
the electric field of the antenna and entering the ground at considerable distance therefrom. In this conception of
ground conduction the antenna system is
/so o/n.r.s
considered as an air condenser, one of
whose plates is the aerial wire and the
other the ground or counterpoise.
The antenna system may also be considered as a means for producing local
changes in the earth's electrostatic field.
This field exists between the two plates
of a gigantic condenser, the lower plate
being the ground and the upper plate the
Fctadexme fa
vacuum existing above the earths atmosphere, the 20 to 100 miles of intervening
air constituting the dielectric. The rapid
alternation of change on an aerial in this
ce
field may cause changes in its intensity,
jota/ /Ve si.sfa
these changes being transferred as energy
R
ect'ric L ass
to the receiving aerial. In this case the
fucr/_oifm 'c esrscync"
antenna height and voltage should be at
a maximum to produce the greatest
/oo
i5o
Zoo
?So
300
changes in the earth's electric field. FurWAVELENGTH -/`-JETE/2s
thermore a one -wire aerial, either reFig. 1. Characteristic Resistance Curve of An Amateur Antenna.
ceiving or transmitting, should be as
effective as ten wires.
The total resistance is made up of tenna more than 25 per cent below the
Another explanation of energy trans- (1) the ohmic resistance (practically fundamental. This point is also borne
mission is by inductance such as occurs constant for all frequencies), (2) the out by the fact that the navy and the
in an air -core transformer. The transdielectric loss (increasing with the wave- short wave experimental station KDKA
mitting aerial may be considered as the length) , and (3) the radiation resis- are using antennas with the fundamenprimary whose electro -magnetic field tance. The first two cause direct loss tals near the working wave.
cuts the wire of a receiving aerial, the of energy. The third is effective in
The problem then resolves itself into
secondary, thereby causing an electric transmitting energy. We may think of the design of an antenna system having
current to flow therein. As this theory it as changing the potential of the earth's the greatest possible effective height and
does not seem as plausible to the author electric field just as an electric heater the lowest possible ohmic resistance and
as the condenser theory, the latter is
changes the temperature of a room.
having a natural period near the workadopted in the explanation of antenna
As the radiation. resistance is relative- ing wave. The resistance due to diphenomena.
ly greater in the neighborhood of the
electric losses is automatically reduced
In order to build up to the high volt- fundamental this is considered the best by working near the fundamental. It
age desirable the antenna should be as working wave. While the total resis- is true, however, that could we reduce
long or longer than the fundamental tance is generally much lower about 25 the dielectric losses it might be more
frequency to be transmitted, as its re- per cent above the fundamental, and desirable to work an antenna further
sistance rises very rapidly below the fun- hence the antenna current is greater, above the fundamental because of the
damental. If an antenna is exactly tuned
often as high as 50 per cent of the energy decrease in radiation resistance, and

i

/
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hence higher voltages to be obtained.
However, to work above the fundamental for a given wavelength we would
have to sacrifice antenna length and
hence effective height in short wave
work.
For 80 meter transmission we are
limited to a total antenna length of from
50 to 75 ft. if the fundamental is to be
kept down and in order to obtain any
effective height it is necessary to, extend
the greatest part of this wire straight
up. Also if a large flat top is used the
capacity of the system is increased and
hence the fundamental. Therefore, a
vertical aerial would seem to be the
best for short wave work.
In fact this applies to antennas for
any wave. The construction of a flat
top, other than that necessary to keep
the center of capacity up, should be resorted to only when the total height is
limited, that is when it is impracticable
to provide support for the vertical
type. In other words we should go as
high as possible with the so-called leadin and then add just enough flat top to
bring the fundamental to the approximate value of the working wave. But
for 80 meter work supports not more
than 50 ft. high are necessary and hence
a vertical antenna is undoubtedly the
best.
Now in regards to whether this should
be a cage, ribbon or a single wire. Mr.
Reinartz in some recent tests found that
the difference between the resistance of
a No. 14 copper wire and a 2 in. cage
was very -small and that no advantage
was gained by using a cage over 2 in.
in diameter. However, a big disadvantage would occur in using a larger cage
for in this case the capacity of the leadin would be increased and hence the
effective height would be lowered unless
a large flat top was used.

A word of explanation in regard to
effective height and center of capacity
is in order at this time. An antenna has
been considered as one plate of a condenser and every foot of wire has a certain value of capacity to ground or counterpoise as shown in Fig. 2A. We can
for convenience lump all these small
capacities into one capacity as shown in

Genie/.

7

50 ft. long with a hoop on the upper
end was suspended from a rope tied
between the tops of the two masts. A 3 wire star was used for a counterpoise,
each wire being 40 ft. long and the center
of the star being near the antenna leadin. The fundamental of this system
was just 70 meters which with a three turn antenna coupling coil brought the
working wave to 77 meters. No series
condensers were used. The radiation
was over 3 amps. using 300 watts input

and the results were very satisfactory.
A new antenna is now being con/
structed which combines additional advantages. A 50 ft. iron pipe mast is
to be set on a well insulated platform on
/
/
top of the house. A copper ball will be
/
soldered on the top of this mast and the
guys will be placed as far from the top
Coin/empoise
as possible. The guys are to be clothes
line ropes, boiled in paraffine and will
Antenna
of
Effect
Fig. 2. Capacity
be 'well broken up by good insulators.
The counterpoise will be a five or six have
wire star directly beneath the antenna.
would
Fig. 213. This one capacity
All old masts and guys will be removed.
smaller
all
of
total
the
to
a value equal
capacities and the point on the antenna This arrangement will, due to its rigid
where it would be necessary to place construction, eliminate swinging.
The center of capacity will be high,
this capacity would be the center of
metal guys will be present to re the
no
is
height
effective
capacity. The
brush discharge will be at a
radiate,
ground
the
to
A
point
this
from
distance
It can be seen that if the capacity of minimum and the appearance of the
the lead-in or vertical part of the an- thing will certainly be a big improvetenna were large compared to the ca- ment over many present systems. If your
pacity of the upper end, the center of set is in the basement a power transmiscapacity or effective height would be sion line can be used to couple it to the
low. The effect of the capacity of the antenna.
As before stated the design of the
lead-in is minimized by placing some
is of as much importance as
of
counterposes
top
the
at
capacity
sort of a lumped
the antenna, such as a hoop or ball. Also that of the antenna but because of the
the vertical part of lead-in should be length of this discussion it will be neceskept as small as possible without intro- sary to treat this in a separate article to
appear in next month's RADIO. In
ducing too great an ohmic resistance.
this continuation both the theoretical
for
built
was
type
this
of
An antenna
80 meter work and proved particularly and construction features of the countersuccessful. A vertical copper ribbon just poises will be discussed.
of capacify

/

//ne rape
ho//ed ii, pa raff..

C/o14eJ

Fig.

3.

Antenna Construction
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A Constant Frequency Tube Transmitter
Practical Directions for the Application of Energy Coupling
to a Hartley Circuit with Master Oscillator
By D. B. McGown
THE main cause of the widely pre-

As the effect of frequency variation becomes more marked as the frequency
increases constancy becomes of prime importance in short wave work. The. receiving operator can then concentrate on
copying and not have his attention diverted to instrument adjustments.
The wavelength constancy of a master oscillator system therefore more than
compensates for the disadvantage of an
extra tube and its filament current drain.
Although two self oscillating tubes give
a greater radiation, the signal improvement by using them in a master -oscillator circuit gives the system its syperior-

valent irregularity of "notes"
from amateur transmitters is the
variation in the length of the emitted
wave. This is usually due to the use
of a "self -oscillator," when the grid is
fed by a small amount of current from
the plate circuit, and can generally be
cured by the use of a "master -oscillator,"
when the grid is fed from another vacuum tube.
The basic circuit of the self oscillator
is shown in Fig.
the grid of the oscilla 1

ity as a result -getter.
It may be most simply applied to the
Hartley circuit, as shown in Fig. 3,

Fig.

1.

Master -Oscillator Circuit

oscillator O actuates the grid and controls the entire oscillation of the circuit. In order that energy be radiated
O must be tuned to the same wavelength as is the antenna. As the frequency of O can be kept constant, the
output frequency likewise can be kept
steady despite any changes in the constants of the antenna circuit due to
swinging, proximity of moving objects,
etc.

two similar turns wound around L,.
inductor in the masteroscillator circuit, is composed of 18
turns of similar edgewise wound strip,
wound on a 4 in. diameter form.
C, is of .002 mfd. capacity, and is
the usual bridging condenser, which is
capable of standing several amperes
radio frequency, at several thousand
volts; this is identical with C5, which
serves a similar purpose. C2 is a variable air -condenser, with a maximum
L5f which is the

Self -Oscillator Circuit

tor tube being connected to the antenna
circuit by either inductive or capacitive
coupling or by both. This circuit contains several variables which cannot always be kept constant.
The basic principle of the master oscillator is shown in Fig. 2 where the

Fig. 2.

in. copper edgewise wound strip, of 7
in. diameter; and is identical with L,.
L2 is composed of two turns of No. 10
flexible rubber -covered battery wire,
wound between the turns of L, and is
connected to L3 which is composed of

Fig.

3.

Master- Oscillator in Hartley Circuit

where quick adjustment to any wavelength can be made by shunting a portion of the inductance with a variable
condenser and adjusting to resonance.
The grid of the amplifier tube is
capacitively coupled to the master -oscillator.
As the direct antenna coupling, shown
in Fig. 3 will probably be forbidden for
amateur operation, the author advocates
the use of energy coupling as described
in January RADIO. The practical circuit is shown in Fig. 4 except that only
one filament battery is necessary instead
of the two indicated.
In the author's set one 50 watt tube
is used as the master -oscillator and three
50 watt tubes in parallel as the amplifiers. More or less could be used without material change in the circuit. L,
is composed of 20

26

turns of 1/16 by 1/4
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capacity of .001 mfd., although a condenser of this approximate maximum
capacity, variable in steps by a switch,
would serve as well. Cs is a by-pass
condenser, of approximately 0.01 mfd.,
and serves to insulate the air -condenser,
and to change the polarity, which may
be necessary at times. C, is a variable
air -condenser, which should be widely
spaced, as quite high potentials are sometimes set up across it. Cs is a common
.002 grid condenser, as used in transmitting apparatus, and is shunted by
the usual grid leak.
The radio frequency chokes, RFC,
are all shown in their respective positions, and their use is absolutely essential in the places shown. They are composed of about 200 turns of No. 24 wire
wound on wooden cylinders about 3 in.
in diameter. The exact sizes of these
chokes are not critical, as long as they
are large enough to prevent the radio
frequency from flowing through them.
Honeycomb coils will not work here.

Fig. 4.

The remainder of the circuit

Master -Oscillator in Hartley Circuit With Energy Coupling

is as

200 or even 250 volts, with the usual
2,000 volts plate potential. Lower plate
potentials could be used advantageously,
while tuning, as the damage done by the
failure of the larger tubes usually is
quite serious.

usual, the antenna ammeter being included in the ground lead, and the other
meters, such as the filament and plate
meters, being left out so as not to confuse the diagram.
The C battery in the grid lead, separated from the filament by the- grid
TO adjust the complete transmitter,
choke is of such large value that when
as shown in Fig. 4, first turn on
the amplifier tube is not functioning the the filament of the master -oscillator tube
plate current drops to practically zero. and bring it up to normal. Reduce the
This works the tube on a very peculiar plate potential to about 400 volts, or
point of its characteristic, but under the even lower, so as to obtain rough readcircumstances, this scheme is necessary, ings, 'and turn on the power. Tune with
as when the plate current is applied to
C, until the wave desired is resonated
the system, and the grid of the amplifier with on the wavemeter. Then adjust
is not excited at resonance, there will
the grid and plate coils in the master
be no control over the plate current, as oscillator until the lowest plate current
no oscillations are taking place, and the is obtained. The lowest grid current,
plate current will run up to enormous through the grid leak, should also be
values, and the amplifier tube will be adjusted if a low reading (0 to 25 MA)
damaged. This could be obviated by ammeter is available, as the grid current
tuning at very low power, or else putting seriously affects the life of the tube.
a limiting resistance in the plate supply,
These adjustments are made preferwhich would not permit more than a
with the lead to the grid of the
ably
a
certain current to flow, or by putting
fuse or circuit-breaker in the plate cir- amplifier disconnected. With approxicuit, but such methods are not as satis- mate resonance thus located in the master -oscillator circuit, the amplifier tubes
factory for obvious reasons.
In the writer's set, with a normal d.c. can now be turned on and adjusted to
plate potential of 1,000 volts from a proper filament potential. Still using
motor -generator, a 90 -volt bias battery the reduced plate voltage, turn the plate
was used, which reduced the plate cur- current on to the amplifier tubes as well
rent to about 75 milli -amperes with three as the master, which was just adjusted.
without paying
tubes in parallel, when the master -oscil- Now vary condenser
lator was detuned. The bias potential much attention to its. previous setting,
decreases as the plate potential is de- until the antenna ammeter, AM, is decreased, and vice versa. It is better to flected to a maximum, which indicates
that the set is now approximately resonuse too high a grid potential at first,
ated. If the emitted 'wave is too long,
as
,the
it,
gradually
decrease
and then
higher potential will lower the plate reduce the inductance, or insert a concurrent to below the danger limit, which denser, while the reverse is to be done
if the wave is too short, and retune with
is desirable to prevent "blowing" the
C4.
condenser
tubes while adjusting the set.
When the set is adjusted to the deFor smaller tubes, such as 5 watters,
the bias potential will not go much over sired wavelength, adjust the variable
45 to 50 volts, while on 250 watt tubes, clip on inductance L.,, so the plate curthis potential will run up to as high as rent of the oscillators is at a minimum,

C
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which will be approximately the point
of maximum radiation. Now re -adjust
the amplifier grid clip, which goes to
condensers C2 and C3 on inductance L5.
The adjustment of this clip is quite critical, and "fussy," as a turn one way or
another will make a good deal of difference in the radiation ; and also the
amplifier plate current. Some slight readjustment may now be necessary in the
plate circuit of the master -oscillator,
whereby the latter is functioning with
the plate current at a minimum.
The set is now tuned and for reasonable variations in wavelength, say 50
to 100 meters, the only changes necessary are to increase or decrease the period of the antenna circuit, and retune
by re -adjusting the condenser C, until
maximum radiation is obtained. No
other leads need touching.
There is but one more point to be
watched, in this connection. When using
a series condenser to reduce the natural
period of the antenna, a maximum of
inductance in L, and a minimum capacitance in SC should be used. This seems
to increase the potential on the antenna,
and to increase the antenna input.
One method of keying is to couple a
single turn loop of wire rather loosely
to L, and short and open the circuit,
giving so-called "coupled compensation,"
which works out very effectively. This
system is satisfactory as far as the transmitting station goes, except that it keeps
the tubes operating continuously, but
it radiates on two frequencies, and hence
uses up an additional frequency channel
which might better be utilized for some
other station's operation.
A variation of this system with high
negative potential on the amplifier tubes,
is to shunt C, with a small fixed condenser, say of about .00025 mfd. and insert a relay key, with the contacts working "backwards," so the condenser will
be shunted across C, when the hand key
27

is released and which

will be disconnected when the latter key is depressed.
This system detunes the
master -oscillator so far that the amplifier will not radiate, and, as the grid
is biased so strongly negatively, the plate
current will drop, just as it would when
the set was being tuned. This system
appears to reduce the "key thumps."
The simplest method of keying is to
break the negative plate lead, commonly referred to as breaking the "center
tap." This is shown in Fig. 4, and is
quite satisfactory, although when used
on high power in congested districts
there is sometimes some interference
caused by key thumps.
The substitution of a grid leak for
the C battery in the amplifier system,
and the insertion of a key in that lead is
seldom satisfactory. The usual tendency
of the tubes is to continue to oscillate,
when the key is opened, which is undesirable, and in some cases even, will
not set up a sufficient change in the
emitted frequency to give proper signalling at the receiving end.
No attempt should be made to break
the radio frequency circuits for keying, unless small power is used. if this
is the case, almost any of the radio frequency circuits may be broken with a
simple key. Even though this can be
done, however, this system should be
avoided, as the sudden breaking of the
circuit often sets up surges, which give
a waver or variation to the emitted frequency, which leads to unreliable signals
and which defeats the entire purpose of
the master -oscillator power amplifier system.
"l'he constants of the antenna for use
with this type of transmitter need not
differ from those of any transmitter used
under the same conditions. For 150 to
200 meters, the usual amateur antenna
is satisfactory, and for the lower waves,
a smaller one naturally is more desirable.
For work in the 75 to 80 meter band,
a vertical antenna 30 to 50 ft. highor even smaller, with a small counterpoise should be good.
Larger or smaller tubes should give
as good results as the 50-watters used
by the author. With one C -301A as a
master -oscillator from one to three similar tubes or one 5 -watt tube may be
used as amplifiers. One 5 -watt tube
will drive from one to three 5-watters
or one 50-watter. One 50 watt master oscillator will drive from one to four
50 -watt amplifiers or 'one 250 watter.
As a variation, a variometer covered
with heavy wire and having a small
inductance range could be used in series
with C, and L, to tune this closed circuit. A variometer can also be used
in the Colpitts circuit with master -oscillator to take the place of C.,, although
this circuit does not seem to oscillate
well on the lower wavelengths. A heavy
contact key can be inserted in the couppling circuit between L: and La.
28

LETTERS OF A DEEP SEA OP.

Sticking the plug in Jack No. 1 gives
the reversed tickler connection for 600 meter work on the SE -1220. Pulling
type receivers.
the plug out gives the straight tickler
S. S. Jest Wester.
connections for the higher waves within
Dear Jack
the range of the receiver.
the long
While copying press on the trip home waves above. that, just stickFor
the
plug in
it struck me that there was an awful Jack No. 2. This wipes
out
all
amount of labor involved in shifting the SE -1200 except the secondary of the
variable
SE -1220 receiver from the short to the condenser and rearranges
the
whole
cirlong waves. The taps on the loading cuit with a simple
twist of the wrist into
coils in the primary, secondary and the circuit shown
on
tickler circuits all have to be set, the variable condenser andthe diagram. The
the taps on the
coupling and condenser settings adjusted loading coil are the only
tuning controls
and sometimes the primary condenser and she covers a 4,000
to
20,000 meter.
has to be paralleled. Incidentally, the
range. NPG on 4,650 meters is louder
settings of the three circuits have to be on the single circuit
rig than he is on
remembered or logged. All of this the straight SE -1200
hookup. Varying
comes under the head of work and if
the grid and bridging condenser settings
there is anyone hates work worse than on the SE -1071 will
aid the selectivity
I do, I want to meet him.
and volume. The shift from 600 meters
Did a lot of heavy thinking on the to the long waves can
subject; in fact, you could hear the two seconds Mex and be made in about
tuning the long
brains grinding all over the boat deck, wave circuit is simplicity
itself. Very
and finally turned out the arrangement few changes are
required in the original
shown in the diagram.
wiring and the load coil with two jacks
As you know, some of these SE -1220 and a plug are all
the additional appareceivers need a reversed tickler connec- ratus necessary.
tion for regeneration on 600 meters. I
This stunt is so simple and such a big
was already using a jack and telephone
improvement over the three-coil arrangeplug to accomplish said reversal and it ment
that it's funny no one thought of
only took the addition of the other jack
it years ago. It sure is a lucky thing
that
to give me the long wave circuit. The
I had that six spring jack.
Keep this in
filament lighting jack which does the
trick was out of a defunct broadcast mind and when you get tired of that
receiver. Lucky thing I had it or the shore job and head back for the briny
idea would still be unborn. The loading deep you'll be all set for heavy biz on
the press waves.
coil is one of the 1,200 -turn honeycombs
with four taps which was used in the
Many seventy-threez,
former three-coil arrangement.

In which he discusses a novel method
of long wave reception with the Navy
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Simple Method of Shifting Control

Amateur Transmitting Antennas
Some Simple Theory With Practical Applications
By G. F. Lampkin, 8ALK
a ham in
building his station is to. make his
sigs get out. The easiest way to do
to have a young central station
is
this
and shove kilowatts of power into the air
couple of 10 water-cooled tubes, for

THE ultimate object of

-a

instance. But the government regulations and the ham pocketbook put a decided check in this method. And the
easiest way is not always the best ; there's
a lot more joy in making a five-watter
step out intelligently than in crossing the
continent with a 500 watt ether buster.
The average ham can easily put together a circuit that will oscillate steadily and efficiently. The problem is to
just as efficiently put this oscillating energy into the air; and this problem
brings up the least known subject in
ham radio-the transmitting antenna.
The easiest way to look at the subject is to compare the antenna, which is
an electrically vibrating system, to a
mechanically vibrating system. Take
a spring steel rod and clamp it at the
base. The rod, if given an initial dis'

no longer integral multiples, but are only
approximately so. This is most easily
shown by referring to Bustan Circular
74. The curves for antenna reactance
are shown to be a cotangent function.
Where the curve crosses the axis, the
reactance is zero, and there is a funda-

Another method of causing the rod to
oscillate is to hold it at the middle, and
allow the free ends to vibrate. Counting
the loops, the wavelength is seen to be
twice the length of the rod. The rod
of the length
can be held at points
from the ends, and be made to vibrate in

/
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Antenna and Counterpoise

Both Ends Free.

the second harmonic. The third, fourth,
fifth, and so on, harmonics can be obtained. This condition corresponds to
an'antenna and counterpoise. Both ends
of each system are free, the antenna
being merely bent back over the counterpoise to give greater capacity. The old
Hertzian oscillator is of this form. The
newer version is the vertical tube antenna used by Westinghouse.
The one remaining condition is that
in which both ends of the rod are clamped ; corresponding to a loop. As shown

mental or harmonic oscillation. The addition of an inductance gives the straight
line, positive, reactance curve shown.
This, added to the natural reactance
of the antenna, causes the resultant
curves to cross the axis at points removed from the originals. These new
points of zero reactance do not fall at
integral multiples of the fundamental
frequency. The addition of capacity reactance gives the inverse curve, a negative reactance, and throws the harmonics
off for the same reason as above. Both

Js.,FaoarafrePvr fcr/
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Both Ends Rigid-Loop.
Fundamen/o/
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One End Free, Grounded Antenna,

placement and released, will continue to
vibrate at a definite frequency. The oscillation along the rod corresponds to
wavelength. Therefore the fundamental
wave is four times the length of the
rod. The fundamental frequency of the
rod can be changed by loading it with
weights; similarly, the fundamental frequency of the antenna can be changed
by loading it with inductance. If the
rod, still clamped at the base, be held
rigidly at a point 2/3 up its length, it
will oscillate, with a distribution corresponding to 3/4 of a wavelength. This
can be easily verified by counting the
loops along the rod. The frequency is
three times the fundamental frequency,
and this mode of oscillation is known as
the third harmonic. By holding the' rod
at suitable points, and giving the free
end a displacement, the fifth, seventh,
ninth, etc., harmonics can be obtained.
The harmonic frequencies of a grounded
antenna are thus always odd multiples of
the fundamental frequency.

in the diagrams, the harmonic frequencies are all integral multiples of the fundamental frequency-the same as above
when both ends of the rod are free.
However, when any of these forms
of antennas are loaded with either ca-

pacity or inductance, the harmonics are
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capacity and inductance can of course
be added, with essentially the same results as before.
The addition of capacity or inductance changes things in another way. It
throws the voltage and current distribution curves awry. In the original dia -
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Antenna Reactance Curves.
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grams, the loops and nodes of the rod
vibrations correspond to voltage loops
and nodes in the transmitting antenna.
Just as the rod could be held at a node
without affecting the vibration, so an
antenna can be grounded at a node
without any effect on the oscillations.
The currents lag or lead the voltages
by 90 degrees, according as the antenna
is worked below ur above the fundamental wavelength. Some approximate distribution curves are shown; the addition

fsltJyr UiJtributieat
ut

a condenser causes a reversal of voltage in the antenna; the addition ui an
inductance causes a comparatively high
voltage drop across it. I i some experimenter can determine accurate') the distribution curt es tut' tariuus antennas.

and the corresponding radiated signal.
he can gite us some real dupe.
Now that the possible mo.irs ut uscillation ire ko .tt n. the proposition is to
pick the one lest suited tu ali inch idual
Lase. The determining factors are the antenna ohmic resistance and dielectric
lusses.
1 t
a loba resistancr gr und is
at e_'_at'lr. located sottie distance from
trees buildings and such, the grounded
antenna will stork well. But this is an
.deal ,.ulldi[:onl. w far as i!k st hat115 art
ìWiìcillcd anal it is sarrr tu ati:k tu the
alitenna alld countrrpa.lse.
The best place to t1 oie the antenna
is below the fundamental.
The total
resistance cunt u! an antenna is shown.
The t al tic ut the ohm,: resist ante is
iuufd tit continuing the sils ght 111íe
portion VI the total resistaii,e cur back
to the res,stan.r alie.
1 ?ac
rc3451.211ec
at the intercept is thr
resist altar
;

its value is very nearly constant with
wavelength, dropping slightly due to
lessened skip effect. It is shown as a
nearly -horizontal, straight line. The
dielectric resistance is also a straight line
function with wave, beginning zero at
zero wave, and continuing parallel to
the straight line portion of the total resistance curve. The total resistance,
minus these two components, gives the
radiatioo resistance. A study of the
three components shows that below the
fundamenal wave, the radiation resistance represents the larger percentage
of the total resistance; and therefore the
larger percentage of the power put into
the antenna will be actually radiated.
How far below the fundamental the
antenna should br worked depends in a
measure on what wave is used. At 200
meters, the ohmic, and especially the
dielectric losses, are comparatively large;
due to the site of antenna required. Here
it is best to work as far below as puss.ble, which is usually around 3 5 of the
fundamental. Ort the short waves, from
SU down, the conditions are different.
It
is possible to build a small, compact,
antenna, set out in the clear, that will
have negligible ohmic and dielectric
lusses; and it is nut necessary to go su
tar below the fundamental to make the
radiation resistance the dominant factor.
\Forking below the fundamental is
ad% antageous in another way, in that it
actually decreases the ohmic louses. The
antenna alwat s lias a high resistance at
this condition and the antenna currents
will br small. Therefore the PR luaus
t1 ill become practically nil.
Speaking of small currents brings up
the question ut radiation. The radiation read un a meter, placed, as is usual,
at the must convenient point in the antentu circuit, durs nut mean anything.
Its unly useful fun tiun is to show the
Ies stance point. The currents when
working below the fundamental are
rlrcesaarily small. Add to this the change
in current distribution caused by the additiun ut capacity and inductance, and
the radiation Curter becomes an awful
liar. Ot course, if the meter can be
placed at a current antirwde --fìine busi-

nest. Otherwise use a flashlight bulb
to indicate resonance, and put the price
of a radiation meter into another tube.
Two means of exciting the antenna
are well known-the direct-coupled, or
outlawed key-clicker method, and the
inductively coupled method. Capacity
coupling is not so well known, but is
really the most convenient of all. Install the antenna and counterpoise in the
best location, and do the same for the
primary oscillator. Then join the two
by a wire run through a very small coupling condenser, on the order of 5 or 10
micromikes. With the antenna system
and the oscillator in tune, the radiation
will be as great as with any other method of coupling. The insulation of the
anipling wire does not have to be at
all elaborate; and the usual antenna and
counterpoise lead-in losses are eliminated.
The actual constructional details of
the antenna have been gone over often.
Use skinny glass or porcelain insulation,
and keep the whole system out in the
clear. This is easy to do with the short
wave antenna-put the whole thing on
top of the house. When working with
small currents, a single enamelled wire
layout will do very nicely.
About using the third mode of oscillation of oscillation above, airresponding to the loop, there has not been anything said. For the simple reason that
there is nut much known to be said.
-wording to formula, the radiation resistance of a loop varies inversely with the
fourth power of the wave. In other
words, halve the wave and get 16 times
the radiation; cut it in third and get 81
times the radiation. So get down on the
short waves with a transmitting loop,
and let's have some new and interesting
in formation.

Don't try to use old batteries in the
plate circuits of your set, unless you
want plenty of unaccountable noises..
B batteries that are more than about 15
per cent lower in voltage than normal
should be replaced, as they have served
their useful fife.
Dead dry cells, or cells that are low,
may be revived sufficiently to work for
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reasonable time by removing from
their cardboard cases, puncturing the
zinc with a nail, to a depth of about
an eighth of an inch, and soaking each
cell for a short time in a saturated solution of salt and water, drying the cells,
and replacing in their cases. Another
and possibly simpler method is to crack
the sealing wax out of the battery top,
and pour in a couple of tablespoons of
salt water.
a
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Don't forget that it is better to put
up a reasonably short antenna than a
lung one. Also if the leadin is very long,
it will often serve as a very good antenna, without any flat -top portion.
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Selectivity and How to Get It

An Elementary Discussion of Various Methods Employed, Including
The Theory of the Super -Heterodyne
By Maurice Buchbinder
importance with quality of tone for a
good radio set. Especially in congested sections is it a paramount requirement to be able to pick out the
desired wave and cut out interfering
ones. In the heart of New York City
it is possible to draw a circle a little
over two miles in diameter within the
bounds of which no less than half dozen
powerful transmitting stations exist,

SELECTIVITY ranks

in

their tremendous disturbances into the ether. Were it not for the
great selecting power of a radio receiver
it is easy to see that most wierd composite programs would result. Yet in
the main it is a very simple matter with
a good receiving equipment to choose
one wavelength and close out all the
others.
There are but two important methods
for obtaining selectivity. The first is
the most common-by tuning to wavelengths, embracing as it does most of
the variations upon the single circuit
tuners, such as tuned radio frequency
amplifiers, regeneration, the superheter-

throwing

odyne and so on. The second is selectivity by direction thru the use of a loop.
To understand those factors which
modify selectivity it is necessary to begin
with very elementary considerations of a
very elementary circuit-namely, the
single circuit non -regenerative receiver,
consisting of antenna, variable condenser,
inductance, and conventional vacuum
tube detector (Fig. 1) . We should also

fering in frequency by 100 cycles. In
other words just as two continuous
waves heterodyning with one another
bring about the "squeal," so working
backwards a pure tone can be analyzed
into its two constituent continuous radio frequency currents. Thus we continue
to the broader conclusion that any broadcast transmitter, whether in sending
speech or music, is in reality emitting a
series of continuous wavelengths, confined within a. narrow band of wavelengths (a range of about 5,000 cycles
difference, namely, the range of audible
frequencies) and it is the "beating" or
heterodyning of one with the other that
makes the tone in the receiving set. It
follows that for purposes of discussion
then, we can concentrate the effect of
but a single one of the radio frequencies
- and our conclusions will apply in general.
We now return to the receiving circuit, which contains the elements of
capacity, inductance and resistance. The
resistance is present in several forms-in
the condenser as leakage, dielectric losses;
in the core as copper, dielectric and leakage losses; in the antenna as copper, dielectric and ground losses. The total
adds up to a value of R. The capacity is
that of the antenna in series with the
variable condenser. The inductance lies
chiefly in the coil but partly in the
antenna. Now a certain frequency or
wavelength is being impressed upon the
circuit. The loudness of response roughly follows the amount of induced current. The current I in turn follows the
voltage E (strength of incoming wave
and uninfluenced by receiver), and a
quantity Z called impedance. Thus

I=E/Z.

The impedance of any alternating
current circuit, whether a hundred or a

R

million cycles in frequency, is the sum
of the resistance plus a quantity called
reactance; not the algebraic sum but
what mathematicians call the vector
sum. It is not necessary to understand
this but it is necessary to know the
equation.
Fig.

1

Single Circuit Non -regenerative
Receiver

independent continuous wavelengths difsimplify our transmitting set into a
transmitter sending a continuous pure
musical note of 1000 cycles.
If we consider the origin of the familiar "squealing" due to a neighboring oscillating receiver we come to the conclusion that any transmitter of a 1000
cycle tone is in reality sending out two
°

Z=

NI R2+

(wL-

(0C)1
Should the current be tuned exactly
to the given wavelength then wL is made
equal to 1/wC (bÿ adjusting the condenser usually). In that case the reactance becomes zero and Z is merely R.
What we are interested in primarly is
this: Suppose the transmitter be not exactly in tune, how will it affect the receiver? A transmitter not in tune can
then be likened to an interfering station.
RADIO FOR FEBRUARY, 1925

Evidently if the receiver is such that the
slightest change in the transmitter wave-.
length will reduce the receiver current
greatly, then the receiver will be a
selective one, otherwise it will be a broad
or non -selective one. This is the same as
saying that if the value Z will change
very quickly as we change the frequency
or w, then the circuit must be a selective
one because any change in Z means a
corresponding change in I and in the
telephone response.
A mere common sense perusal of equation (1) without regard to mathematics
will give us much information on this
score. If R is very large compared with
the reactance, then no matter how we
change w Z will remain substantially
constant, namely equal to R roughly.
Hence if R is large the circuit will tune
broadly and the greater the R the
broader the tuning. We have already
analyzed the elements of R and these
lead us to the following practical conclusions :
(a) To increase selectivity, reduce
resistance throughout, in the antenna by
keeping clear from trees and buildings,
by a good ground, by good connections
throughout and by heavy enough wires.
(b) To increase selectivity reduce receiver resistance by the use of low loss
condensers and low loss coils.
We still wish to know how L and C
should be with respect to one another.
Is a large C or a large L conducive to
good tuning? The answer to this
question would come if we knew just
how the reactance changes when w
changes a little. By assuming arbitrary
values for W, L and C and substituting
them into this expression one can readily
be convinced that the smaller C is and
the greater L is the more sharply the
reactance changes as w is varied. This
again leads us to a practical conclusion.
(c) To increase selectivity, reduce
the capacity and increase inductance.
This means an antenna length as low as
compatible with adequate volume. For
local stations the antenna may be made
surprisingly small and still bring in
good signals. A short antenna is very
much more selective and just as satisfactory in other ways.
So far we have arrived at conclusions
as to selectivity in a -single circuit non regenerative receiver. Unfortunately, if
we were to reduce the antenna length to
an amount sufficiently low to give good
selectivity we would ordinarily have
only very poor volume. The addition of
a loosely coupled circuit- will solve this
.
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problem, permitting the use of a long
antenna while preserving selectivity.
When two circuits are loosely coupled
together as in Fig. 2, they are inde-

tivity reduce the antenna length exactly
as with any other type of receiver..After
passage through the first neutroformer
and tube the received current is impressed upon the second neutroformer
circuit and tube.
This current will consist of ,a certain
x
amount of the desired radio energy at
the wavelength to which the circuits are
adjusted plus a certain amount of energy
at interfering wavelengths. Just as before, the constants of the second neutro Cucuit 2
former circuit, namely R, L and C, will
determine just how much current at
each wavelength will be produced. If
Fig. 2. Loosely Coupled Double Circuit
the circuit is a selective low loss one,
pendently tuned to the incoming wave, very little interfering current can pass
having little influence upon one another through onto the next tube. Finally the
slight amount of interfering current
so far as wavelength is concerned. Circuit I contains the antenna with its large which does pass through will be imunavoidable resistance and capacity, and pressed upon the third tube and neutro for both of these reasons will tune former and once more a big fraction of
broadly. Circuit 2, however, can be it is lopped off due to the selective action
made as loss free as we please and its of the third neutroformer.
We may express the action of two
C/L rates as low as practical consequently the secondary circuit will apply stages of tuned radio frequency amplifiselectivity to the incoming wave after cation as follows: Suppose that an
amount of interfering current I passes
its transfer by loose coupling from the
through
the first tuned circuit despite
antenna or primary circuit. If the
its
selectivity.
Then due to the selec-coupling is too tight the circuits mutually
interact-increasing each other's re- tivity of the second tuned circuit only a
sistance and changing the other con- fraction, let us say 1/10 of I, can be
passed on to the third tuned circuit. But
stants.
Regeneration greatly increases the here again only a fraction (1/10) of
selectivity of a single-circui-t receiver as the new reduced amount can be further
well as its volume. There are two ways passed on to be detected. Thus there is
of regarding the increased selectivity. a residual amount of only 1/10x1/10
It is usual to say that the process of re- of I or 1/100 of I. In the same way an
generation adds a negative resistance to additional stage would reduce this to
1/1000 of I. It is evident that interthe circuit-in other words reduces this
ference
can be reduced to virtually
resistance. As we have just seen, a reduction in resistance must bring about nothing by adding tuned radio frequency
increased selectivity. Still another way stages.
to regard the matter is this: RegeneraNearly every type of radio receiver
tion is, in effect, a radio frequency am- made and sold depends for its selectivity
plification where the detector tube also upon the two principles outlined above,
does the amplifying. All wavelengths namely, first, low internal losses plus a
are not equally amplified, but only those low C/L ratio, and second, repeated apat or near that to which the circuit is plications of the first principle by tuned
adjusted. Thus it is a common experi- r. f. amplification of some type.
ence to notice that while the regenerThere is one receiver, however, which
ative receiver is nicely tuned and ampli- departs radically from these principles,
fying a certain station it will not in the
resulting in super-selectivity-the well
least regenerate an interfering station known superheterodyne receiver. This
at another wavelength until the whole receiving set incorporates the first two
circuit is readjusted to that wavelength. methods for selectivity, but introduces a
The single -circuit regenerative re- third one which we shall next discuss.
ceiver is not, however, the ultimate in Beginning with a consideration of the
selectivity any more than it is the transmitter, it has already been demon"golden rule" receiver. In order to get strated that this may be taken, for pracreally good selectivity one must resort tical purposes, to be a continuous wave
to repeated applications of the principles transmitter.
just stated.
As this assumption greatly simpliThe outstanding example of this type fies the subsequent explanations
we
of selectivity is the tuned r. f. receiver shall make it. It is assumed
also that
such as the neutrodyne. The neutrodyne the transmitter sends
out a pure wave of
consists of two stages of radio frequency 300 meters or 1,000,000
cycles. When
before the detector. The selectivity of the wave reaches
our superheterodyne
the first circuit depends upon the an- receiver it is heterodyned,
or "beat"
tenna constants as well as the losses with, by the oscillator in the receiver
within the coil and condenser (neutro - until a "beat" note of say.45,000 cycles
former). To increase neutrodyne selec- results. If the oscillator were set to
.
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1,045,000 cycles it would necessarily do
this. Now the 45,000 -cycle current is
detected and then amplified by successive
stages of intermediate frequency tubes
and transformers, finally being brought
into the audio circuit. The tremendous
selectivity of the superheterodyne may
be illustrated by assuming an interfering
wavelength differing by only 1%, from
the 300 meter wavelength, namely, 297
meters or 990,000 cycles. The oscillator
having been set to cause a "beat" note
of 45,000 cycles with the desired 300
meter wave, it will make a 55,000 -cycle
beat note with the interfering 297 meter
wave, namely 1,045,000 minus 990,000.
If the intermediate frequency transformers are sharply adjusted to 45,000
cycles it is easy to see that a 55,000 -cycle
wave would experience great difficulty
in passing through several stages. In
effect an original difference of only 1
per cent in wavelength (namely 300
meters from 297 meters) has been converted into a difference of 45,000 to 55,000 cycles, or over 20 per cent. This is
what the superheterodyne principle contributes. It greatly magnifies the percentage difference in frequency of the
desired from the interfering wave.
The three principles we have described
constitute the chief present-day methods
of tuning for selectivity. There are additional aids which come under the
heading of filters or frequency traps.
They do not so much pick out what we
desire as exclude what we do not. The
simplest of these and the one we shall
discuss as a type consists merely of a coil
and condenser connected together _in
series with the receiver. It can readily
be shown by mathematics that any wavelength of the same frequency as that of
coil L and condenser C (Fig. 3) (con -

Fig.

3.

Wave_ Trap

sidered as an independent circuit) will
experience great difficulty in passing
from the antenna to the receiver. In
other words coil L and condenser C act
like a very high resistance at that particular frequency. Strangely enough, the
lower the actual resistance of C and L
Continued on page 78
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A Five Meter Receiver
Constructional and Experimental Information on Short Wave Reception
and Transmission
By G. William Rados, IBFA
THE band between

4 and 5 meters
from 75,000 to 60,000 kilocycles, a range of 15,000 k. c.
This is more than ten times greater than
the 1,475 k. c. frequency band between
200 and 20,000 meters.
We do not use one coil and condenser
to tune from 200 to 20,000 meters, nor
should we expect one coil and condenser
to tune from 60,000 to 75,000. How
ever, much of this range can be covered
by a properly designed set. Reception
of these high frequencies can be obtained
by the ordinary tickler coil circuit.
is

Fig. 3. Method of Reducing Tube Capacity

Fig. 3 shows how two tubes can be
used across a coil with the grid to filament capacities in series. This cuts
down the extra capacity so much that
the tubes may be used in their sockets.
The apparatus to be assembled on a 10
-Acme
by 10 in. board consists of
.0005 condenser, 2 General Radio sockets, 2 terminal strips, 2 coils, 1 Bradley stat, 1 Frost jack, 1 .0005 mica condenser. Care was used to pick two UV

filament prongs. No grid condensers or
leaks were used. The grid coil was a
1 -turn loop of bus bar with the ends at
tached directly to the grid terminals of
the sockets. (Fig 4) . The plate coil
was the same as the grid coil and attached to the plate terminals of the twc
sockets. The sockets were about 8 in
apart with the grid and plate coils between them as close to one another as
possible, as in Fig. 5. The diameter of
Coi/

Coi/

1

Fig. 1. Circuit Elements

201A tubes nearly identical in characteristics. As a concession to cutting down
the losses the shells may be removed
from the sockets. The two terminals
on the side away from the pin are the

Fig. 5. Coil Placement

the coils in about 5 in. for 60,000 k.c.
work.
The circuit is given in Fig. 6. The
taps from the grid and plate coils must
be from the center of the coils and the
rotary plates are connected to a point
midway between the filaments as shown

Using the circuit of Fig. 1 with a
.0005 Acme condenser across a 1 -turn
grid coil on a 3 in. tube and a 3 -turn
in. away it oscillates
tickler about
over the entire condenser range using
fixed tickler coupling with a C 301-A,
and 45 volts B battery. Using an old
Audiotron almost no tickler was necessary with 22 volts, tube noises being nil
and reception better. A UV 200 ranked
next. This type of receiver must be constructed very carefully in order to really
be able to receive 60,000 k.c.
Tube capacity is bothersome if we use
the ordinary one tube, tickler arrangement. In this type of receiver we have
a variable tuning condenser across the
grid coil. Across that is also the capacity of the grid tube filament in the tube

/

Fig. 2. Effect of Tube Capacity

(Fig. 2). This reduces the upper limit of
frequency to which the set will respond.
If we cut down the intra-tube capacity
we can arrange a circuit to successfully
receive the band between 60,000 and
75,000.

Assembled Equipment
RADIO FOR FEBRUARY, 1925
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with the ammeter in the middle. As the
frequency is so high, 2 ft., couplings
give about the same results as 2 in.
As this is a new field it will take a lot
of work by many stations before we get
to a point where we can say that we
have mastered it. Co-operation is necessary; and it is in this connect'on that
the author wishes to thank Mr. Gisbourne and Mr. Kelley (of ICPI) of
Acme Apparatus Company for their assistance.

1

B
These locations need not be
Dut
the experimenter may feel better if they
are at least mechanically centered. One
rheostat is better than two, as filament
temperatures should be the same for best
results.
<

The set in the picture was a rush job
thrown together in less than an hour.
This is strictly in line with amateur
traditions but more time may be advanand

tageously spent in assembly.
However, the fun begins when we try
to make the circuit oscillate.
After
about a half hour the set will begin to
work and inside of an hour it should be
completely settled down. A grid leak
may be tried across the tuning condenser
if the circuit does not work immediately.
(hi). If the reader can get a 0-3 milliammeter and place it in the plate lead,

oscilliation can be readily determined by
it. The addition of an aerial or ground
will stop oscillation at certain points of

the condenser scale so a coupled antenna
circuit should be used. A wire 5 meters
long is used for aerial and a similar wire
for counterpoise with one turn in the
center for coupling. Coupling is best
when as loose as possible as there are

14

Fu,. o.

Circuit for

set is

t
Fig.

1.

Grid Coil Connections

A

TUBE SOCKET TESTER

It

is

[1y F. S. ROOT

often rather difficult to tell
whether a bulb is defective or burnt out,
or whether the socket clips are not in
good contact with the bulb prongs. The
accompanying sketch shows a device to
help you in 'testing out sockets so that
the trouble may be definitely located.

u.,, u,uiÌies on 60,000 k.c. Once the
working, there will be no period

of day or night in which it will not pick
up the spark, cw, arc, and phone harmonics.
The advantages of this receiver are,
(1), tuning is not difficult, (2), no
special precautions need be taken with
the tubes or wiring, and (3), the fundamental idea and circuit is sound.

This circuit looks somewhat like a
push-pull circuit but the idea is different.
An oscillograph in the plate will give an
understanding of what is going on. At
first glance, the plate arrangement might
lead the reader to believe that we were
neutralizing one half of the turn against
the other half. The phase angles arc
probably such that the currents are aiding one another instead of opposing one
another. The grid does not gain by
using condensers and leaks and

better without.

Grid

will do
bias is used and

the tubes are real detectors as well

as

oscillators.

The same circuit is used for transmitting. Two 50 or two 5 watters are
used. The only radio frequency is in the
plate and grid coils so no r.f. chokes are
necessary.
The antenna scheme is the
same as for receiving; a 10 meter wire

5 -Altier

Reception
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Tube Socket Tester
Remove the glass, cement, etc., from
an old tube. Solder four short pieces of
No. 14 bare copper wire to the four
prongs, cutting the ends off about an
inch beyond the top of the base. Knock
off some of the sealing wax from the top
of some dry cells, melt it, and fill the
tube base around the four wires, nearly
to the top. From an old white linen
collar, cut a disc that will just fit inside the shell and press down on the
wax while it is still sticky. Mark the
four terminals with letters to designate
filaments, plus and minus, and plate and
grid. Double ends of the four wires
into close loops and put a drop of solder
on each one.
By slipping this testing plug into the
lamp socket, it can be conveniently
tested out for poor contact of socket
clips with lamp prongs, as the four projecting pieces of No. 14 wire are very
accessible, and the prongs of the plug
are engaged with the socket clips just
as the bulb prongs would be.

A Wavemeter for Short Waves
Suggestions as to Selection and Construction of
Parts, Assembly and Operation
By L..

.

N. durreil
Inductance

IN

December, 1924 RADIO, I described a method of generating short
waves on parallel wires and the accurate measurement of such waves. It
is the purpose of this article to describe
a wavemeter, having a range from 18 to
350 meters, which may be calibrated by
the method described in that article.
Since the short wave bands have been
opened to amateur use the wavemeter
can no longer be considered a luxury but
is a real necessity in every station. The
cost of construction is such that no one
need do without a wavemeter from this
standpoint.
The essential parts of a wavemeter
are (1) a variable condenser, (2) a
number of coils of different inductance
values chosen so that one coil may overlap the other so as to give a continuous
range of wavelengths over the entire
range of the meter, and (3) an indicating device. When it is desired to measure the wavelength of a transmitter the
coil of the wavemeter is placed in inductive relation to the coil of the transmitter and the condenser of the wavemeter
is moved back and forth until maximum
indication is obtained, at which adjustment the wavemeter circuit is in resonance with the transmitter.
The inductance coils should be tightly
wound and fastened to the insulating
form, because, if the winding is disturbed after the meter has been calibrated, such calibration will no longer
be good.
In the meter illustrated in Fig 1 the
coils are wound in the grooves of four
wooden forms, which are easily turned
in a lathe. The dimensions used by the
writer are given in Fig. 2. Before winding, the wooden forms are boiled in hot

Frequency
in
Coil No. of Micro - Wavelength Range in
Kc.
range
No. turns henries
16,660-6,379
18-47
1.85
1
4
6,663-2,998
8.0
45-100
8
2
3,156-1,499
95-200
15
3
33.0
1,538- 857
130.0
195-350
4
30

Fig.

1.

Wavemeter and Coils

paraffin to exclude moisture from the
pores of the wood. Collodion should
be used to fasten the winding to the
form. Shellac is said to absorb moisture
and should not be used. In using collodion proper care should be exercised in
keeping it away from open flames, inasmuch as the solvent is ether which is
highly inflammable.
Fig. 2 shows the details of constructing the connectors for the coil. These
connectors also serve as a support for the
coil when in use on the wavemeter.
The following table gives the winding data, the inductance, and the wavelength and frequency range for each coil
when used with a variable condenser of
0.00035 mfd. maximum capacity.

/)itnensions of Forms for Coils

The condenser should preferably

be

of the low loss type with heavy metal
plates supported on rods of ample size
and separated by large washers and nuts
which will assure rigid support. The
movable plates should have ample large
bearings, preferably of conical shape,
securely mounted on the end plates. To
reduce wear the bearings should be of
dissimilar metals. There should be a
short flexible connector (pig -tail) to the
mo\ able plates.
'] here should be eliminated from considt ration variable condensers having any
but air dielectric, condensers with thin

.

/z

24m

1tl

Fir/

Double cotton covered wire (copper)
of any size between No. 16 and No. 24
will be suitable. The writer used No.
16 on coils 1, 2, and 3, and No. 20 wire
on coil 4. The turns on each form
should be wound close together and the
terminals clamped under and soldered
to the screws shown in Fig. 2.

/G

Fig.
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Panel Layout.
35

or closely separated plates, and those in
which the movable plates are supported
on a spring or in bearings which permit
of lateral motion. There should also be
eliminated such condensers as depend
upon the motion of a screw to vary the
distance between the plates as they will
not retain the same capacity for various
settings upon various observations, and
wavemeters using such condensers would
be of little value from the standpoint of
accuracy.
Condensers equipped with vernier attachment may be used to advantage,
especially for short waves. However the
experimenter may find it better to fasten
a long rod to the dial of the condenser,
this arrangement having the double advantage of keeping the hand away from
the condenser and thus eliminating body
capacity, and also giving the fine adjustment of a vernier.
Morecroft recommends the use of a
condenser of 0.001 mfd. maximum capacity for each 1,000 meters to be covered, hence for the range desired here
a condenser of 0.00035 mfd. maximum
capacity was selected.
The high -frequency milli -ammeter
rightly holds first place among indicating
devices. There are two types available,
the thermo-couple meter and the hotwire meter. Either having a scale reading from 0 to 100 milli -amperes is suitable for a wavemeter. The cost of the
milli -ammeter, however, is usually beyond the purse of the average experi-

menter.

The glow lamp, or flashlight lamp,

is

popular indicating device. Readings obtained with this indicator are not
as precise as those obtained with a milli ammeter, and the glow -lamp requires
more energy to operate than does a milli ammeter. These disadvantages are overbalanced by the low cost. Hence this
device has been chosen for the wave meter described herein.
The condenser and indicating device
should be mounted on a panel and
mounted in a box. Fig. 3 shows the
panel layout of the wavemeter illustrated
in Fig. 1 Fig. 4 is a diagram of conneca very

Coi

Fig. 4. Diagram of Connection,

tions. The wiring should be done with
heavy copper wire not smaller than No.
14 and should be hard -drawn.
The dial is placed on the shaft of the
condenser and the position of the fastening screw noted. The dial is removed
and a small depression drilled out of the
shaft at the point of contact with the
36

screw. The dial is then replaced and
the screw tightly screwed into the depression. This precaution will prevent
the dial from slipping.
The wavemeter may be calibrated by
the method described in the former article. When a glow lamp is used as the
indicator it may be necessary to increase
the power of the short wave oscillator
by the addition thereto of another power
tube in parallel. It should be remembered, however, that the use of more
than one tube increases the capacity of
the oscillator circuit and may make it
difficult to go down to the very short
waves.
Another method of calibrating the
wavemeter is to make use of the standard frequency signals transmitted from
station WWV of the Bureau of Standards in Washington, and from station
6XBM1 of Stanford University at Palo
Alto, Calif. The schedules are given
in the current magazines and in the
Radio Service Bulletin.
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Fig.

1.

One-Sltdh

Tuner

case the capacity remains fixed and thr
inductance is changed as the slide!
moves along the coil.

The Elements of Tuning
By KENNARD MCCLEES
The first type of tuning inductance
was the tuning coil, which consists of a
layer of insulated copper wire, wound
on a tube of some insulating material.

.S/cYer

This insulation

is removed in a straight
line at one place so that a sliding contact can vary the number of turns
brought into play. A more efficient
form uses two sliders.
Inductance is the property which any
electric circuit has of storing energy in
the form of magnetism. Observation of
the deflection of a compass needle when
brought near any flowing electric current will show that a magnetic field is
set up wherever this occurs. This property is many times increased when the
wire is wound into the form of a coil;
and a coil makes compactness. Since it
is necessary that your aerial equal, electrically, the aerial from which you wish
to receive, it is obvious that it is better
to have this means wound on a coil and
varied by means of a slider, than to have
a great windlass on your roof to change

your aerial length.
The other factor in tuning is termed
capacity and has to do with a condenser's
property of storing electrostatic energy.
A cloud is one form of condenser, when
taken with the earth as the opposite
plate, and the air between as the dielectric. When a certain amount of static
electricity has been stored in the cloud
the insulating property of the air is
overcome and a flash of lightning is
seen. Likewise your aerial and ground
system form a great condenser but the
energy there stored up is led through the
various instruments of the set and
turned into audible signals.
The simplest illustration of a variable
inductance is shown in Fig. 1. In this
RADIO FOR FEBRUARY, 1925
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Ftq. 2. Two -Slide

Tuner

Fig. 2 shows a two -slide tuning coil
this gives better reception as the tuned
detector circuit provides more energ}
for the detector.
In the circuit illustrating the loose
coupler, Fig. 3, it will be seen that the

,

"r
A

Fig.

3. Induction
Coupling

Fig. 4. Serie, Connection of Capacity

inductance is formed of two coils without mechanical connection. They are
separated by air, and energy from the
first, which is inserted in the aerial and
ground circuit, reaches the second by
virtue of the magnetic fields set up,
when the latter is also in resonance.
(Continued or Page 94)

Sending and Receiving on One Tube
By
in low
power transmission and the radio rast listener whose interest in the
amateur side of the radio game is just
awakening often feel the need for some
compact, light and portable arrangement whereby both transmitting and
receiving may be carried on without unnecessary impedimenta in the way of
heavy batteries. Some cheap and effective method whereby 200 or 300 volts
for transmission may be generated is in
widespread demand not alone for portable work but on the part of those in
outlying districts where there is no city
power supply available.
For low power transmitters using a
tube rated at five watts or less, there is
nothing quite so satisfactory and convenient as an ordinary automobile spark
coil for the generation of the high plate
voltage. Of course, in the customary
service, such coils deliver several thousand volts at slight amperage, but to
suit them to radio purposes, some
means must be provided so that the voltage is cut down greatly and the current
output increased. To accomplish this
change, a simple fixed condenser shunted
across the secondary of the spark coil
draws sufficient power to "hold 'er
down." If the condenser be too large,
the load on the secondary will be too
great and the voltage may be too low.
With too small a condenser, on the other
hand, the voltage will be so high as to
cause spark -over in the tube, condensers
or other apparatus in the circuit.
In order to still further increase the
usefulness of a portable outfit, the same
tube may be employed for both sending
and receiving, a C -301A or UV -201A
being a good amplifier, detector and oscillator. With proper plate voltage it
will put .1 ampere into the average antenna. Of course, this is a relatively
slight amount of radiation, yet fifteen or
twenty miles may be covered during
daylight and at night phenomenal distances are frequently reported with such
insignificant power.
An ordinary Ford spark coil is ideal
as the high voltage source, and may be
operated from the battery used to light
the tube filament. A common grid circuit can be used with a switch to transfer from one tuning condenser to another, so that the receiving and transmitting "sides" will be independent of
each other as regards wavelength. In
other words, we may send on one wavelength and receive on the same or any
other.
To provide regeneration and oscillation for both transmitting and receiving
there must be separate tickler coils.

Brainard Foote

THE experimenter dabbling

The Send -Receive Equipment. The Controls Are, Left to Right, Transmitting Condenser, Receiving Tickler, Receiving Condenser, Anti -capacity Change -over Switch.

Fig. 1.

Since fixed tickler coupling is satisfactory for transmission, but not for reception, we may employ a regular rotor
with a tickler winding and dial adjustment for the receiving side. For transmitting, we adopt a separate plate coupling or tickler inductance, which is in
reality a mere extension of the grid inductance.
I f, however. the sending tickler were
a straight continuation of the grid inductance, as in customary transmitting
circuits, we would run up against a snag
in the supply of the plate potential. The
Ford spark coil has but three terminals
-two of them connected to the primary
winding and the third being one end of
the secondary. The other end of the
secondary winding is connected to one

of the primary terminals-it makes no
difference which. We must therefore
make this common point a connection to
the battery.
In the circuit diagram of Fig. 3 R. T.
is the receiving tickler; L the grid inductance or secondary winding, and
S. T. the sending tickler or plate coupling coil. R. T. has 40 turns of No. 20
wire wound on an ordinary rotor such
as is used in any vario -coupler. L and
S. T. are wound upon the same form,
preferably a piece of high grade insulating tubing 4 in. in diameter and at least
4 in. long. The entire coupler may be
conveniently made with this piece of
tubing and a "180 degree" type of rotor
removed from another vario -coupler. L.
and S. T. are of No. 16 double covered,

\V
R

Rr

1Ñ

C,

A

PG.

Fig.

3.

Combination Transmitting and Receiving Circuit
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wound in the same direction with one quarter in. spacing between thorn. I_ is
wound with 25 turns and S. T. with 30
with a tap taken out at every fifth turn.
These may either be in the form of a
twisted piece of wire or, to make a better looking job, a short length of brass
strip soldered to a short scraped portion
of the turn of wire.
The "load condenser" is connected
between the two coils. Hence it acts as
a by-pass condenser as well as a loading
device to reduce the voltage delivered
by the spark coil. It must be a condenser of approximately .002 mfd. and
also be capable of withstanding about
1,000 volts. Condensers supplied for
transmitting purposes may be had with
a 1,000 -volt breakdown specification.
This is condenser C, in the figure.
Terminals 1 and 2 of the Ford spark
coil in Fig. 2 are those of the primary

Fig. 2.

Radiator Indicator and Spark Coil

winding. The free end of the secondary
the other end of the secondary being
grounded to the primary winding. These
markings correspond with those of the
circuit, Fig. 3, where the spark coil is
indicated by l'. The primary and secondary are labelled P and S. respectively.
The "send -receive" switch is an ordinary anti -capacity or cam switch, double
pole, double throw. Reception and sending are indicated by R and S, as are the
tuning condensers for each purpose.
These are of the .00025 mfd. size
(about 13 plates). They should preferably be of the low-loss form, especially
in the case of condenser R. C, is a .0005
grid condenser-a larger size than is
usually chosen-to fit it for both functions. The grid leak is fairly low in resistance, preferably not over one-half
megohm. A rheostat having about 15
ohms resistance is suitable. C, is a .002
by-pass condenser to facilitate oscillation
and reduce body capacity through the
phone cord.
d battery polarity is of great importance-the grid return going to the
positive for best results. This increases
the plate current and at the same time
the radiation. Moreover, for best reception, the grid return goes to the plus
side of the filament. The transmitting
is 3,
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key K is located in the negative line to

the spark coil..
In rigging up the circuit, it is best to
get the receiving side going first. 1f possible, but little coupling should be used
between antenna and secondary, and
therefore the tuning should be first
tested with the antenna clip, A. C., on
the lowest tap, so that only five turns of
wire are included between it and the
C, end of the S. T. coil. 1f regeneration
is not obtained, the connections to the
tickler coil should be reversed. The B
battery for the receiver need not be
larger than the 22/ -volt size, providing
it is up to full voltage.
It is important to determine the
natural wavelength of the antenna circuit, and this may be done with some
accuracy even without a wavemeter. By
virtue of the antenna -ground capacity
and the inductance included in coil
S. T., a certain wavelength is attained
automatically. I f this lie within the
tuning range of coil L and condenser R,
the antenna's "natural" can be found at
once. A point is found on condenser R
where regeneration cannot be obtained
except by much increased coupling between coil L and the tickler R. T. And
with the amount of tickler coupling
needed to get oscillation at other points
on the scale a double click will be heard
as the condenser dial is moved past the
point of the antenna's wavelength. This
is caused by the stoppage and starting of
oscillations as the absorption by the antenna starts and stops.
Where a wavemeter is at hand, it is
a simple matter to bring its coil into relation with coil L while the tube is oscillating and to find by the absorption
method just to what wavelength the
receiving circuit is tuned. Without a
wavemeter, it is possible to tell only by
comparison with signals received. The
natural period of the antenna and coupling inductance in use on S. T. should
be less than 200 meters, to insure transmission on a wavelength legal for amateur stations. Where a number of
amateur signals may be heard both above
and below the absorption point at which
the antenna stops the oscillations of the
tube, one is safe in going ahead with the

transmitting side.
First remove the headphones to guard

against any possible spark-overs in the
w ring and consequent shocks, and move
the switch to the sending position. With
the tube lighted normally, press the key.
The tube will be dimmed slPghtly, due
to the extra load on the storage battery.
In case of sparks, move the connecting
wires so that there are no small gaps
across which they may jump.
In the absence of a radiation ammeter, 0 to ampere scale, as in Fig. 1,
a flashlight lamp B may be rigged as in
Fig. 2 to aid in finding the point of resonance between the antenna and the
1
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oscillating grid circuit L and S. The coil
C consists of 50 or 60 turns of small insulated wire on a small cardboard
tubing. When the condenser S is so set
that the secondary circuit L and S is in
tune with the antenna circuit, the bulb
should become visibly brighter. The
point of resonance is very sharp and will
usually also be shown by a slight lowering of the pitch of the vibrator, indicating additional load on the spark coil.
It is practically impossible to get the
outfit properly in tune unless the
natural wavelength of antenna and
coupling coil is first found when the
switch is thrown to the receiving position. The sending condenser will be
placed in about the same position for
proper tuning. In case the natural wavelength is too high, a variable condenser
of about .001 capacity may be inserted
in the antenna lead to lower it, or the
antenna may be shortened. Where the
"natural" is too low, it is best to
lengthen the antenna or to move the antenna clip nearer the end of coil S. T.
In most cases, the plate clip P. C. is
attached to one of the last two or three
taps of S. T., depending somewhat upon
the position of the antenna clip.
When transmitting the tube operates
upon alternating plate current. Hence
the radiated note will not have the
whistling characteristic of a continuous
wave transmitter, but will have an
audible pitch corresponding to that of
the vibrator. The higher its pitch the
more easily may the code letters be
copied and the more the radiation. It is
difficult to maintain the vibrator for
any considerable time on a smooth tone
unless the spring is "doctored." A piece
of stiff brass may be cut and fitted
underneath the spring to shorten this
vibratory portion. However, a fairly
high tone may be secured by placing a
padding of two or three strips of tape
between the armature and the core of
the spark coil.
In Fig.
is shown the apparatus
mounted on a board for experiment. A
plate milliameter is in view also, this
being added in studying the effects of
changes in tuning and in vibrator pitch
upon the plate current. With the "A"
tube, the plate current is about 7 milliamperes, varying from 5 mils up to 10
mils with very low and very high vibrator notes. Changes in the tone naturally change the voltage output, so that
the increased radiation on higher notes
is really due to higher voltages.
Spark coil C. W. is being widely used
because of its great economy and continued good results. When combined
with a send -receive circuit whereby one
tube does for both, a very simple little
portable outfit may be constructed which
is just the thing for the automobilist, inasmuch as his storage battery may be
used for radio purposes without removal from the car.
1

Questions submitted for answer in this department should be typewritten or in ink, written on one side of
the paper. All answers of general interest will be published. Readers are invited to use this service without charge, except that 25c per question should be forwarded when personal answer by mail is wanted.

have a two tube Harkness Reflex
I
which is satisfactory on distance, but
the crystal continually gets out of adjustment. Is there some way of substituting another vacuum tube for the crystal without unduly complicating matters?

What is the simplest form of B battery eliminator, in reliable form. I do
not care to use electrolytic rectifiers of
any sort.

-J.B.E., Syracuse,

N

.Y.

A simple one -tube rectifier is illustrated
The use of a half wave recti-

-E.S.M., Brooklyn,

in F ?. 1.

N. Y.
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tier, such as is shown is dependent upon the
filter, which must be of high grade. A
choke coil of 50 henrys or more should be
obtained, and used in combination with 4

mfd. condenser capacity, and more if the
cost is not prohibitive. Otherwise, 60 cycle
noise will surely be present in the direct
current output. The diagram shows a rectifier having 150 volts output. 1f lower
voltages are desired, a Bradleyohm, or other
variable high resistance, placed in series
with the positive lead, will lower the voltage
to the desired value.
What will be the impedance ratio of a
3 to 1 audio frequency transformer when
connected in a vacuum tube circuit.

1.

Simple One Tube Rectifier

The circuit given in Fig. 2 shows the
method of connecting the extra vacuum tube
used as a detector. Using the tube will
eliminate the instability caused by the crystal and will no doubt give greater signal
strength.
Can a Hegehog audio frequency transformer be used with the C299 tube?
Please publish a three tube hookup using
these transformers. Can a Sterling D. C.
ammeter be used as a radio frequency ammeter?
-E.S.S., San Francisco, Cal.

The I-legehog transformer will work
with a C-299 tube. Pig. 2 shows a good
three tube radio receiver capable of receiving over a considerable distance. It is of
the non -regenerative type. Your direct current ammeter will not work in a radio frequency circuit. A radio frequency ammeter
operates with either a thermocouple, or
is a hot wire device and meters used in
ordinary direct current service will not respond to alternating current of any frequency above a few cycles.
Is the panel a very necessary adjunct
to a radio set? Does It matter whether the
phones are placed between the plate of
the tube, and the B battery positive, or
between the B battery negative and the
filament of the tube?
-R.L., West Point, N. Y.
A radio set can be built entirely on a
board, if the tuning controls and associated
apparatus are mounted so that they can
be accessible and easy to operate. The
panel provides a convenient method for
mounting most of the apparatus, and adds
to the looks of the set. It is preferable to
have the phones between the plate of the
tube and the B battery, although absolutely
no difference in results will be noted.
Can a crystal be used with much success ,in a super -heterodyne, In the second
detector circuit? Can any of the tubes
be reflexed in this circuit?
-H.S., jr, Red Bluff, Calif.
A crystal detector can be used in either
the first or second detector circuits in a
super -heterodyne receiver. It would he advisable to get the best crystal possible, particularly one which does not get out of adjustment easily. It would be possible to
reflex one of the radio stages as an audio
frequency stage, similar to the method used
in many Neutrodyne receivers.

-H.B.W., Wenatchee, Wash.
The impedance ratio will be 9 to 1, being
the square of the turns ratio. If the trans-

former is connected to the output of a tube
having an impedance of 20,000 ohms, then
the secondary impedance will be approximately 180,000, provided that all conditions
for the proper operation of the transformer

-.9

.0001,

are met.

Will the additicn of

a ground connecsuper -heterodyne receiver using
a loop antenna, result in Increased signal
strength or distance?
-L.F.T., Los Angeles, Calif."
A ground lead of considerable length,
where the set is some distance above the
ground, will probably result in slightly increased signal strength, although it may not
be of appreciable amount. The ground connection may be of benefit in cutting out noise
due to induction from nearby lighting circuits, particularly those in the same room
with the set.
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Please publish a circuit diagram for a
watt C. W. transmitter using Kenetron
rectifier tubes for the plate supply.
6

-H.

J. D., Sandusky, Ohio.

tenna circuit is tuned with an air condenser,
but may be of the conventional untuned type
if desired. Under ordinary conditions, the
audio frequency stage will not be needed, but
is shown in the diagram for convenience.
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"Manual of Radio Telegraphy and Teleby Admiral S. S. Robinson, 895

phony"

Published by United States
7x10.
Naval Institute, Annapolis, Md.
This, the sixth edition of a text which is
the standard for naval instruction about
radio, has been brought up to date so as
to cover the fundamental principles of all
radio transmitting and receiving apparatus.
While, by courtesy, it still bears the name
of Admiral Robinson, the revision has been
pages,

done by Commander S. C. Hooper and his

staff of technicians. It is unusually cleat
in treatment and constitutes the best all 'round reference book on the subject yet
published. The mathematics used does not
extend beyond algebra and trigonometry. It
covers both theory and practice and should
be of special value to the amateur and commercial operator. Its explanation of vacuum
tube and arc equipment is particularly lucid.
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Its explanation of loop phenomena is the
most complete yet published. The arrangement is logical and well adapted to home
study as many problems are worked out by
example. The treatment is non-commercial
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and unbiased.

Fig.

3.

Single Tube Transmitter with Kenetron Rectifier.

Fig. 3 shows the circuit of a single tube
transmitter, with two Kenetron rectifiers for
furnishing the plate voltage. It may be
necessary to ground the filament of the transmitting tube at the center tap of the transformer secondary, if the set does not radiate
properly.

. yo

Kindly publish a circuit diagram for a
power amplifier stage, suitable for connection to a two stage amplifier using
UV -199 tubes.
-N.O. Name, No Address..._
A circuit for the power stage is shown
in Fig. 5. As the tube should be of the
storage battery type, it is shown connected
to the lighting circuit through a hell ringing transformer having a secondary of six
volts. A 200 ohm potentiometer will enable the finding of the proper point of balance between the grid and the filament circuit. The same l3 battery as is used in the
receiver may be used with the tube, with
the addition of enough voltage to provide
a total of 130 volts or more.

BOOK REVIEWS

T eer Sef

The "Burgess Index of Radio Broadcasting Stations, Record and Atlas," is a con-

Fig. 5. Power Amplifier.
wish to build a Neutrodyne receiver
suitable to connect to my Western Electric loud speaker, which is of the 14-A
type. Please publish a circuit diagram
of such a receiver.
-P.F.N., Milwaukee, Wis.
The circuit for a four tube Neutrodyne
receiver, having one stage of audio frequency
ampl;Ar1tion is shown in Fig. 4. The an I

"Standard Electrical Dictionary," by Prof.
790 pp. 5x7, 497 illustrations. Published by The Norman W.
Hanley Publishing Co., New York City.

T. O'Connor Sloane,

venient pamphlet whose name indicates its
scope. It is published at a price of 25 cents
by the Burgess Battery Co., Harris Trust
Bldg., Chicago, Ill.
"Burgess Dry Cell
Batteries with the MacMillan Expedition"
is an interesting account of severe service
conditions succssfully met by Burgess batteries.
"Radio Facts" is a title of an interesting
house organ from the Kellogg Switchboard
and Supply Co. ,of Chicago. It gives the

Price, $5.00.
This new edition of an old standard reference book also contains a dictionary of
radio terms. It gives concise definition of
about 6,000 words and terms employed in
electrical application. The definitions are
so clearly given as to be understandable to
a layman. It is good not only for reference
but also for consecutive reading so as to
secure a general knowledge of electrical
science.

Catalog 101 from the Radio Division of
the Peerless Light Co., Chicago, Ill., is
devoted to illustrations and descriptions of
a wide variety of radio sets, kits, acces
sories and parts for which they are distributers.
Publication X-7 from the Cutler -Hammer
Mfg. Co., of Milwaukee, Wise., describes
the entire line of C -H radio products including such items as the new low -loss sockets.
the Radiolve and parts for receiving and
transmitting equipment.
Bulletin No. 160-W from a Federal Telephone Mfg. Corp., of Buffalo, N. Y. illustrates and describes the complete Federal
line of radio telegraph and telephone apparatus. New items described include the
No. 94 tuner, large capacity condensers
potentiometers and battery switch.
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With the Amateur Operators
9CMK has been assigned to Bryce E.
841 E. Burnett Ave., Louisville,
Ky., who is using 15 watts CW on 180
meters.
8PS, H. C. Heiss, 9506 Columbia Ave.,
Cleveland, Ohio, has been reported as heard
by English 6ZX when using 10 watts. He
will appreciate reports from the Pacific
Coast.
4XE, Wm. J. Lee, Winter Park, Florida,
is q r v for experimental work on 12 to 50
meters and for traffic on 80 meters. He has
worked NZ2AC and NZ4AA after sunrise in
Florida. A 150 -watt master oscillator is used
on 81 meters with 4.5 amp. antenna current.
A 50 -watt Hartley operates on 41.5 meters.
1AFJ has been assigned to LeRoy Johnson, 31 Perrine Ave., Pittsfield, Mass.

Warner,

WORK WITH AUSTRALASIA
By 6AWT,
653

Union St., San Francisco,
Worked
Date
Nov. 13._..Z-4AG
Nov. 14._..Z-2AC
Nov. 14....Z-4AA
Nov. 17....Z-4AK
Nov. 19....Z-4AA
Nov. 24....Z-2AP*
Nov. 24....A-2CM
Nov. 27-A-3BQ
Nov. 27...Z-2AC*
Nov. 28.._.Z-2AC
Nov. 28...Z-2AC
Dec. 4....Z-2AC

Calif.
Time
6:09 a.m.

S
CALL
1-IEAPD

12 :04 "
2 :04

1:42
1.34
12 :32

2:00
4:11
6 :54

4:27
5:15
1:52

By 61;I.T-6111H, (reo. H. Smith, Route A.
Box 120, Ceres, Calif.
laxz, 2by, 4io, 4jr, 4my, 5aiy, 5ajh, Sao,
5gu, 5kw, 51h, 51s, 5ms, 5oq, Sql, 5qy, 5sb,
Sse, 5vm, 6acl, 6bip, 6buh, 6bui, 6rv, 7ads,
7afo, 7afw, 7aip, 7ajv, 7aj, 7dd, 7di, 7fg,
7fr, 7gb, 7gj, 7ho, 71i, 71o, 7iy, 7ku, 71r,
7ze,
Ima, 7mf, 7nd. 7o1, 7qd, 7sf, 7un, 7uv,9awo,
7zq, Sbal, Sak, 8cp, 9acp, 9aey, 9amx,
9caa,
9bzj,
9bva,
9axx, 9bdf, 9bhv, 9bnk,
9eld, 9dev, 9dfg, 9dge, 9dkv, 9dqu, 9dxw,
9eam, 9efo, 9eht, 9efh, 9fo, 9jh, 9nv, 9x1.
Canada: 5bf, ucc, 5bz, cr, 5go, nkf,

nst, nsw, vnn, wgh, ksa.

By 7SY-7PD, 345 Mill St. Eugene, Oregon
laww,
lfd, lgv, lkc, lmy, 1pl, lsf, lapu,2cg,
2kf,
lbgq, ibis, lcmp, lxam, Zag, 2by, 3hh,
3ot,
2czr,
2cjj,
2brb,
2aay, (2anm),
3zw, 3adp, 3alx, 3bdo, 3bhv, 3bof, 3bov,
(4ai), 4eh, 4eq. 4fz, 4io, 4m1, 4s1, (4sb),
4tj, 5am, 5au, 5dm, 5dw, Sek, 5ew, 5fc, 5fo,
5111, (5in), 5jf, (51i), 51u, 5mi, 5ph, 5oq, 5ot,
5za,
(5ov), 5q1, 5qy, 5rh, 5sd, 5sf, 5uk, 5aex,
5aaq, 5acm, 5aef, 5adh, 5afn, 5agj, 5amw,
5alz,
5aju,
5ajj,
5ajh,
5aiu,
5and,
81m,
5amg, 5apg, 5zav, (6rv), (7oy), 8ah, 8apn,
8gz, 8nb, Spi, 8rg, Str, Szg, 8zz, 8ada,
8buk,
8bsv,
Sbos,
sbhu,
Sbbf,
8ajn, (8bau),
8bxh. Sbyn, 8cjd, 8cnw, (8cse), 8ctz, 8cy1,
8dgb, 8dhw, (8doo), 9em 9es, 9hm, 9mf,
9mn, 9ny, 9qw, 9rd, 9vz, 9x1, (9yb), 9zd,
9zt, 9adc, 9aim, 9aau, 9abf, 9amx, 9aod,
9aoi, 9aws, 9bcd, 9bcj 9bdq, 9bhd, 9bht,
9bhx, 9bje, 9bkr, 9bmu, 9bmu, 9bmx, 9bnf,
9cf1,
9bnk, 9bof, (9bvz), 9bye, 9cbf, 9cej, 9cju,
9cfy, 9cii. (9cip), 9cir, 9cjc, 9cjs,
(9cir),
9epv,
9cfy, 9c1d, 9cmk, (9cov), 9cpm,
9cvo, 9cvs, (9cxx), 9dct, 9ded, (9dfh), 9dfg,
9dhl, 9dix, 9d1w, 9dms, 9dng, 9dnv, 9dqu,
9dun, 9dvg, 9dvp, 9dxw, 9eae, 9eak, 9efh,
9efy, 9efz, 9egu, 9ehs, 9eld, 9xbg, 9bm,
Radio Station SCB

Call 5CG has been assigned to J. M.
Patterson, 601 North F St., Hugo, Oklahoma.
He is using the Hartley circuit in a 20 -watt
C. W. transmitter, with 550 volts and 200
millis. on the plate and an antenna current
of 2.5 amps. For 'phone 15 watts are used
as oscillator and 10 watts as modulator in
Heising circuit. 5CG is q r for traffic, and
will promptly acknowledge report of signals.
Call 1AMU has been reassigned to Franklin Rowell, 106 Cedar St., Pawtucket, R. I.,
who is operating 5 watts on 40-43 and 75-80.6
meters.
IAHJ has been assigned to Pawtucket
High School, Pawtucket, R. I., with J. B.
Rowell as senior operator and J. Clarkin as
junior; 5 watts, 75-80.6 and 150-200 meters.
8TZ has been assigned to Guy Smith, Sun burg, Pa.; 5 watts, c. w. and 'phone, all
cards ASL'd.
5QD has been assigned to the Alpha
Sigma Delta National Radio Fraternity,
Stillwater, Okla. The Alpha Sigma Delta is
a national college radio fraternity now having three active chapters, the Alpha Chapter
being at the University of Oklahoma at Norman, Oklahoma, the Beta Chapter át, the
Agriculture and Mechanical College at
Stillwater, Okla., and the Alpha Lamba
Chapter at the Mass. Institute of Technology. Only college and universities are
qualified to petition the Alpha Sigma Delta.
6ZD, Allen H. Babcock, Berkeley, Calif.,
attended the session of the American Section
of the International Union of Scientific Radio
Telegraphy at Washington, D. C., upon the
invitation of the National Research Council.
AT

Dec. 5....Z-2AC
Dec. 6....Z-2AC
Dec. 8....Z-2AC
Dec. 13....Z-2AC
Dec. 15....Z-2AP
Dec. 15....A-2YG
Dec. 15....A-3BQ
Dec. 15....Z-4AK
Dec. 16_...A-2DS*
Dec. 17....Z-4AA*
Dec. 17....Z-2AC
Dec. 19....Z-4AG
Dec. 24....Z-4AA
Dec. 25....Z-4AA
Dec. 25...2-2AC
Dec. 25....A-2DS
Dec. 25....Z-4AG
Dec. 28....A-2BX
Dec. 28....A-3BD
Dec. 28....A-2YI
Dec. 28....Z-2AC

Remarks
Work done on
one 250 -watt
tube putting 5
amperes into
antenna at
80 meters.
*Means stations

also worked on
6AWS. 1 amp.
150 watts input.
On Dec. 13 at
1:45 a.m. connected Z2AC

1.12
12:13
1:01
1:45
1:50
3

:00

4:10
4:58
:00
1.05
3 :10
3

1:40

4:20
2 :00

4:27
5:15
7 :45

3-4:00
5-5 :50

6-6:20
6:50

and M BX
together.
In all 25
messages were
handled.
On Dec. 25
worked Z2AC
from 6:50 a.m.
till 7:47 a.m.

It was daylight
at 7:00 and the
sun rose at
7 :45 a.m.! !
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nerk, nfv, wgh.
Canadian: 2be, 2bg, 2cg, 4a1, (4ax), 4cb,
4dq, 4fv, 4gh, 5af, (5an), (5bf), (5cn),
(5ds), (5hg).
Reports on my sigs appreciated. All
cards ansd.
By Vernon Holmes. 2114 Grandview Blvd.,
Sioux City, Iowa
lafn, lagg,
laac, laal, 1 abf, labl, laea, lawe,
laid, lana, lar, last. latj, lbkq, lbcu,
lblx,
lbdn, lbep, lbgq, lbip, lbjp, lcme, lcmx,
lbvl, lbvs, leak. lckp, lcln, lii, liv, lkc,
lif,
lga,
lgu,
lcpn, ler, lfd,
1m1, lmy, low, 1py, lsf, lsz, lte, lxw, lxz,
2axf,
2aan, 2aay, 2acf, 2adj, 2ahw, 2anm, 2bqw,
2bqb,

2axq, 2hco, 2beo, 2bgg, 2bof,
2brb, 2cdp, 2c11, 2cqz, 2dn, Zef, 2kd, 2k1,
2ku, 21d, 2mc, 2mu, 2pd, 2tp, 2wc, 2xq,
3acc, 3adb, 3aec, 3alx, 3aus, 3auv, 3avk,
3bdo, 3bhv, 3bmn, 3bof, Seav, 3cb1, 3cdg,
3chg, 3ckj, 3eh, 3hs, 3js, 3kq, 31r, 31y, 3og,
3oq, 3r1, 3s1, 3wn, 3xi, 4ai, 4c1, 4cr, 4du,
4he, 4eq, 4fs, 4io, 4ke, 4nc, 4nr, 4p1, 4q1,
4rr, 4rs, 4sa, 4sx, 4sz, 4tj, 4uk, 4ux, 4vn,
4v1, 4xe, 4xx, 4zd, 5aaq, 5abn, Sac, Sadd,
5a1j,
5adh, 5adi, Sads, 5agq, Sags, 5aib, 5arn,
5ajh, Same, Sant, Sano, 5api, nage,
5be, 5bj, 5ek, 5ew, 5gw, 51y, 51z, 5jh, 5ju,
5ph,
5kq, 51i, 51u, 5m1, 5m1, 5oq, 5ot, Soy, 6bft,
5ru, 5uk, 5vv, 6aao, 6aly, 6apw, Garb, 6cig,
6bgc, 6bjj, 6bka, 6bgr, 6bur, 6cgw,
6cmu, 6fy, 6ne, 6rm, 6vf, 6vw, 6xbn, 7ahs,
7gk, 7gr, 8acm, Sadd, 8ahl, Saju 8alf, 8alw,
8amr, 8ao1, Base, Satp, Sayk, 8bbi, 8boy,
8bp, 8bqr, 8bvu, 8byn, Scaz, 8obx, 8ccq,
8cdt, 8cjd, 8cyi, 8dal, 8dfn, 8dhw, 8dmt,
8dnv, 8dpn, Set, Sfd, 8gz, 810, 8hn, 8ko,
8p1, 8px, 8rg, 8rv, 8tr, 8up, 8xs, Szd, Sze,
8zg, 8zz, 9aad, 9aav 9abf, 9ado, 9aho, 9ahq,
9aod, 9axt, 9axx, 9ays, 9azd, 9bga, 9bhx,
9bje, 9bji, 9b31. 9bkr, 9bkx, 9bmj, 9bmu,
9bmx, 9bnu, 9brx, 9bso, 9buk, 9bva, 9bvn,
9bvz, 9bxg, 9cap, 9cbf, 9cbk, 9ccm, 9cdv,
9cii, 9cfy, 9cga, 9cii, 9cju, 9c1j, 9cpq, 9cyk,
9dac, 9dfh, 9dia, 9dqu, 9dsa, 9dtx, 9dwk,
9dxn. 9dvy, 9eas, 9efy, 9egg, 9egu, 9ehy,
9e1h, 9ek, 9eky, 9eiv, 9elx, 9es, 91e, 9fk, 9hn,
9ih, 9mn, 9ny, 9pj, 9qu, 9rd, 9vz, 3x1, 9xw,
9zd.
Cards sent to all who QSL.
Continued on Page 44
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The General Instrument Rheostat is
provided with a fixed bakelite panel dial
(held in position by the screws that hold the
rheostat proper) so that the operator may
know the relative position of his contact
arm. The contact arm, with its auxiliary
spring, bears down firmly upon the resistance
winding so that there is no tendency of the
contact arm to dig into the wire and cause
a
non-microphonic contact. The rheos:at
comes in three parts; the knob, the dial and
the base proper.
The shaft of the knob
ends in a small chucklike device on the back
of the instrument and the mere tightening

,rfr,

,.,,.

%

neat assembly but also increases the sharpness of tuning, prevents feed-back and removes loss -producing elements.

The Cutler -Hammer "Radioloc"

is an A

battery switch with a key which locks it.
This protects the batteries from being run
down or the tubes burning when the set
is not in use and provides a convenient
means of interrupting reception without loss
of station. The set is "on'' when the key is
in the slot and "off" when the key is removed. It is easily installed, requiring but
one hole in the panel. The switch mechanism
is direct and firm, insuring quiet operation.

The Type 285 General Radio Transformer has been designed to give maximum amplification at extreme high and low
audio frequencies with an improved quality
of tone throughout the entire range. This
has been accomplished by using more turns
in a larger core made of high grade steel.

Broad contact surface assure high efficiency
and freedom from noise.

The Thordarson Interstage Power Amplifying Transformer has been designed
for use between a pair of standard input
and output power amplifying transformers
so

of a nut with the fingers is sufficient to
hold this member in place. Brass inserts
threaded to receive 6 32 machine screws are
imbedded in the bakelite base. The instrument (of bakelite throughout) is made to
accommodate any panel up to a thickness
of 3 8 inch, and no tool save a screw driver
is needed to attach it.
A high heat, non rusting resistance wire is used and winding
of 6, 20 and 30 ohms may be had. Potentiometers of 200 and 400 ohms resistance
are also available in the same style.

The Flec.elliny Uni/ormer is an audio
frequency transformer with terminals placed

that a Plewellitg socket may be mounted
directly on two transformers. This permits
the construction of a 6 or 8 tube set with but
three bus wires, two for the .4 and one for

as to

inprove the quality of reception.

Its efficiency is so great that it is claimed
to give more volume than two stages of
the ordinary transformer.
Its impedance
has been designed to match that of the associated tube.

The Parent Improved

dudioformer

is

to 1 ratio audio frequency transformer
designed to give an exceptionally high degree of amplification over the entire band
of sound frequencies.
It is handsomely
mounted in a nickeled brass case grounded
to the base so as to shield the windings.
Perfect connections are obtained by first
soldering the coil ends to the soldering tabs
and carrying this thru bakelite strips that
run through the case to the binding posts.
a

3'

Two stages of this power amplification requires the use of four tubes. Wiring diagrams and directions are supplied by the
manufacturer with each transformer.

The 3X -P

Grimes Inverse Duplex

is

three -tube set giving two stages of radio
and three stages of audio frequency amplification with a fixed crystal deteeor. It
has three tuning controls. It is simple and
economical in operation, sensitive and seleca

so

the B battery.
42

"Phis not only gives a compact

They are conveniently located at the bottom
to keep the wiring close to the base below the
level of the sockets.
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tive, and has fine tone quality. It is designed for operation with an aerial and
ground.

You can give your set

this big advantage-

Amplification without Distortion
How to make sure of getting

everything loud and clear
that it will reproduce clearly and distinctly
without distortion. The real pleasure in radio comes when you can
understand and enjoy what you hear-voices that are natural-music that
is clear in tone. In order to hear clearly and distinctly you want to be
sure that you are using amplifying transformers that amplify the sound
without distorting it.
Each transformer is tested and
Give your set this big advantage
-Amplification without Distortion. carries a guarantee tag. If you
want Amplification without DistorWhether you have a neutrodyne,
super -heterodyne, regenerative or tion use Acme Transformers in the
set you build and insist on them In
reflex the addition of the Acme A-2
Audio Amplifying Transformer will ;the set you buy. (That's one of the
big reasons why the Acmefiex Kit make it better.
set gives such good results-it uses
The Acme A-2 has become fam- Acme Transformers). Send for our
ous among radio owners for in- 40 -page booklet which explains how
creasing the volume of sound with- to get the best results by proper
out distorting. It has improved amplification and also contains a
thousands of radio sets. If you are number of valuable wiring diabothered by distortion, try an Acme grams. It will help you build a set.
Mail the coupon with 10 cents.
A-2 and note the difference.
YOU can make your set so

out
ification
rtion" use AC
r,
sf'ormers in the
u build. Insist on em
,n \the set you buy, nnd
\Ty all the year 'r und

hu A

di«

c nj

Radio
The Amplifying Transformer Is the Magnifying Glass of Radio.

ACME APPARATUS COMPANY
Tranformer and Radio Engineers and Manufacturers

Dept. 86, Cambridge, Mass.

Have the fun of making your own Radio Set

AC
for

^/

ACME APPARATUS COMPANY,

amplification

Dept. 86, Cambridge, Massachusetts
Gentlemen:
I am enclosing 10 cents (U. S. stamps or
coin) for a copy of your book "Amplification
Without Distortion."
Name

Street
City

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO

State
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not 64, Empire, Calif.
lajp, lap, lbcc, lbgc, lbgq, lbkq.
lbv1, lcmf, ter. lfd, lgv, Ike, lmy, low.
1py, lqp, (1st). lte. 1xav, lam, law, 2aay,
2ana, (2brb), 2cdg, 2cjj, 2cvu, 2cxl, (2czr),
2dn, 2gk, 2kj, 2mu. 2pd, 3alx, 3bab. (3bdo),
3bhv, 3bsv 3bta, 3bwj, (3ab), 3hh, 3nf, 4cr,
4du, 4eh, 4fg, (4fs), (41o), 4ka, 4ku, 4oa,
4p1, 4qf, 4rr, 4sa, 4tj, (4xe), 5aai. babe.
Sac), (5aex), (6afn), 6agl, 6agq, (5aij),
(5ajh), (5ajj), (bame), (bamo), 5apg, 6aph.
5as, (5dw), 5ka, 5kq, (5m1), (6mz), (6nw),
5oq, (5ot), (5ov), (5ox), 5ph, 5ru, (6uk),
5wy, 5za. 8add. (8aly), 8apw, Satp, (8bau),
8bjv, (8bpa), 8bxh, 8caz. Seel, Scyi, 8dhw,
8doo, Sah, 8ef, Sfm, 8gz, 81d, 8p1, (8tr), Swo,
Sxb, 9agl, (9aiu), (9azr), (9bcd), (9bcj),
9bfg, (911j1), 9bjy, 9bkx, (9bmx), (9bnf),
9bpy, 9bvz, 9cap, 9cbk, (9ccm), 9ccx,
(9cdo), (9cfi,), 9cfy, (9cjc), 9cju, 9cld,
(9c1y), 9cgq, (9clr), (9cxx), 9dct, 9ddp,
(9ded), 9dfh, 9dfq, 9dfz, 9dmj, (9dng).
9dnv, (9dyt), (9dxn), 9efy, 9ekl, 9eld, 9e1í.
9bm. (9em), 9es, (9vz), 9yb.
Canada. -lar, (2ax), 2cg, 4cr, (San).
By 6CLP,

laac

Type
6-D Broadcast Receiver
1
Non -oscillating

Non -radiating

N dollar -for -dollar value, the 6-D Receiver
leads the field.
This remarkable Receiver excels in every phase
of performance -purity of tone, sharpness of
tuning, range, volume and ease of operation.
You can pay more, but you cannot buy better
reception. By all means, examine the 6-D
before making a final selection.

All cards answered.

Please QSL my

By H. C. C. McCabe.

Holloway Road,

Watts.
5dw,
fibra,

fibrr,
6cto,

without accessories

N. Z.
1pl, lmv, low, 2cz, 5h1
5ox, 5za, 5mi, 5uk, 5go, 5amf, 6ac.
6buo, fivw, fiber, 6cgo, 6arb, Gage.
6aem, 6css, base, 6cej, 6vo, 6of, 6apw
6vc, 6bcp, 6bca, 6bwl, ficmu, 6cdn,
Set, figt, 6bt, 6agk, 6cgw, 71j, 9bji,

fibdt,
9bm, 9xi, 9dms, 9cjc, 9eky.
Naval. -NEF heard about 100 meters
calling Z4AA at 7:10 p. m., N. Z. time, on
October 25th.

EISEMANN MAGNETO CORPORATION
165 Broadway, New York
SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO

Special.-WGH. (Don't know who this
English.-2od, 5nn.

chap is).

1

French.-8ab,

audio frequencvamplification.
Non -oscillating.

Tuba: Five in all. Jacks
provided for either five or
four tube operation.

Pane!:

Aluminum, with
attractive crystal black finish.
A
perfect body capacity
shield.

Bartrria: Either storage or

Condom'',:

dry -cells.

low leakage losses.

Cables

:Complete set supplied

for "A" and "W' batteries.
Wm' !mgrbr : coo to 600 meters, with uniform efficiency
of reception.
Aerial: 75 to
wire.

12.5

feet, single

2bsc, 2eee. 2cel, 2cgb, 2cty, 2cvu, 2czr, 2eg,
2kf, 2ku. 2kx, 2rk, 2xq, 3adb, 3ade, 3adf.
3ajd, 3auv, 3bco, 3hjp, 3bmn, 3bof, 3bwj,
3bz, 3cdg, 3chc. 3chg, 3cjn, 3ckp, 3hg, 3mf
3ot, 4eq, (4fz), 4jr, 4ka, 4kt, 4ku, 4oa, 4e1.
4tj, 4uk. 4xe, 5aaq, 5ac, 5ac1, 5adh, 5aeq,
5aex, 5afu, Sand, Sahj, (5afu), 5aiy, (bajb).
5ak, 5ak h, Sakl, 5akx, 5a1r, Same, 5api, 5apm.
5agm, (5agw), 5hj, 5ca, 5ce, 6dm, 5dw, Sek.
Sew, 51k, 5in, 5jf, 51n, 51u, 5mz, 6nw, 5oa.
(5oq), 5ov. 5ox, 5ph, 5qj, 6qy, 5sd. (5se),
5uj, 5uk, 5ux, 5xa, 5xau, 5za, 6zav, 7abb.

Dials: Sunken design. Shaped

to fit the hand and permit
natural position in tuning.

8sm.

By 611DH, Boa 4114, Blythe, Calif.
laac, laay, laja, lajo, laxz, lcmp, ifd,
lfv, lgv. lkc, 11w, low. ipy, Iwl, lxam,
lyb, 2aan, Zag, 2agk, 2ana, 2anm, 2brb

SPECIFICATIONS
Circuit: Two stages of tuned
radio frequency amplification,
detector and two stages of

71

Wellington,

fi

U.S.-lcmp, 1sf,

Price $125.00

DETROIT

New "Zealand. -lac, 2ap, 4aa, 4ag, 4ak.
Australlan-3bq.
Mexlco.-bx, lb.
U. S. Government.-NFV, NKX.

a

Single bearing,

Series: Suspended on cushion

springs which absorb vibrations.

(7adm), (7afo), 7agn, 7ahs, 7ajt, 7akh
7(11. 7fd, 7fm, 7fr, 7ge. 7ho, 71j, 7jq, 7ku, (71q),
(7ly), 7mf, 7mp, 7no, 7nt, (7ot), boy.
(7qd), (7sp), 7sy, 7qz, 8acy, 8ah, 8alf, 8aro,

71u,

Mahogany, with distinctive lines and high finish.
Ample space provided for "B"
batteries.
Cabinet:

8ayu, 8bau, 8bf, 8bxh. Scav, 8cea, Seed, 8cp.
8cq, 8cxi, 8cy, Scyi, 8dal, 8dgp, 8dnv, 8gq,
Rgz, 81h, 81r, Soe, 8p1. 8rg, Str, 8uf, Sup, 8yt.
8xk, Raze. 8zt, 9aad, 9abf, 9aby, 9ado, 9afz,
9aim, 9aj, 9aju, 9anj, 9arr, 9asq, 9avj, 9avv,
9axs, 9axt. 9axx, 9bcj, (9bdf), 9bdu, 9beg,
9biq, (9bht), 9bje, (9bm), 9bmu, 9bma.
9bnf, 9hnk, 9hoa, 9bvz, 9bwb, 9caa, 9cap,
9ccm, 9ccs, 9cdv, 9cfr, 9cfy, (9clp), 9cju,
9cfy, 9ekj. 9ckv, 9cp, 9cpm, 9csg, 9ctg,
9cvf, 9cvn, 9cvo, 9cxx. 9dap, 9db, 9dhj, 9deo,
9deu, 9dev, 9dfv, 9dge, 9dkr, 9dkv, 9d1o,
9dms, 9dpu, 9dun, 9dwx, 9eck, 9efh, 9eky,
9ely. 9ep, 9ev, 9hn, 91b, 9nv, 9vd, 9zd, 9zt,
NKF.
Canadian.-2be, 3bp, 3oo, 3zt, 4cr, 41o,
San, 5bz. 5go.
New Zealand.-2ac.

tiyr'
e~i4'

Mexican. -1k, lb.

Argentine.-CB8, LPX.

II
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By 6CI7C, Robert Amnhnry, 317 N. Friends
Avenue. Whittier, Calif.
(lare), 'awe, lbvl, lerne, ter,
ifd, (Iga).
lmy, low, lqp, lsw, ivj, 2aqs, 2brb,
(2cgz),
2cvk, 2cvs, 2cvu, 2kf, 2mu. (3ade), 3adp,
3adq, 3aih, 3avv, (3bhv), 3bue, 3chg, 3ckt,
3hh, (3jo), (3oq), 3sf, 4eh, 4fz, 41o, 41z,
4mi, 4oa, (4s1), 4tj, 4uk, (5aaz), 5ac1, Saef,
5aex, 5afu, 5and, 5a11, 5a1u, 6asz, 6zav, 5be,
5cm, Sew, 5hd, 51n, 5ka, 51u, (Sox), 6ph.
6qy, Srg, 5sd, 5se, 5to, 5uk, 5u1, 5vv, (6cek).
(6clz), 7afn, 7afo, 7agi, 7ajy, 7bj, 7f9, 7fr.
7gb, 7gq, 7gr, 7gu, (7ho), 71j, 7ku, 71q, 71y
71s, (7mf), 7nx, 7oy, 7pm, 7qd, 7zq, 7zz, Sala,
8aro, Satp, 8ayu, 8bau, (8hnh). Ruse. (Scv1),
8cci, 8dal, Sfm, 8ge, 8gz, 8jq, 8kc, 81r, 8p1,
8sn, 8vq, Syv, (8ze), 9aau, 9abq, 9aey,
9aim, 9bcj. 9bdu, (9bht), 9bji, 9bhx, 9bgh,
9bkr, 9bmf, 9hmh, 9hnu, 9ccm, 9t'dv, 9cee,
9cer, 9cfy, (9c1p), 9cju, 9cpm, 9ctg. 9otr,
9cvo, 9cvs, 9cyk, 9cwx, 9ckl, 9daw, 9ded,
9dix, 9dms, 9dng, 9dqh, 9dqu, 9dxm, (9dyt),
9egh, 9ehs, 9eky, 9bm, 9ek, gei, 9es, 9hk,
9hn, 9mm, 9mn, 9nq, 9ny, 9qw, 9ws, 9x1,
9zt, kdka, nkf.

Mexican.-bx, lb.
Canada. -31y, 4bp,

5mn, 5al.

41o,

New Zealand -2.e. 4aa.
Continued
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San, 5gf,

page 46

5go.

De Forest
Radiophone
Requires no aerial
no ground wire

-

Batteries, De Forest Loud
Speaker, and Tubes complete within cabinet.
Easily movable from room
to room, it is ready to operate within five minutes after
it is delivered to your home.
td
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You have the radio habit now !
You'd better have a De Forest

34
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ETHER you have an instru-

ment or not, whether you know
it or not, you have the radio habit already. Do you go to the theatre? Do
you go to political meetings? Do you
read the day's news? Do you seek contact with people who offer either amusement or information? Then you're
essentially a radio fan, for radio is giving many of the best of these things in
a way in which they cannot be obtained
elsewhere.
The De Forest is a complete and selfcontained instrument with a loop the
size of a picture frame instead of an
aerial wire, with batteries and loud

speaker self-contained.

It can be easily moved from room to
room. It has a remarkable tone quality. It brings out the voice or instru-

ment as sincerely and truthfully as the
performer himself does. And it is an
immediate result -getter that is simple
to operate
Whatever there is in radio, the De
Forest can give it to you. It yields good
results from the beginning and gradually
increasing results as your skill grows.
There is nothing else like it.
!

It will pay you to look up

a De Forest Agent

He is willing and equipped to teach you the
simple technique of using' the De Forest. Let
him demonstrate it in your own home.

DE FOREST RADIO COMPANY, Jersey City, N. J.
Also makers of De Forest Tubes The "Magic Lamp" of Radio

-

DE

FOREST RADIOPHONE
REG. U.S. PAT.OFF.

REG.

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO

U.S. PAT.OFF.
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By UCLZ-41CON'. 1145

re, unfit

Ave.,

Berkeley, California
laac, labt, labs, lana, la, e, lary, lati,
laww, ibhm, lbie, lbip, ibkq, lbsd, ibv1,
leak, lobs, lckp, leme, lamp, lbv. 1er.
igs, lid, Ike, lmy, low, 1pl, 1st, lwf, lxae.
lxam, lxz, lafp, 2ana, zanm, Zbgi. 2bgo,

2bec, 2bqu, 2brb, 2bac, 2cee, 2cgi, 2chk,
2cpa, 2cpk, 'levj, 2czr, 'lag, abr, 'lby,
zdn iki, 2ku. 2mu, zpd, la k. 2x1, 2xq, 3adq,
3aih, 3ajd, 3bhv, 3ccx, 3chg, 3chk, 3cjn,
lab, 3hg, 3h11, 311, 3st, 3wb, 3wu. 3yo, 4bq,
4gw, 4iu, 4jr, 4k1, 4ku, 4ua, 4tj, 4xe, baaq,
5acx, baex, 5afu, 6and, 5a1j, Sail, baiu, bajh,
6akn, Same, bamw, 6auj, baqw. Saal, Sap,
5ca, 5cn, 5cv, 5dm, 6dw, 5ek, bid, bin, Ska,
51h. bli, 51u, ami, bnw, 60q, Sox, bph, Sqy,
5sd, 5se, buk, bxau, bza, bzal, bzav (tuo
mani La's es 7's), bada, badg, badk, /lads,
bain, Sagm, 8ago, Same, bamr, Saco, 8atp,
bayu, Sbau, 8bbf, Sbdk, bbjv, Sbgr, bbtt,
Sbuk, Scup, Seed, beku, bcyl, bdae, 8dal,
Sdgp, bduw, bdme, Stint bdoo, Salsa, bah,
bbo, Sep. 8gz, bhn, Sjq, Skc, bpd, Spl, brj,
Si v, bay, tau, Sup, bvq, bxav, byv, Sze, Szk,
9abf, baby, 9adq, 9aen, balm, Salo, 9amb,
bamx, Sauw, 9auy, bawe, 9axs, 9axx, bbag,
9bcj, 9bdf, 9bdw. 9btg, Sbgh, bblit, 9bhx,
Sbkb, 9bmu, 9bmx, Sbnk, abut, 9bpy, 9brx,
Saco, Sbye, Seas. 9caj, 9cbz, Secs, 9cdv,
Scea, 9cee, 9efi, 9cgd, bcgx, bell, Delp, 9cju,
bcjy, Sckb, 9cpm, betr. levo, bcva. 9cyx,
Sdae, bddp, 9ddv, 9ded, lldev, 9dfh, 9dge,
bdvg, bdit, 9dmj, 9diig, tdqu, 9dtk, 9dyn,
beak, Siam, beat), Seth, lefy. 9efz, 9egh,
beky, Seib, 9e1, Sem, Sep, See, bhn, 9mc,
90110, 9ny, Sax, 9xbg, 9x1, Syb, 9zb, tzd, 9zt,
fly, nki, wgh.
Canadian -.,ad, 4c1, 4cr, 41o, Sac, 5an.
6ba, 5bz. bet, 5gf, 5go.
Mexican
bx. N. Z-2ac, 4ak.
All c. ds gladly answered. pee QSL.
By ZAGS. L. Leslie .leelasicr, 31.1 bale
Avenue, %%akctleld, class.
4du, 4cg, 416', 41o, 415, il.. 4ku, 4ku, 41y,
4m1, 9my, 4oa, 4pb, 4yy. 4sb, 481, 40, 4ua,
4uu, (-lux), bacb, baga, bado, uaec, baek,
bajb, bamu, barn, Sape, 5aex, cagy. bbj, ben,
bic, bin, 5jf, 51s, btu, bnii, bmz, bnw, 6q1,
bse, Lei, buj, 5uk, 6yd, Liao, bbin, bfy, Gui,
brn, Si V, tiabp, Seltz, Galb, tialy, 6a1u, 6arb.
Saws, bawl, bbbv, &buy, scat, bcch, bcei,
bcgo, 6gw, Gehl, 6cix, 6clp,_ 6cmu, bers,
6c.x, 6xad, Gzp, 7abp, lato, i bd, 7dd, ïfq,
7gb. 7gm, 7go, 7gr. ijq. 7ku, 71g, 71y, Imp,
7pnt, .zz, beam, bacul, bade, badin, ßsfq,
baig, bajf, Sajq, 8apr, Sapu, (barg), baub,
bawt, (baxd), baxn, (bazw), bbcu, Sbow,
Sbdk, 8bdw, (Sben), bbtn, 8bgn, (8bhj),
(bbua), (bboe), bboq, Sbuy, bU.t, bbsm,
bbsu, Sbsw, (Sbvr), bbwk, bbxp, bbyv, bbzf.
Sbzb, bbxp, bbzd, bbzk, Scbp, (bcbm), bcci,
Sect, (Seed), bcjp, bcko, Scse, Scud, Scuk,
bcyu, bczy. bdaa, lbdal). bdah, (8dae),
tbdbm), (bdw), bdcv, 5dfo, bdtk, (bdhw),
bdgl, Sdgp, bdgo, tbdgt), bdhd, Sdha, Sdiv,
(bdki), bdlm, (bdmr), bdmz, bdmk, (Sdol),
befog, Sduo, bdph, bdpk, 8dgv. Sdgp, 8drc.
Sdsb, Sxbc, Sxbh, Sbn, bbo, bbv, (ady), btu,
Sjz, brat, (Sor), Stj. But, bvu, (8vg), Swz,
bxe, (Sado), (9adq), Suet, 9aen, 9agy, Salo,
9aju, Sant, 9aoe, Sao., Savp, 9axs, 9azw,
Sbbr, 9bcj, 9bcm, 9beg, 9bhl. 9bhx, 9bmx,
bbnk, 9bpm, 9bpv, Mud, Sb,e, 9bw, 9bwb,
Sbwx, bbxi, 9caj, 9cax, 9cbz, (9cej), 9ce1.
Sets, Segs, Seht, Scje, 9ejy, 9ckl, bcku, 9c1g,
(Sc1x), 9cpm, Scag, Scum, 9cvr, Sewn, 9cxg,
9cxw Sexx, (9dbj), 9dct. bdel, 9dev, 9dty.
bdhi, 9d1n, 9diw, 9dmx, 9diny, 9dng, 9doz,
bdq, (9dtt), bduc. 9duj, (9dx1), bdir, 9dxy,
9dyt, Seas, 9edlt, Seel, 9efj, Seth, 9efz, begg.
(9egh), 9eht, 9ej, (Sejl), (9ejy. Sekq, 9eky,
Sels', Sep, Ses, 9ev, She, (Sib), 91x. 9mo,
9mm, bnv, 9ny. Son, 9qi. 9vz. 9wa, (9za).
Foreign calls: Canadian -tax, (Ito),
(3mp), 3wv, 3aec, 5go, bbz. Cuban-dz.

-lb,

Tonal Beauty Lies Deeper
than the Varnish
DEEPER even than the circuit diagram -chiefly, indeed, in
the audio transformer.

All-American engineers, builders for years of the largest selling
transformers in the world, have achieved another triumph, in the
world's finest transformer at any price. Rauland -Lyric amplification,
with an ordinary tuner and loudspeaker, has received the plaudits
of musical authorities hitherto skeptical of all radio reproduction.
Perfect amplification makes of radio a joy unending. Who shall
say that such a benefit is not worth the slight additional cost?
There is romance in the story of Rauland Lyric. A request will bring it to you
complete -- from the laboratory studies

to the auditions with world-famous
music critic¢. Rauland Manufacturing
Company, 2654 Coyne Street, Chicago.
The prig.- is nine dollars

The Choice of \.oteci

Music Critics

Mexican-bx. Argentine-ebb. English2sz, 21(t, 2nm, bsz.
French-81)f. Sgo.
Hawaii-Gbdt. New Zealand-4aa, 4ag, 4ak,
lac. Australian-2da. Dutch-pcii. Italian
-ido. (Jet-man-poz.
8AMO, Al Taggart. 42.37 Telegraph Ave.,
Calif.
Ian (lajp),Oakland,
lare, (laws). laww, (laxa),
lbd, lbdx, lbej, Ibky, (ich, (temp), (ter),
lgv, (11w), (Ion), (low), lyb, lat. (2atf).
2aqh, 2bm, (2brb), 2b (2cee), 2cej. (2c a).
Revu), 2cws, 2cyq, 2kx, 2me, (2rk). 2wr.
3ab,

3adb. (3bg), 3bh, 3bhv, 3bj, 3bta,
3bva, 3bwj, (3cne), (3chg), 3cjn, (3hh).
(3jo). 31g, 3mt, (3qt), 381, 3wb, 3yo, 4bq,
4tz, 4gw, (4104, 4k1, (4my), 4tj. 4ua, t4xe),
Saaq, (5ac1), Sat, (baiu), (Sand), (Salo),
bail, Saiy, Sajb, bak, bakn. Same, Satx,
Sou, bet, (biz). (b1h), (bla), (bow), (Sphl,
5qy, (Sad), (6se), Suo, Suk, Swa, 5wy, bast,
bzav, 6'a es 7'a, 8aa, Sae, ((labs), Bada.
Saly, (8anb), Sbau, (Sbb(). (8bnh). (8bpa),
8b(S(1yd,
(Sep),
ScySkci,, (8da(8pl),e),
al)(8bgn),
,Sdgt, /lava,(Sdgp)
8nb. Srb. (Srv), (bry),,8dooScy,,
Sani, 9abf, (9aby),
9acq. (Sand), Sapa, (9axs), 9hnv, Slid!.
(9bdw), 9bej, 9bfi, 9bhs, 9bht, 9bhx, 9bix.
9bkw, 9b1k, 9bmk. 9bmv, 9bpy, 9bwy, 9caa.
(Sees), (9cds). (9cdv), Seed. Soli, (Scip),
Scie, (9ejy), (9ckb), 9clq, (9cpm), (Scag),
9euc, Soya, (9cxx). (Seyx), 9dae, (9dan),
9ded, 9dev, 9dge, (9dlt), (9dmj)y. 9dnk,
Continued os page 48

Tell them that yon saw it in RADIO

Write today for your FREE copy of

Ward's New Radio
Catalogue

THIS advertisement is published
to tell you three things everyone
interested in Radio should know.
That we believe Ward's is today
the greatest Radio store in the world
-that it is the real Headquarters for
Radio.
Second, that at Ward's you can
buy everything in Radio without paying the usual " Radio Profits."
Third, that this big 68 -page book
genuine reference book on Radio
is yours free for the asking.

-a

-

Our Radio Experts
This Catalogue is a book gotten up
by experts. It shows all the best hook.
ups, everything in parts and corn -

plete sets-so simple that you yourself can easily install them.
And it shows only tested and approved Radio equipment-selected
and tested thoroughly by our Experts
who are up-to-the-minute in Radio.
Write forWard's free 68 -page Radio
Catalogue and see the low prices.

Our 53 Year Old Policy
Every Radio set we sell is guaranteed to give complete satisfaction.
In buying Radio from Ward's you
are buying from a house whose reliability is above question. For 53
years we have sold quality goods only.
Address our house nearest you. Dept.
No.

39-R.

q/llt,

Headquarters
for Radio

rey

Satisfaction guaranteed or
your money back.

V

mpl/10

,
rc,

MontgomeiyWard &CQ
The Oldest Mail Order House is Today the Most Progressive
Chicago

Kansas City

St. Paul

Portland, Ore.

Tell them that you saw it In RADIO

Oakland, Calif.

Fort Worth
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Continued from page 46

9dpd, 9dpx. 9dqu, (9duo), 9dwx, 9eam, 9efh,
9eht, 9eky, 9bm, 9dm, 9ex, 9ny, 9wa, (9x1),
9zb, 9zp, 9zy, (9zt). Canadian-lbr, (2be ,
(4cr), (4fv), (4gt), 41o, 4nf, 5af, (San ,
5ba, 5bz, fief, 5go. Mexican
New
Zealand-4aa, (4ag). French-3ag.bx.Please
QSL as I answer all cards. QRK GANO?

-lb,

At ODMA, Caledonia, Minnesota

laae, laac, laar, laau, laal, labt, labt,
laid la11, laiv, lajg, lajo, lajw, lakz,
lana.
laox, lagm, lare, lare, lark, lacy, latj,
laww, layt, lbcu, lbdw, lbgq, lbhm, lbhn.
lbip, lbiq, lbkq, lbsd, (ibub), lbvl, lbzp,
lcab, leak, lcbg, lcex, leg, lcit, 1c1n, lcme,
lcmp, lcmx, legm, ida, let lga, lgv, ihn,
lkc, lkr, lml, lmy, loi, low, 1pl, 1py,
lsf, luw, lve, 1rd, lxav, lxm, lxt, lxz,
2aan,

The new Tungar does all the old Tungar
did -and more. It will charge both radio
A and B batteries, with no change except
slipping the wire from one terminal to
another. It charges 2, 4 or 6 volt A batteries -24 to 96 volt B batteries -and
auto batteries, too.
It is simpler than ever to use. Just two
clips and a plug. No need to disconnect
your battery from your set, or make any
change in the wiring. The Tungar charges
overnight while you sleep. And it makes
no disturbing noise.
It is more compact than ever. It has a
new bulb, unchanged in principle, but
more convenient in size and use. G -E
research has made a good product better !

3oo,000
Tungars
already

Keep your batteries charged with a
Tungar-and get the most out of radio.

/

-

in usé

The new Tungar charges
both radio A and B batteries, and auto batteries,
too. Two ampere size (East
of the Rockies) . . $18
The Tungar is also available in five ampere size
(East of the Rockies). $28
60 cycles --110 volts

REG.

U.S.

Tungar-a registered trademark -is found only
on the genuine. Look for it on the nameplate.

Merchandise Department,
General Electric Company,
Bridgeport, Conn.

-lar,

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Build a Super-Heterodyne
with the Improved

"Airkore" Transformer
Points of Construction
1.

with

ON ONE TUBE

BIG FREE BOOKLET tells the story. California users
of CROSS COUNTRY CIRCUIT hear Atlantic Coast,
Canada. Cuba, Mexico and Hawaii. Atlantic Coast users
bear England to California. Our new plan makes this set
eaale« and cheapest to build. One hour pute In operation.
One tuning control No soldering. Any novice can do it.
Big Booklet Free or complete Instructions for 25e stamps or
coin VESCO RADIO CO.. Box R-117. Oakland, Calif.

4$

Each transformer Is
a

shielded

NON-MAGNETIC SHIELD,

which prevents interaction between
the radio frequency stages and does
away with using bulky shields, thus
simplifying the construction of a
Super -Heterodyne. A hinding post is furnished on each
shield for connection to Neg. A. Battery.
2. Accurately matched in sets of four.
3. Moulded of genuine Bakelite.
4. KIt includes 3 matched intermediate transformers, 1
matched Input transformer. Complete Blue Prints giving

every detail for the making of an eight tube set.
PRICE 820.00
Jobbers and Dealers write.

THE RADIOPHONE EQUIPMENT CO.
Write for Booklet.

2abj, 2aco, 2acs, 2adu, 2afo, 2afp,
2ag, 2agq, 2agw, 2ale, 2alg, 2amn, 2amo,
2av, 2axf, 2axq, 2ayp, 2bbr, 2bbn, 2bbx,
2bgg, Sbir, 2b1, 2bm, 2bmg, 2bo, 2bqb, 2bqc,
2bqu, 2bqw, 2br, 2brb, 2brc, 2bsc. 2bv, 2by,
2ca, 2cbg, 2cdf, 2cdv, 2cee, 2cg, 2cgi, 2egj,
2chh, 2chk, 2cje, 2cjj, 2cjr, 2cpd, 2c81, 2cty,
2cva, 2cvu, 2cwa, 2cwj, 2cyw, 2czq, 2czr,
2dd, 2dn, 2fk, 2f1, 2g1, 2ha, 2ku, 2kx, 2mo,
2me, 2mu, 2qh, 2qs, 2rk, 2rr, lud, 2wc, 2wr,
2wz, 2zb. 3aaw, 3ach, 3ade, 3adp, 3adq,
3ade, 3aeq, 3als, 3ajd, Salm, 3auv, 3be1,
3bg, 3bhv, 3hjp, 3blb. 3bmn, 3bmt, 3bng,
3bob, 3bof, 3bpm, 3bpp, 8br, 3bss, 3bta.
3btu, 3bva, 303. Sccu, 3ccx, 3cdq, 3cf, 3cgc,
3chc, 3chg, 3chk, 3ejn, 3ckj, 3csk, 3cr,
3gc, 3gy, She, 3kd, 3k1, 311, 3mf, 8oq, 3pp
3qc, 3qv, 3qt, 3sf, 3tp, 3wb, 3xx, 3zo, Sza,
4ai, 4c1, 4cr, 9do, 4eb, 4eh, 4eq, 4fg, 4ft.
9fz, 41o, 4js, 4ke, 4ku, 411 4oa, 4pd, 4qf,
4qy, 4rm, 4rr, 4s1, 4tj, 4tw, 4uk, 4xe, 5aa1
5aaq, 5aaz, 5abn, 5ac. 5adh, 5aef, 6aeh,
5aek, 6aex, bagh, 6agj, 6agl, bagq, band,
5aib, 5ail, 5a1o, 5aiy, 5ajj, 5ajn, 5ajt, 6akh,
5akn, Salz, Sam, 5ame, 5amf, baom, 5apq
Sap!, 6asd, Sash, Satz, 6bb, Sea, 5cm, Sen,
5dw, 5ed, Sek, 5ew, 5fc, Sfa, 6fv, 5gj Sgk,
5h1, 6h1, Shp, 5hu, Shy, 511, 51n, 5jf, 5ju,
6ka, 5kn, Skr, 51h, 61u, 5m1, 6m1, 6mo, boe,
5ov, 5ph, Spi, Sqh, 5q1, 5qs, Srh, 6ru, Sae,
Sad, 5uk, 5vv, 5wk, 5wt, 5yd, 5xau, 5za,
Szav, Szai, 6ab, 6abc, 6ac, 6aeh, 6afg, Sage,
6ahp, 6ajh, 6ajl, 6alo, 6aly, Game, flamm,
6apw, 6agd, 6arb, base, 6avb, 6awt, 6bas,
6bba, 6bbh, fiber, 6bdi, 6bfl, 6bgv, 6blp,
6bjj 6bjv, 6bka, 6bku, 6bnt, Sbph, Sbgr,
6bqu, 6buf, 6bvm, 6bwl, 6cct, 6cdc, Scdg,
6cgo, Schi, Schi, 6cia, Scie, 6ekj, Semi,
6cmu, 6enl, 6com, hege, 6cto, Sew, Sgt,
6hk, 61h, 61m, 6j1 6jz, Snx, 6of, 6q1, Ern,
Sur, 6vc, 6vr, 6w1, 7abb, 7acf, 7adf, 7adi,
7agn, 7aha, 7ajt, 7ajy, 7ald, Talk, 7ar, 7dd,
7gb, 7gs, 71j, 71s, 71u, 7jq, 7jr, 7ku, 7kz,
7mp, 7no, lot, 7ok, 7qc, 7qf, 7e1, 7uh, 7zq,
8ah, 8ak. Bap. 8aeb, 8aee, 8aey, 8ago. agw,
8ahl, 8ahk, 8ahm, 8ajf, 8a1g, 8alx, 8aly,
Samd, 8ans. 8aow, Saro, 8arw, 8ase, 8as(1,
Sava, 8axt, 8ayp, 8ayw, 8bau, 8bbf, 8bdk,
8hdw, 8bfe, Sbgo, 8bhp, 8bjz, 8bnm, 8bga,
Sbgn, Sbgr, 8bty, 8buy, 8bvr, 8bvu, 8bxa,
8bxt, 8bzf, 8cad, 8cae, 8caz, 8cbp, 8cci,
8ccn, 8ccr, 8ccx, 8cei, 8cej, 8cfm, 8ejp,
ficke, 8ckl, 8ckp, Sole, 8cnz, 8coi, 8coj,
8cpf, 8cpp, 8cre, 8cae, Betz, Souk, 8czy,
8daa, 8dae, 8dac, 8dal, 8dcg, 8ddc, 8ddt,
8ddw, 8ded, 8dtb, 8dgm, 8dgv, 8dhw, 8d11,
Sdme, 8dmf, 8dmr, 8dnf, 8doo, 8dou, 8dp,
8dpe, 8dpn, 8dnf, 8drs, 8dsn, 8fd, 8gh, 8gz,
811, 8jq, 8jz, 81r, 8mm, 8nb, 8p1,
8rv, sap,
Sup, 8vt, 8wo, 8xbc, 8xe, 8xw, 8zae,
8zg,
8zor.
Canadians
lbq,
ldd,
idq,
2be,
2bn,
2cg, 3aa, 3aec, 3ck, 3co, 3fc, 3fu, Shg, 3ka,
31y, 3sp, 3tf, 3ws, 3wx, 3zb, 3z1,
4cr, 4dq, 5ah, bak, 6bz, 5go, 9ad, 9bj,3zt, 4ae,
Comm.
-Ncg, nfv,
nkk, wgh,

1409 W. York St., Philadelphia. Pa.

Tell them that you saw it In RADIO

wwv, 6x1. English
-Ger:Mexicankl'b.2nFonest-lb.h-8ab,

Sara, 51j, 51s, 51w, 5qd, 7ahc, 8ayi, S hw,
Sbca, 8bgn, 8brc, 8dat, Sdef, 81o, 9abx,8ayw,
9ajw, 9avt, 9ayq, 9bc, 9bdq, 9bft, 9a ,
9bjj,
9bmk, 9bq, 9bwl, 9byc,
9bzy, 9caa,
9cbr, 9c1b, 9cop, 9cuh, 9byy,
9dhl, 9dhy,
9dig, 9d1r, 9dmc, 9dpc, 9dfc,
9dpf, 9ebq, 9hx,
9my, 9pf, 9pq, 9tf, 9tz, 9uayl,
9wy, 9yau.
Part of above heard on portable
at St.
Paul. Please QRK me Dec. 17 to Jan.
5
Will QSL all cards.

At 613KU, 810 E St., Oxnard, Calif.
lsp
Sede, 3c'x, 3bel, 23
3auw.
4fa, 4ft, 4rh, 4tw, babe,
Sabo, bado, Oak).
Svu, (6ceu), ((7abb), (? df), (7adg), 7ahu.
a.
7ald, 7dx, (7hb), (7ho), 71n, (71w), (7ok),
(7o1), 7pz, (7qf), (7sp), 7uh. (7uj), 8alx,
Sama, (8bvu), 8bjz, 8blb, 8boo, 8bga, 8bgi.
(8cci), 8ccw, (8czy), 8dat, 8db, 8ded, 8doj,
8dqn, 8ed, 8eh, 8wy, 9agl, 9ami. (9amp),
9and, 9aop, 9avv, (9ayq), 9bay, 9bbj,
(9bcc), 9bde, 9beh, 9bhb (9bio), 9buv,
(dkce)9dsld(9é
c),' 9eci' Sete,' Sega, 9eiq.
9hp, 91z, 9pb,

p,

2brb,l x'2cpx,

9ud,

Canada.-(5ba), 611.
Porto Reo-4je.

6BKU has plenty of Qs] orde and wl
answer ani es all orda
Tr! it
and see. Pee let me kno promptly.
if u hr mie igs.-

Anx.

Continued on Page 88

W. 43rd St., New York City
111 So. Clark St.
MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENTS
Chicago

RADIO SERVICE,
250 W. 49th St.
New York

riffin
41

Inc.Ilanes-

The De Luxe Haynes
Super-Heterodyne

A. J. Haynes, Associate

Institute Radio Engi-

neers, designer of the
new De Luxe Super Heterodyne.

The new De Luxe Haynes Super-Heterodyne is the result of a
year's experimentation and research by A. J. Haynes and his
laboratory assistants.
Since the first appearance of the Haynes Simplified Super -Heterodyne in January, 1924, Mr. Haynes has concentrated on the
development of a De Luxe Super -Heterodyne, one that would
represent the last word in super -heterodyne construction for the
man who builds his own. And now Mr. Haynes gives for the
first time a complete description of the De Luxe Super -Heterodyne embodying the utmost selectivity and sensitivity -and with
distance range limited only by location and atmospheric conditions.
Many of the remarkable results achieved by Mr. Haynes are
directly dependent upon new and specially designed apparatus.
Substitution of different parts is bound to mean a sacrifice in
operating efficiency.
Haynes -Griffin Mail Order Service will give immediate delivery
on the following items called for by Mr. Haynes.

Exact Parts Specified by Mr. Haynes
3
1

1
1

3
5
1
1
1
1

1
1

2

Haynes -Griffin .0005 Geared Vernier Condeneach $8.00
sers
1.00
Rathbun 3 -Plate Condenser
.75
Haynes -Griffin 200-400 Ohm Potentiometer...
.75
Haynes Griffin 20 Ohm Rheostat
1.00
each
Benjamin Standard Base Sockets
.50
each
Hoosick Falls Type 199 Sockets
5.50
Haynes -Griffin Type 91 Audio Transformer...
1.50
Resistor Coupler (Daven)
3.25
Special Oscillation Coupler
3.50
Special Radio Frequency Transformer
Set of 4 Matched Haynes -Griffin Intermediate
20.00
Wave Transformers
1.75
Type H -G 2 Input Condenser
.00025 mfd. Dubilier Condensers, with leak
.45
each
mtg

FREE

1

.006 mfd. Dubilier Condenser
mfd. Dubilier Condensers
.002 mfd. Dubilier Condenser

1

2 .1
1
1

3

8
1

1
1

1
1
1

1

.2
.1

$ .75

each

2 .5

.90
.40
.50
.50
.50
1.10
.20
7.50
5.25
.60
.60
.50
.70
.75

each

meg. Daven Resistances
meg. Haynes -Griffin Resistance
meg. Haynes -Griffin Resistance

each
Amperites with mountings
each
Eby Binding Posts
0-10 Jewel Voltmeter
7 x 18 inch Bakelite Panel, drilled and engraved
Cutler -Hammer A Battery Switch
Haynes -Griffin Double Circuit Jack
Haynes -Griffin Single Circuit Jack
Marco Single Pole Double Throw Switch
Wood Baseboard, 17 x 91A inches.

Each Month -Live News of All
the Latest Radio Developments

"Radio Dispatch" is an entirely new you have been looking for. Complete
type of radio publication. It is person- description of new apparatus -how
ally edited by Mr. Haynes. Each month much it costs- and how to get it as
it brings you complete information on quickly as if you were located next door
the new circuits, new parts, and new to a big radio store.
accessories. It is Mr. Haynes's personal Thousands of radio experimenters
message to thousands of friends in all throughout the country are finding
parts of the country who depend upon "Radio Dispatch" invaluable in keeping
him to keep them informed on "What's
up-to-date in radio. They like its frankNew in Radio."
ness and its complete description of the
new things in radio.
Here is exactly the radio information
"Radio Dispatch" is absolutely FREE. No subscription -no obligation of any kind. Don't miss the next number. Send in your name
and address today. Use the handy coupon.

HAYNES-GRIFFIN RADIO SERVICE, Inc.
Mail Order Departments
111 So. Clark St., Chicago
250 W. 49th St., New York City
Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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Please put me on your mailing list for Radio Dispatch. I
understand that it obligates m.- in
no way whatever.

Naine

Address
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CONSTRUCTING A QUALITY
SUPER -HETERODYNE

leAlDIANT9
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(Continued front Page 13 )

Non -Dielectric Condensers

Grounded Metal
End Plates
;
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HE A. C. Electrical Co., in designing
their Polydyne Receiver, looked for the
make of condenser which could stand up
under all sorts of usage without lessening its
efficiency one particle. That their choice was
the HEATH RADIANT Condenser bears out
the HEATH claim of permanent efficiency.
The adjoining panel explains the principal
reasons for this extraordinary durability.
Everything about it impresses you with its
scrupulous workmanship.
You want to make your new set the best yet
-then learn about these "better condensers."
PRICES FOR VERNIER CONDENSERS
with
Without
Dial
Dial

Plate
$5.00
$4.35
Plate
5.50
4.85
Plate
6.50
5.85
Non -Vernier types in all capacities.
Heath Sockets with the Exclusive Shock Absorber Feature. Price 75c.
Heath Genuine Bakelite Dials in 2, 3, 4 -in. sizes.
See the Heath ('oudeuser at your dealer's.
No. 12AV
No. 24AV
No. 44AV

12

24
44

Write for Literature

HEATH

Electric

RADIO

,0.1.4.4,

&

Mfg. Co.
Newark,

First
Street

208

N. J.

Permanently Flat
Plates
Stamped under huge
presses to absolute
flatness, tempered to
prevent warping.
Micrometer Geared
Vernier

Ordinary adjustments reduced by
separate geared adjustment to hairbreadth distinction.
We guarantee the
Heath Vernier Condenser to be more
highly selective than
any condenser employing a vernier
which actuates ALL
of the plates.

Canadian Distributors: Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co.
of Canada,Ltd., Montreal, St. Johns, Vancouver,
Winnipeg, Halifax and Toronto.

Par lii' Radio Distributors:
Flt C111:1( I(' L. TOMI.I\SON CO.
1113 V. all St., Los .%ngeles, Cal.
4-13 I a,'ltie 111,1g., San Francisco. ('al.
1511: Boylston Ave., Seattle, VC ash.

RADIO LOG BOOKS

25c

Postpaid anywhere
"RADIO," S. F., Cal.

40e
each in any valve
from hi to 10
d

ran depend upon them to
retnaln accurate at all time.
Yon

Made of high resistance material impregnated throughout (not coated paper). Unaffected by climatic conditions. Will not
deteriorate. Clampid between solid knurled
ferrules assuring rigid construction and
firm contact at all times.

At your dealer's, otherwise send purchase
price and you will be supplied postpaid.
Chu. Freshman Co.. Iae., 106-7tb Ave., N. Y.

50

Be A Radio Expert
Earn $60 to $200 Week
Wonderful

FRESHMAN SUPERIOR

4

4

positions now open for ship operators &
commercial radio experts. Travel & see the world.
RADIO BOOK tells how you can quickly
as expert in this new, fascinate
ing, money -making profession. Actual training on
amazing array of radio and electrical equipment.
Write today for big FREE BOOK giving all facts.

Free

qualify

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
1', 4004 S. Fitztteroa. Los Angeles
Tell them that you saw it in RADIO

way of the point where the radio frequency amplifier goes into oscillation.
The potentiometer may be set at this
point, and very rarely need be changed.
Make a log record of both the tuning
dial and the oscillator dial. This may
assist you when locating stations near the
same wavelength and also serve as a
record, should you wish to hear the
same station again.
If the set does not function as outlined, you should look for the following
sources of trouble before blaming the receiver itself : A or B batteries discharged ;
loop, phones or loud speaker out of
order; broken connections leading to the
set; poor tubes.
If none of these are found to be the
trouble, try a pair of phones across the
primary of the input transformer, turning the oscillator dial slowly if whistles
are heard it shows that the first detector tube and oscillator are working
properly. This leaves the trouble to a
large extent in the intermediate frequency amplifier which should be tested
again very carefully.
If the potentiometer does not control
the oscillation of the intermediate frequency amplifying tubes, their circuit
should be looked over, as there is probably a broken connection in the wiring.
If body capacity is apparent in the
tuning of the loop condenser, this would
indicate that the first detector tube is in
an unstable condition. To overcome
this, reduce the amount of capacity in
the Chelton condenser and cut down the
filament current in the detector tube.
Many friends of the writer have constructed the set described herein without assistance from him and all these
"supers" have proven satisfactory. I
trust that those of my readers who build
this set may have equally good results
which I hope will come up to their expectations. The author is at all times
desirous of receiving criticisms and suggestions regarding this set and the results obtained with it, as it is through
this method that we all enrich our store
of knowledge.

Don't throw away the No. 6 dry cells
when they are too far run down for
your set. Use them on the door bell,
and they'll. last nearly as long as new
ones, in the latter service.
Sometimes, when using a Tungar or
Rectigon bulb charger, you will find the
filament sagging, which indicates an approach of the end of its life. If this is
the case, you can quite often save the
tube for many more hours, if you turn
it upside down, and let the sag go the
other way.

TABLE TYPE
16 Inches High
211/2 Inches Wide

14 Inches Deep

Just ONE Dial to Turn to Get Coast to Coast Range
Just ONE Dial to Adjust to Get Perfect Tone Reception
Just ONE Dial to Tune to Get the Utmost in Selectivity
Years ahead, the sensational simplified Mohawk 5 -Tube Receiver now
contributes the most drastic and far-reaching improvement for the universal enjoyment of radio. Never before has loud speaker reception been so
simplified and dependable that head phones are not required, and tuning
skill is no longer necessary.
The new Mohawk creates new conceptions of what loud speaker radio can
do. No more difficult tuning on complex multiple controls. Handle all your
control on just ONE dial. Reach out from coast to coast. Cut through local
stations at will. Bring in distance loud and clear on the loud speaker.
Repeat your tunings on identical dial settings as often as you like. Children
can do it-elderly people-anybody among your family and friends.
Five tubes have long been recognized as the most efficient, practical coast
to coast power-and with the new Mohawk everything heretofore possible
on any other 5 -tube set is now achieved so much faster, easier and better
on just ONE Dial (and at no greater cost). The knife -like sharpness of
tuning and the resulting greater beauty of tone and loud speaker
volume exceeds anything you have ever heard.
Send for the new facts. Compare the Mohawk on the basis that
on just ONE Dial it will surpass the performance of any other set.
truly the last word in radio.
The new Mohawk stands alone

-

MOHAWK ELECTRIC CORPORATION
CHICAGO, ILL.
2250

'

DIVERSEY BOULEVARD,

DEALERS: Limited territory still available.
Write or wire at once for Complete Information on attractive Mohawk Franchise.

Tell them that you saw It in RADIO

CONSOLE TYPE

51 Inches High
21 Inches Wide
16 Inches Deep

Mohawk sets are a quality product
through and through. Built in
THREE MODELS. Each encased
in a distinctive type, hand -carved
Adam -Brown walnut cabinet instantly appealing to the artistic
taste of the most critical. Console
models have LOUD SPEAKER and
battery compartment built into the
cabinet.

51
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DE LUXE SUPER
(Continued from Pant 17)

If the wiring has been properly followed' and the right apparatus used, the
radio frequency tube can be easily neutralized with the small three -plate condenser. This point of neutralization is

No antenna

'Jug the Ducon

No more need to labor and
toil over erecting an aerial.
No more need to worry about
the appearance of a bulky
indoor loop in your home.
The Ducon saves your time
-and solves your problem.

Screw the Ducon into any accessible electric light socket
and when you want to hear
a program just tune in.

By slightly unbalancing the neutraliz-

The Ducon brings in the stations clearly. The fact that
over 400,000 fans use it is
convincing proof.

Try it. You can purchase a
Ducon on a five-day trial
basis from your radio dealer.

The bacon sells for $1.50
in a/I reliable stores

Dubilier
CONDENSER AND RADIO CORPORATION

FRESHMAN PLUNGER

TYPE VARIABLE GRIIi. LEAK

wag designed especially for the non-technical set owner who can replace in an instant the fixed grid leak with this new.

efficient cartridge type Variable Grid Leak:

without

requiring

the

change of a single wire.
At your dealer
or by mail poet -

paid. Write for
free catalogue.

65c
106-7th

Ave.
New York

reached when the tube will not oscillate
even though all three dials are brought
into resonance. It will be found that a
slight change in this adjustment will be
necessary when going from very low to
very high wavelengths. However, the
adjustment is not bothersome and does
not change over a comparatively large
wavelength band. When the right point
is found the neutralization is perfect and
the first tube cannot be driven into
oscillation even when the oscillator is
brought directly into resonance with it.
This is where the average tuned radio
frequency ahead of a super falls down.
Even ordinary forms of neutralizing are
not sufficiently effective to prevent the
first tube from oscillating when the
resonance point of the tuned r. f. circuit
is crossed by the oscillator.

RADIOCAST
WEEKLY
48 Pages of
Programs, Photos, Humor,

Musical Reviews, Schedules,
Tables, Editorials, Etc.

5e

Per Radiocast Weekly

Copy 433 Pacific Bldg.,
SAN FRANCISCO
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ing condenser, not sufficiently however,
to allow the tube to oscillate, and by
using maximum regeneration in the intermediate amplifier, this set can be
made to tune so sharply that it will actually distort by cutting side bands of
the received signals. This means that
the operator has absolute control over
the set and can always tune up to the
limit of possible sharpness.
What can actually be accomplished
with any particular set under various
conditions and in various locations is

speculation and depends almost entirely
upon the location conditions, amount of
noise present, etc. This set, however,
gave a very good account of itself during
the recent trans -Atlantic tests, when it
picked up several European stations in
a thickly populated suburb of New York
City. It is certainly more sensitive and
capable of sharper tuning than the
straight super -heterodyne. More than
this it would he hard. to say for any set.

Don't forget to check the polarity of
your head -set when putting it on an
amplifier. If you don't get the polarity
right, the permanent magnets in the
phones will be demagnatized, and will
he rendered practically worthless.
When charging lead storage batteries,
remember that a long slow charge is
much better than a short one at a higher
rate.
Keep a good watch on the diaphragms
of the telephones. If they are bent, even
if ever so slightly, it will practically ruin
them for reception. Get a couple of new
ones, anyway, and see how much better
they work in the phones.

You Like it Better
When You Build it

Yourself
THE

5 -TUBE

CI)0 P so o
NEUTRODYNE

KNOCK-DOWN SET
LICENSED

The Thompson Knockdown Licensed Neutrodyne Set contains parts that have been
developed by famous radio engineers of many
years experience. The perfectly designed and
perfectly matched Thompson parts are in no
way similar to ordinary parts. Thompson neutroformers and audio transformers, that have
made the Thompson quality of tone reproduction famous, cannot be bought separately.
The Neutrodyne circuit, which was designed
since present-day broadcasting was perfected,
plus Thompson experience of many years in
radio, make the results from Thompsor.
Knockdown Set superior to any Knockdown
Set on the market. It is easy to assemble.

THE American boy is a natural-born builder.
.His imagination-his inherited constructive
spirit-craves a worthy objective.
There is nothing that so satisfies the natural
creative ability of American boys-young and old
-as the building of a radio set; for when a radio
is finished it brings to the boy the world's best
entertainment and education from far and near.
Many of the achievements in modern radio
reception have been made by young men who a
few years ago built radio sets, listened to code
messages, and were the first to listen in when
speech and music were first broadcast.
Building a radio receiver is a happy event
in any boy's life.

All Parts included

TYPE K-40

in Case

`ko drilling necessary
All parts, (except batteries and tubes) needed to assemble the
Thompson 5 -tube Neutrodyne Knockdown Set are packed
in a case with the Thompson 16 page instruction booklet.
This booklet contains easily understood buildingdirections together with photographs, diagrams and actual size blueprints-everything
to make building a Thompson Knockdown
Set about the easiest thing you have ever tried.
The Thompson Knockdown Set is only

$72 at good radio stores.

R. E. THOMPSON

MANUFACTURING CO.
Maker of Thompson Neutrodyne Radio
Receivers and the Thompson Speaker.

30 CHURCH ST., NEW YORK, N.Y.

"Experience is the Vital Factor in Excellence"
Tell them that you saw it in
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300 TO 30,000

METER RECEIVER

(Continued from Page 22)

Surface leakage exceptionally low
with this panel-built to order for radio
HE needs of radio are special.
Radion is mechanically right, too. It
Better results have invariably fol- resists warping. No special tools are
lowed the use of apparatus and ma- needed to make a clean-cut, workmanterial designed for its own unique like job. Everybody knows that it is
demands.
the easiest material to cut, saw or
Radion is a special material, devel- drill. Comes in eighteen stock sizes,
oped to order by our engineers to two kinds, Black and Mahoganite.
meet the needs of radio. For radio Better performance will make it
frequency insulation its characteris- worth your while to ask for Radion by
tics are highest as proved conclusively name, and to look for the name on the
by authoritative laboratory tests. Sur- envelope and the stamp on the panel.
face leakage and dielectric absorption Radio dealers have the exact size you
are shown to be exceptionally low.
want for your set.
You can see the difference
Sendfor bo oklet" Build ing
by the finish
Your Own Set"
Other
You can see that Radion
Our new booklet, "Buildis different if you look
ing Your Own Set," givRadion Products
ing wiring diagrams,
at the finish. That high The
same
qualities
of
front
and rear views,
polished, satin -like surlow -loss insulation and
showing
a new set with
face is not only goodattractive
appearance
slanting panel, sets with
characterizes
Radion
looking, but useful as
the new Radion built-in
dials (to match panel),
well. Moisture and dirt
horn, lists of parts and
binding post panels, indirections for building
cannot gather to form
sulators, knobs, etc., also
the most popular circuits.
the new Radion built-in
leakage paths and cause
horn.
-mailed for ten cents.
leakage noise.
Mail coupon today.
AMERICAN HARD RUBBER COMPANY
Dept. M-2, 11 Mercer Street
New York City
Parifìr

Coa.+t

Chicago Office: Conway Building
Agent: Goodyear Rubber Co., San Francisco, Portland

RAD1ON
The Supreme Insulation

PANELS
`Dints, Sockets, BindingPostPanels,etc.

American Hard Rubber Company
Dept. M-2
11 Mercer St., New York City:
Please send me your new booklet,
"Building Your Own Set," for which
I enclose 10 cents (stamps or coin)
Name
Address

City

State

RADIO INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
TRAINING IN ALL COMMERCIAL BRANCHES OF RADIO
If you cannot attend the Radio Institute of America in person the same Instruction can
come to you through our recently inaugurated "HOME STUDY COURSE"-Investigate.

Detailed Information free on request.
Conducted by

THE RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
28

Geary St.

98

Worth St.

Phone Garfield 4200
Phone Franklin 1144

San Francisco, Calif.
New York City

is used for the detector tube; two 45 volt batteries in series for the amplifier.
The entire radio -frequency section of
the panel is shielded with a piece of
grougded copper sheet. A copper sheet
is also mounted in the oak cabinet, at
right angles, to the panel. When the
set is in place, this sheet goes in between
the primary and secondary variocouplers
and loading inductances. This limits
coupling between the two circuits strict
ly tö that obtained through the rotor
winding in the primary variocoupler. Additional long -wave coupling may be had
through the large honeycomb coils on
the front of the panel. These are usually
left loosely coupled, by setting them at
right angles.
In mounting instruments on a shielded
panel, care should be taken to cut holes
in the copper around all screws and
metal parts that are in electrical connection with any circuit. Panel and
shielding should be completely laid out
and drilled before permanently mounting any pieces of apparatus.
When assembling the receiver, it is
not advisable to solder too many connections before the instrument has been
tested and adjusted, as it may be found
necessary to make some alterations before the best results are obtained. Soldering paste must be carefully cleaned
off after soldering, using small pieces
of clean rag well moistened with gasoline or alcohol. Insulation should be
thoroughly cleaned between the contacts
or taps of inductance switches.
The front mounting of the tubes on
this set is a practice that does not seem
to be often followed. It has several
advantages. Tubes may be easily removed and replaced ; comparative tests
of various tubes may be most conveniently made ; and finally, but not least
in importance, the socket springs may
be frequently cleaned without trouble.
Faulty contact between socket springs
and tube prongs is responsible for poor
operation of radio receivers to a surprising extent-particularly in the case
of contacts to type 200 and 300 detector
tubes. It is sometimes necessary to clean
the socket springs every two or three
days, to keep them right.
This nuisance can be eliminated as
follows: Take a silver dime, file it
smooth on one side, and then cut it with
a hacksaw into four equal quarters.
Solder these, smooth side up, onto the
top surfaces of the contact springs in
the detector tube socket, taking çare to
get them as flat and neat as possible,
and using no more solder than necessary.
Be sure to leave adequate space between
the silver pieces to avoid short circuits
or bridging over by tube-prongs when
tube is being inserted or removed from
socket. If the piece of silver on the plate
spring is got too close to the adjacent
Continued on page
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FADA Neutroceiver No. 175-A
Mahogany cabinet. Inclined panel
and roomy battery shelf. 5 tubes.
Price (less tubes, batteries, etc.)
$160.

Indecision vanishes when you hear the FADA
RADIO shopping ends triumphantly when you find the
FADA. People who know
radio and have conducted comparative tests say that the
Neutroceiver is the best they
have ever tried. Have the
FADA Neutroceiver demonstrated in your home. Listen
to its marvelously faithful reproduction. Tune in a distant station yourself loud and
clear and see how easy it is.
Observe the beautiful cabinet
design. You will exclaim:
"At last! This is just the

set I have always wanted!"
If you prefer a set with selfcontained loud speaker, the
FADA Neutrola Grand meets
your desire in this respect, as
in all others. Whether FADA
Neutrodyne receivers are the
first or the fifteenth make you
investigate, they will be your
final choice. You need look
no further. Through the
FADA Neutrodyne your radio
wishes become realities. See
your dealer.

,T.

,e;,
"IV;

1 ®!

FADA Neutrola

Grand

No. 185/90-A
The five -tube

Neutrola 185-A,
mounted on

i

A®

/

FADA Cabinet

Table No.

190-A. Price
(less tubes, bat-

teries, etc.)
$270.00

F. A. D. ANDREA, INC.
1581 JEROME AVENUE

NEW YORK

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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MICADONS
Condensers of Fixed and
Permanent Capacity
You will have condensers that maintain their capacity if
you buy Micadons. These accurate Dubilier condensers are
found in over ninety per cent of all sets made by amateurs
and manufacturers throughout the country The experts
specify Micadons.

The name Dubilier on a condenser has the same meaning
as the name Sterling on Silverware-highest quality. There
is a Micadon for every circuit-different types are made
for different requirements.
For tree booklet sho¢;.iny method of rolderiny Micadons to radio
address: 45-49 K'est 4th Street, Nev.. York

-

ternit,

Dubili

CONDENSER AND RADIO CORPORATION
De Luxe Extension
Cord and Plug

c

AMERICAN BRAND

CONDENSER

>t
>e Worm'Drive

VERNIER

23 T 9
PL

$500

Tor Sale
everywhere

AMERICAN BRAND CORPORATION
NEWARK. N.J.
A WEST PARK ST.

Feet
Extension
15

Rraerióle

-

Plu/

Adapted tu every make of loud
speaker
phonograph attachment s-head phones.
Designed with a double purpose.

convenience- eliminating
distortion.
Made to Fit Each Other, Extending
to Any Distance
A radio

Price $2.00 Complete

WESTERN RADIO, INC.

1224

filament spring, you might construct a
death trap for your tube. Silver contacts
on the socket springs alone will usually
eliminate all trouble with faulty contacts. If it does not, solder similar pieces
of silver onto tube prongs. These ma.
be removed and soldered onto new tube
when old one is discarded.
The filament ammeter on this set
measures current supplied to the deter
tor tube only. It is not essential, but is
convenient. The best operating point
can be quickly returned to every time the
set is lighted. A filament ammeter would
be of less value on amplifier tubes, as
they are easily adjusted to maximum signal or music volume. By having tubes
front -mounted excessive incandescence
of the filaments may at once be noticed
and the current reduced accordingly.
For the must efficient operation ut
this receiver over all waves, two aerials
should be used. For waves below 500
meters, an aerial of 150 feet in length
will give best results. On long waves
an aerial of one or two wires from 300
to 900 feet long will be found extremel
good. if only one antenna can be used.
an over-all length of about 175 to 200
feet from set to the farthest free end
will give the best all around results.
The cost of the parts for the set shown
in the photograph was about $110, less
tubes and batteries. By using lower
priced variocouplers and secondary condenser, this cost could probably be reduced to about $75 or $85. The third
variocoupler (second feed-back coupler)
could be dispensed with by winding a
fixed coil of No. 20 or 22 DSC wire
tightly around the bank winding of the
secondary inductance. This coil would
be connected into the plate circuit in
series with the single rotating feed-back
coupling coil inside the secondary vario
coupler. The exact number of turns to
be used in such a coil cannot easily be
stated in advance; but they should br
between 75 and 150, on a 4 in. bank
wound inductance. If too much fixed
tickler is used, the set will over -regenerate and oscillate even at zero coupling
of the rotor tickler. If too little, the
set will not oscillate over a sufficient
range of wavelengths. The simplest wad
to proceed would be to wind on about
150 turns of wire in four or five layers.
bringing out a tap at every fifty turns.
and later ascertaining by experiment
which tap will give best results. Another
method would be to wind additional
wire on the feed back rotor inside the
secondary variocoupler, so as to increase
its inductive effect. The small clearance of some variometers will not permit doing this, and the stator winding
is liable to be loosened when such modification of the instrument is attempted.

Wall St., Los Angeles, Cal.
Western Distributors

-

Continued on page 58
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Silver-Marshall inc.
RADIO

Follow the Engineer,
Be Guided by

1f you could enlist the services of a radio engineer to test
your inter -stage transformers before putting them into your set,
you would know in advance what results to expect. Such measurements, however, have not been available.
But NOW, for the first time, you can have the full benefits of
such laboratory measurements, made in the S -M laboratory. The
curve of each TWO -TEN and TWO -ELEVEN inter -stage
transformer is plotted, and recorded directly upon the tag that
is atached to every instrument. It shows the peak frequency, the
side -bands passed, and the amplification to be expected in any
circuit. No guesswork is necessary-no long experimentation
with possible disappointment-no extra expense for a new set of
transformers.
The individual CURVE -SHEET that goes with each TWO TEN and TWO -ELEVEN transformer is there for your guidance and protection. It refers to the particular transformer you
purchase, and to no other.
Insist upon getting the CURVE -SHEET.

FREQUENCY IN KILOCYCLES,

z
o
i=
Q

U

WAVE LENGTH

N

THE CURVE

METºG$

(TWO -TEN and TFJ'O-ELEb'1:'.\' are essentially the same transformer,

The "WHY of SILVER -SUPERS"

as those incorporated in the S -,U 401 Unit, but Immeasurablye superior,

owing

Send for the "Why of

Supers." It's
FREE. It tells the
story behind the set
that gives coast to
coast reception on a
loud
loop with
speaker volume.

Silver

THE BOOK

McMurdo Silver's
book, "The Portable
Super -heterodyne,'"
is a detailed account
of the development
of the "Seven -tube

Wonder Set." Photos,
diagrams, drawingsall you need to know
to build the "Electrical Masterpiece."
50e
Price

to

small but important improvements.)

TWO -ELEVEN

TWO -TEN

Iron-core intermediate frequency

sharply tuned (filter) transformer. Equally suitable for input
or output. Peaked at 5000 meters.
Supplied with matched tuning condenser.
Both TWO -TEN and TWO -ELEVEN Inter -stage Transformers are supplied
in individual aluminum cases. They are suitable with any tube in from
one to four stages. Supplied in sets of two, or three, TWO -TENS, and
one TWO -ELEVEN, each with identical peaks and a separate CURVE SHEET.
$8.00
PRICE OF EITHER TYPE, EACH

transformers. Passes 11 kilocycle
sideband without distortion. Peak
-5000 meters. Provides 11/2 to 21/2
times the amplification obtainable
with any other transformer.

(Circulars

on these

will

A

transformers and other S -hl products
be sent upon request.)

THE FOUR-TUBE KNOCKOUT

Here are the parts for the FOUR-TUBE KNOCKOUT set, just as they are
described in the February issue of Radio Broadcast. This set is extremely
simple to construct, inexpensive, and it will do on a seventy-foot antenna
all the super will do on a loop. Its exceptional performance is due to
sound "Silver design" and the use of low-loss air-core inductances. Although specially designed for the FOUR-TUBE KNOCKOUT, they are
recommended for use in any set calling for low-loss parts of this type.
Send for McMurdo Silver's newest book, "THE FOUR TUBE KNOCKOUT." It will interest you whether you in50c
tend to build this set or not. Price

Type

105

Type 205 Low -Loss Antenna Coil
Indispensable in KNOCKOUT SET. Recommended
for tuned R.F. and other circuits calling for
low -loss inductances. Self-supporting wind
Range-200 to 550 meters with .0005 Mf
denser.
Price, each

Low -Loss Coupler

Suitable for use in KNOCKOUT SET, three circuit, tuned R.F., and others. Coils are selfsupporting with minimum of dielectric material
in their fields. Range -200 to 550 meters with
0005 Mfd. condenser.
Price. each

Silver Low -Loss Condenser

Straight-line, low -loss, grounded rotor v

$5.00

condenser. Supplied only in .0005 Mfd.
Price, each

- Marshall, Inc.
Silver
110 So. Wabash Ave., Dept. B
CHICAGO,

Eastern Distributor
20TH CENTURY RADIO CORPOtlihCilrOate
Brooklyn, N. Y.
102 Flatbush Ave.

ILLINOIS
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Every Question
ANSWERED
for only $1
At last you have under one còver
a Complete Radio Handbook
JUST OUT
514 PAGES
Compiled

iv

HARRY F. DART,
E.E.

Formerly with the
Western Electric
Co., and U. S.
Army Imtructor
of Radio.

Tech-

nically edited

by

F. H. Doane.

100,000 ALREADY SOLD

more need you turn from
to
NObook, hoping to find what youbook
want.
It is all here, in 514 pages crammed full
of every possible radio detail. Written
in plain language, by engineers for laymen. Clears up the mysteries, tells you
what you want to know. A complete index puts everything within your reach
in a few seconds.
IT EXPLAINS: Electrical terms and
circuits, antennas, batteries, generators and motors, electron (vacuum
tubes, every receiving hook-up, radio
and audio frequency amplification,
broadcast and commercial transmitters and receivers, super -regeneration,
codes, license rules. Many other features.

Under one cover. Yes, it is all in
one volume of 514 pages of clear type
with hundreds of diagrams and illustrations. Takes the place of eleven or more
specialized texts, each costing from two
to ten times the dollar you pay for this
single book. Belongs in every radio equipped home, on every amateur's table.
Send $1 to -day and get this 514 -page 1.C. S.
Radio Handbook-the biggest value in radio
to -day. Money back if not satisfied.
TEAR OUT HERE
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE 8CIIt)0Ls
Box 8260-C, Scranton. Penna.
i enclose One Dollar. Pleine send 'me-post
paid-the 514 -page I. C. 8. Radio Handbook. It
is understood that if 1 am not entirely 'satisfied I
may return this book within five days and you will
refund my money.
Name

l

Address

Cheek here O and enclose 11.50 11 you wish the
de lure edition, bound in Leotheroid.

REDUCE
STATIC
by using our super -sensitive

Pat.
Pending
690459

Omni 'Directional Aerial
Collapsible, Ornamental,

Mechanically Perfect

Can be used either as a loop
or antennae insideor outside.
A wonderful value featured at a

price

within

the range of all.

Ask your dealer or send order direct

$10.00

Prepaid in U. S.

The Portable Globe Aerial Co.
1602 Locust

Dept.

45

St. Louis

$1.00 Brings "RADIO" for
6

Months

(Continued from Page 56)

Operation

rri HE

timing of this receiver is simple. For short waves set the primary and secondary inductance switches
on the first taps, turn the coupling dial
and the two regenerative dials to maximum, and then rotate the primary and
secondary variable condensers. When
signals or CW beat -notes are found, the
regenerative coupling and primary secondary coupling should be reduced; detector and amplifier rheostats, potentiometer, and grid -leak adjusted, until best
results are obtained.
On the shorter waves the adjustment
of the grid -leak and potentiometer is
easy; but on long waves, especially above
15,000 meters, the settings of these devices become rather critical for maximum signal strength. Good signals may
be received on all waves with grid -leak
and potentiometer indifferently adjusted,
but upon finding the critical points the
signal strength may often be greatly increased.
If the set refuses to operate, test for
the following errors and defects. Wrong
polarity of A or B batteries; too much
or too little detector B battery; fixed
tickler inductances and fixed tickler
honeycomb coils connected into the plate
circuit backwards; circuits grounded
somewhere on the copper panel -shielding; circuits connected wrong or left
open at some point. As every experimenter with regenerative sets is aware,
reversed tickler connections are frequent.
The proper connection is usually found
by experiment if it is not right the receiver will not oscillate, though it may
receive music and spark signals. The
rotating tickler coupling coils should be
connected so that maximum regeneration is obtained with the dials at the
100 mark, not at the zero mark. Reverse leads from rotor to plate circuit
if the regeneration occurs the wrong
way.
Be sure that tubes make good contact on all socket springs. Sometimes
three springs have good tension against
tube prongs and the remaining one is
weak and should be bent up a little.
In general, primary and secondary inductance switches should be set on corresponding taps when searching for any
station not yet located. After the station has been found, a modified setting
of the inductance switches may give better results. A log may be kept of the
best tuning adjustments for any given
station by assigning identifying numbers
to the different dials and switches as has
been done on the working diagram and
then writing opposite these numbers the
proper dial settings and "on" or "off"
positions of the various radio switches.
Returning to these recorded settings will
always bring back the station originally
heard on them.
For music reception this receiver will
give as good results as any other three ;

(Continued on Page 60)
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The Importance of
Good Radio Panels
A superior panel will increase
the efficiency of your reception
through reducing surface leakage. You can be certain of this
by building your set with

LIECTRASOT E

These beautifully finished
panels will neither warp nor
change color. They are scientifically constructed to reduce
surface leakage to a minimum,
hence assure increased efficiency of the set.
One of the famous "sote"
products introduced by The
Pantasote Company, Inc., Electrasote Radio Panels are sold
strictly on their merits-yet
are

Lower Priced
than other standard panels
Make your Set an "Eleetrasote

Panel Set"-and get results!
On Sale at Good Radio Dealers

M. M.

FLERON

&

SON, Inc.

Sole Sales Agents

Trenton, New Jersey
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Made In Salt Lake City

$2500
Phono-Speaker $10.00

itsre

G AÏi4EE1,
use ,r
lr tooweeks.
with aCompa
the

are able
bes.
others
If
the UTAH todoeoduce.
recepgive tfó least 50% bettor

return it
dealer
to er
fully refundyourlmcheroneeyr

Radio Music as You
NeverJlearditliefore
You cannot guess
the wonderful musical possibilities of radio reception until you hear UTAH reproduction.
Rich, mellow, natural Zones of instrumental musicthe delicate shadings of the human voice-satisfactory volume from a weak and distant station-or big
volume from a strong station, without the rasping
and blasting that big volume has always causedThat's UTAH reproduction!
The new UTAH Speaker is the latest triumph of
acoustical and electrical engineering-the result of
two years work by the leading experts in sound
reproduction.
YOU never heard such tone!

Hear It!
Go at once to your deal-

er's store and ask for a
demonstration. Or better
yet, take a UTAH home
with you and enjoy it for
two weeks under our unprecedented guarantee.

UTAH Radio Products Co., 1427 Michigan Ave., Chicago
Tell thorn that you saw it in RADIO
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BURGESS
RADIO BATTERIES

Radio Engineer
Extraordinary!
Old folks can take a
tip from the family radio
expert, for he and his
gang constitute the last
word in the choice of
receiving set parts.

circuit regenerative set with similar twostep amplifier. It is, of course, not equal
to a neutrodyne set. It is a strong
"blooper," if mishandled. This blooping business does not mattter in the
least in telegraph work; but when using
such an instrument for music reception
in a congested district, t!te detector tube
must never he allowed to oscillate. This
can easily be done by keeping the amount
of tickler or feed-back coupling properly
reduced. Better quality of music will
result thereby, and the other radio folks
in the neighborhood will not be needlessly infuriated.
This receiver will bring in all the
transoceanic high -power radio stations
of the world, without regard to their
location or to the location of the receiver.
At San Francisco, loud, clear signals can
be tuned in at any time of the day from
all the long -wave transmitters of France
and Germany. By connecting on a power
amplifier, somewhat similar to the one
described in Paul Oard's article in August, 1924 RAI)lO, and a loudspeaker,
I have tuned in German stations so loud
that the signals were readable fifty feet
away from the instruments. This receiver should also prove suitable for
picking up the new high -power trans Atlantic radio telephone transmitter now
being built at Rugby, England, with
which it is stated efforts will be made
to connect New fork and London by
t elephone,
and which probably will
operate on verl lung wavelengths.

RADIO MAPS
35c

And when boys get
together and talk Radio
"A," "B" and "C" batteries there's only one
brand that they're strong
for BURGESS-because
Burgess Batteries are
quiet, serve longer, and
they do everything a battery should

do-better.

"Ask YOUR Boy"
BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY
)ngineen

DRY BATTERIES

PACIFIC RADIO PUB. CO.
Pacific Bldg. San Francisco, Calif.

More Money For You

inRADIO

THE amazing expansion of Radio has
opened up hundreds of wonderful
new positions on land and sea. Big
salaries, fascinating, easy work, short
hours, and a wonderful future are offered
to ambitious men who get into Radio now.
Take advantage of these wonderful
opportunities to step into a big paying
position in this great new field. You can
stay at home and work up to a position
paying up to $10,000 a year, or Radio
offers you an opportunity to travel and
see the world, with all expenses paid, and
a fine salary besides. (inc of our recent
graduates secured a position one week after
graduating, paying a salary of $300 per
month. hundreds of others report. equal
success.

Easy to Learn
Radio at Home
Thousands of Certified Itadio-trieiana are wanted
to design Radio sets; to make new Radio improvements; to manufacture Radio equipment and to
install it; to maintain and operate great broadcasting stations and home Radio sets; to repair and sell
Radio apparatus; to go into business for themselves;
to operate aboard ship and at land stations.
You can easily and quickly qualify in your spare
time at home through the help of the National
Radio Institute, first school to teach radio cucceeefully by mail, established 1914. No previous experience or training needed. Prominent Radio experts
will help you in every- problem, giving you personal

attention.

You learn by actually doing, as we furnish free
with the course, circuits and parts for building latest
receiving tets, making the work thoroughly practical. You learn quickly and eaaily-right at home.
Thia is an absolutely complete course which qualifies you for the real 'big pay jobs" in Radio. and
our big employment department help. you get one.

TOOL
CONDENSERS
Cease

aWe

Send for FREE

.1 Unique

U.S. Toil Feature

One Piece' Stator

(Pat. Applied lee)
The one-piece stator makes
the U. S. Tool Condenser
IOU (,'t efficient.
Eliminates leakage, resistance,
broken contacts and soldered joints. lu Types 3

Manufacturers

Flasl,ligt - Radia - Ignition - Teitelbaum
Gaverai Sues Orrice: Harris !rust Okla.. Chiche
Laboratories Ono Works:
Madison, Wisc.
to Canada:
Niagara Ease and Winnipeg

(plain), 4 (all vernier),
Cztortox END P1.ii.
types 5 (plain), 6 (all
vernier) , \l t inn E N D
PLAr,s; types featuring
the Hexagon shaft.
100r; Guaranteed
CS and CV Low Prier
Types Always'
In Stork
11SK l'OCR DI'ALI- I
:

BOOK

Nu other field today offers such great opportunities as Radio. Take your choiee of the many
wonderful openings everywhere. Prepare now to
step into the must interesting and beat paid profession today'. Read about the opportunities open
now-the different kinds of work-the salarie, paid.
Write today for the 33 -page book that tells how
America's biggest Radio correspondence school
(government recognised) can teach you to become
a Certified Radio-trician in your spare time and
also Special Offer to those who act at once! Mail
coupon or write letter now. National Radio Institute, Dept. 10I)B Washington. D. C.

-

L

U. S. TOOL COMPANY, Inc.
Mechanic St.
Newark. N. J.
Coast Representatives:
Radio Electric Distributing Co.
1113 Wall St., Los Angeles, Cal.
Mfrs. of special tools, dies, jigs, automatic machinery and sub pies,,..
114
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National Radio Institute, Dept. 10DB
Washington, D. C.
Without obligation, send me your book, "Rich
Rewards in Radio," which tells
about the oppor
'unities' in Radio, how spare time study at home
will qualify me quickly as a Certified Radio-triciin
so I can get one of these splendid positions, and how
your Employment Service help. me to secure a big
pay job. Please Write Plainly.
Name

Age

Street
City

Statu

1

"With the
Tongues ofMen '
HUMAN voices pulsating with life.
vibrant with emotion, speak from
Music Master rich and clear, as in the
church, miles or hundreds of miles away.
In the comfort of your own home --near or
far ---you hear the sermon, the organ, the
singing, the entire church service, as though
you were seated among the congregation.
The reproducing element of Music Master
responds to the faintest radio impulses; the
heavy cast aluminum tone chamber eliminates blast and distortion; the amplifying
bell of natural wood ---like the violin and
the cello---reproduces in tones that are full,.
resonant and life -like.
Your dealer will be glad to send Music
Master to your home to be tried and proved
with your own set.
Dealers Everywhere
Connect Music Master in place of headphones.
No batteries required. No adjustments.
$30.00
MODEL VI
-inch
$35.00
MODEL VII
-inch

-14
-21

MODEL VIII-Cabinet Type with "Full Floating" Wood Horn

eliPuSk

$35.00

Waster Corp®uenon

Makers and Distributors of High -Grade
Radio Apparatus

10th and Cherry Streets
Chicago

PHILADELPHIA

Pittsburgh

RADIO REPRODUCER
Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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C. Q.

WATTS

(Continued front Page 23)

"Want a job?"
It was not the first time the sheriff
had asked that question. With him, it

Samson Sup er

was the acid test. His subsequent actions always depended on the manner in
which those he questioned made reply.
He claimed by that question alone to be
able to pick the professional hobo with
unerring precision.
"You bet your cock-eyed life I do,"
said Pokerchip Watts with emphasis.
"I'll take any kind of a job that pays in
food and smokin' tobacco, the way I
feel right now."
"How does $75 a month and found
strike yuh ?"
"Right between the eyes. What do l
do, and where?"
The sheriff stood up and held out his
hand.
"Son," he said, and there was real
warmth in the words. "Yore workin'
right now. Come with me."
He led the way out of the long shed
used as a chow house by the construction company, and across to the company office. A short fat man in a dingy
eye -shade poked his hand out of the
door.
"Hello Mike!" he challenged. "Bringing me a man?"
The sheriff nodded.
"This young fellow's lookin' fer a
chance to shoot Injuns," he chuckled.
"Oh, he is, is he? Well, we might
find a couple of Slovaks." He pulled out
a pencil and a card with a quick nervous motion.
"Write your name down there and
I'll tell you where to go," he said jerkily,
and disappeared within.

it

another /'KIT
achieve ent
Radio
INCLUDES
Wave Transformers
3 Samson Long meter
wave
length

S000

Transformer
1 Samson Filter
for this wave length
1 Samson Oscillator Coupler
d/30 fief information on how to
Zeuild ` 1iis Set

All Samson Transformers are made with the
FAMOUS HELICAL WINDINGS

Remember that "Samson" stands for 42 years of leadership in the
manufacturing of electrical specialties. Other
Samson Radio products:
SAMSON
AUDIO TRANSFORMERS
HWA2
6-1
HWA2
3-1

SAMSON

PUSH-PULL TRANSFORMERS
HWA2-I
Input
HWA2-T
Output

"Name's Joe McGee-white man,"
explained the sheriff, with a jerk of his
thumb toward the office. "Time keeper."
"Suits me," said Pokerchip. "Thanks
for the recommendation. The way I
see it, there's quite a number of white
men around." A flush of near embarassment sprang
to the sheriff's face.
"Shucks," he said. "I been hungry
m'self !"
But he gripped Pokerchip's fingers
with something akin to real feeling, and
turned on his heel. Pokerchip watched
him mount his "paint" and trail down
the slant of the hills. Then he turned
back to the office, and his heart was
light within him.
"All ri', Joe of top," he sang out.

REPRESENTATIVES:

SAN FRANCISCO, A. S. Lindstrom,
274 Brannan St.
LOS ANGELES, Lombard J. Smith.
324 North San l'edro St.

Samson Electric Co.

PORTLAND. H. A. Kfliam,
1401 North Tenth St.
SEATTLE, G. H. Maire,
95

Connecticut St.

Canton, Mass.

Write for proof of Samson superiority

BOOKLET $
FREE
Cash Your Knowledge

Your experiments with Radio should be a source of pleasure
and profit rather than expense. Buy Radio Sete parts and
supplies at lowest wholesale prices and sell them at tremendous profita. right in your own home. Hundreds of people
would buy if properly approached. Our Free Booklet "Converting Spare Momenta into Dollars by Radio ' is full of the
secrete of success Write for it.

FEDERAL RADIO CO.

Kansas City, Mo.

109 E. 13th St.

"COMO DUPLEX"

The World's Standard Push -Pull Transformer. 12.50 per pair. Send for deCOMO Apparatus
eriptive literature.
Corp., 448 Tremont St., Boston. Mass.
Washington and Oregon Representative
C. E. GAY

166
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Lowusdale St., Portland, Oregon

See

theNew!

- - - -

MONTROSE LOW LOSS
CONDENSER

$2.50

A new efficient condenser at a new
low price. 23 plate, cap. .0005.
UNITED RADIO LABS. of the Montrose Mfg. Co.
1333 Fulton St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

The SATURN

Perfect Jack and Automatic Plug.
Your order filled by mail promptly
Every article absolutely guaranteed

The SATURN Mfg. & Sales Co.. Inc.
98 Beekman
Street, New
York, N. Y.
Dept. B

Write for

Literature
Tell them that you eaw It in RADIO

"Let's go!"
'

pABLO gorge was what hydro -elec-

tric engineers called a "natural
water site." Situated at the upper end
of a long valley, it resembled the playground of a berserke Cyclops who had
swung a mastodonic hammer with ruthless effect. Crags and granite outcrops
were shattered in all directions. Sharp
canyons debouched into sharper coulees.
Continued

on

page
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The Supreme Pleasure of Radio is secured only from a set
constructed by yourself, but be sure to use reliable parts
IN THE NEW YORK GROUNDED ROTOR scientific designing, to-

gether with the highest grade of materials and instrument workmanship combine to produce a condenser that is in a class by itself ---no other
condenser manufactured incorporates so many actual improvements.
.diKtarrr
.0005 (23 plate)

without Vernier

$4 50

44

VERNIER
ATTACHMENT

Geared Vernier attachment, complete, $1.50
OUR STANDARD NON-GROUNDED CONDENSERS are made in four sizes with or withare universally recognized for
out vernier
their efficiency, workmanship and low price-made

-

possible by large production.

Price with Vernier Knob
and Dial, 23 Plate, $3.50.
Without Vernier, 17
Plate, $1.80. 23 Plate,
$2.00. 43 Plate
$3.00

NEW YORK

PRECISION MICA

FIXED"MoreCONDENSERS
Capacity"
Uniform

r-4 ILY

C

OIL c

0,

NYCITYNY

New York Distortionless Audio
Amplifying Transformers are
the standard by which others
ratio
are judged. 41,q to
correct for all style tubes.
1

$4.00

Price

Tuned Radio Frequency Transformers, with
Condenser attached

17

Plate
$4.50

BY PASS CONDENSERS
.05
1

Mfd.

$ .90
1.25

4

TESTED;¡

Type A-No Clips
Adopted by leading Heterodyne manufacturers on
account of truthful capacity rating. This is the
only laboratory precision -built condenser on the
market, yet sold at a commercial price. It is
standard equipment with some of the largest and

most discriminating set manufacturers.
Guaranteed for capacity and against leakage
or breakdown.
The following sizes always in stock:

Capacity

Retail Price

.0001 Mfd.
.00015
"
.00025
.0005
1f
.001
44
.002
.005
"
.006
.00025,

with

.35
.35
14
.35
44
.35
.40
.40
.60
.75
Grid Leak Mounting Attached, 45c
$

Type

list

C

NEW YORK COIL COMPANY
338 Pearl Street, New York City, N. Y.

PACIFIC COAST MARSHANK SALES COMPANY, 926 Insurance
Exchange Building, Los Angeles, California, also San Francisco, Portland
Tell them that you saw it in RADIO
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Continued trout page 62

Prices
PZ indicates panel type with switches.
CZ is plain type without switches.

Voltage

You Take

No Chances With
KIC-O Batteries
This storage );, ery supreme is now serving
radio fans all over the country. It is giving
clearer reception, and avoiding t he annoying
difficulties so often tnet with in the use of inferior batteries. KIC-O "B" Storage Batteries give an even, dependable discharge over
long periods of service. They are not harmed
by standing idle or by over -charging. Nickel zinc elements, including in their composition
liberal proportions of iron and nickel, tnescrved
by a special alkaline solution, give KIC-O
"B" Batteries pract ically unlimited life.
With KIC-O Double and Single cell Chargers you recharge your "B" Batteries at a small
cost from any regular 110 volt A.C. lighting
t

1

t

line.

Let KIC-O Equipment end your radio "B"
battery troubles-NOW.
KIMLEY ELECTRIC COMPANY, Inc.
21.i,

I

11

.\IN ST., BUFFALO, N.

1

Manufacturers of

130
100
70
45

M.A. H.
2500

2212

Type
PZ

Type

$36.00
27.50
21.50

$33.00
24.50
18.50
14.50
7.50

16

it

00

CZ

KIC-O Chargers
Type K-1 Single unmounted
$1.50
Type K-2 Single mounted
3.50
Type K-3 tItilli-Polar mounted 5.00
KIC-O Spy vial Charger Chemicals (one cull,

r

.50

The use of K I(' -O Batteries and Chargers is the best Radio economy you can
practice. (,et full information todayor better still use the coupon and have
us send the proper size Battery and
Charger subject to our iron clad satisfaction guarantee.
See your dealer or
('I.II''l'I-lh. COUPON
I\

I

\I LEY ELECTRIC CO., INC.

'li(il MAIN ST., BUFFALO, N. Y.

Gentlemen:
Please send items checked below
to undersigned address:
KIC-O "B" Battery type
Voltage
Price
KIC-O Charger (specify which
)

Full information regarding KIC-O
equipment.
n l C.O.D. subject to guarantee of
-, i.sfaction
or money back to
,

"13" Storage Batteries and

t

('hanger,

CARTER
NEW POTENTIOMETER
200_100

Ohms,

('oast

$2

Distributors:
Atlantle-Pacific
Agencies
Corporation
204 Rialto Bldg.
San Francisco
California

Made by special CARPER designed machinery', which guarantees a
perfectly evenly spaced coil. No jerks or jumps in the resistance, but
a smooth, steady increase or decrease as desired.
The long desired
smoothness of operation is now available.

Any Dealer Can Supply
In Canada-Carter Radio Co., Limited, 'Toronto, Canada

If you want to INSURE RECEIPT of "RADIO" regularly,
send $1.00 today for a special 6 months' trial subscription
64
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A mountain stream tumbling down from
higher levels acquired terrific velocity in
the gorge and there man had started a
dam that was to chain its potential
force to herculean toil.
The thing was being accomplished by
the genius of dreamers whose saga was
the grind of concrete mixers and the
thunder of machine drills. Out of the
fabric of their imagination, heavy
muscled men had built a giant staging
that towered above the floor of the
gorge like a tower of Babel, and within
its lattice grip had poured a wall across
which a king's army could march
abreast.
At the foot of this wall lay the
power -house, in which whirling turbines, driven by the drop of the falling
water, were soon to furnish light and
power for the industries and homes in
the valleys beyond. The dam was al
most finished, and the final work at the
power house was under way. As Joe
McGee explained it to Pokerchip Watts
in a brief conversation, he had arrived
in time to "see hell break loose if it was
going to."
There was considerable behind this
simple remark. In all dam construction.
the critical moment is that of the reser
voir's fullness--when the vast pressure
of the huge impounded lake is turned
against that huge concrete face for the
first time, when natural forces are
tested against the mathematics of man.
who has dared their outermost limits.
There is nothing out of which an engineer gets quite the thrill as that particular time, unless perhaps when the
lock beam of a giant bridge swings into
place over a whirling stream.
Pokerchip Watts was introduced to
the giant project just two months before
this epic moment. He went through the
days that followed in something of a
daze. Building dams has no part in the
life of a radio operator and it was all
new stuff to a man born and raised on
the Gulf stream. But Watts was
American and within fewer weeks than
he himself expected he was an integral
part of the Pablo construction company.
Started as a common laborer, his shipboard experience soon landed him a job
as assistant to Joe McGee and a fast
friendship sprang up between the lanky
operator and the little fat man.
On Sundays they went hunting.
There was small game in the hills and
Watts was- a dead shot and could handle
a rifle with the expertness of long practice. Once when he had knocked over a
cottontail with a hip shot, Joe McGee
sat down suddenly.
"Listen, Poke," he said. "This construction job is pretty near done. The
dam is all set, and our part of it is
through. We may not get another like
this for a year. How'd you like to stay
on here as a guard? You know, these
things have to be patrolled."
Continued n', paar
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Approved

2,

by the Popular Science
Laboratories, by well
known set manufacturers and by every fan

:

MACNAIflO
No more guessing and uncertainty es to
your tube filament voltage. AN,PEFIIE
inside your set, on, for each tube, automati c illy gives just the right current to bring
the most out of every tube. Simplifies wiring and operation. Increases set compactness. Lengthens tut,e life. Tested, proved
and adopted by roo: e than 50 set manufacturers. The set you buy or build will nt t be
up-to-the-minute in effectivenesswithout it

$1.10 Everywhere

N A T RO N S have long
since established themselves
in the field of vacuum tubes. Their
MA G

RADIALL COMPANY
Dept. R-7, 50 Franklin Siret, New York

Write for

remarkably uniform high quality
has received the endorsement of
leading manufacturers, laboratories and engineers. Their excellent performance has won for
MAGNATRONS the approval of
a constantly increasing army of
radio fans.
The men entrusted with the research responsible for MAGNATRON excellence have devoted
the last decade to vacuum tube
work. They know good tubes.
The entire organization knows
how to build good tubes-and
does. MAGNATRONS in your
set will convince you of this by
improved reception.

FREE
Hook-ups

RITE
"means right amperes"
REG.

Li.

S.

PAT. OFF.

Your dealer has MAGNATRON DC -199
(large base), the MAGNATRON DC 201A, and the MAGNATRON DC -199

(miniature base)
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Pokerchip stared out over the hills,
where the turquoise was melting into
the topaz of evening. There was the
smell of sage in the air-of sage and
mesquite. Off yonder the sun would
sink down presently, a ball of crimson,
15-2.1iCIErser
and the stars would come out in brilliant
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he said. "I was just measurin' the
width of a berth by-this!" He waved
one hand at thirty-five miles of valley,
that faded into the gathering dusk over
RADIO ESSENTIALS
the rim of Devil's Rim. McGee nodded.
"Yeah-I know," he said. "I was
PACENTIZE'
IMPROVISE
a bookkeeper in Boston once, m'self."
It was a month later that Pablo dam
was pronounced finished and the first
trickle of water admitted into the big
bowl that was to mark a revolution in
hydro -electric affairs of the state. Big
officials, power men, reporters, movie
cameramen, and engineers without number were present to witness the event.
Not least among the throng were repreWHEN manufacturera of standard radio
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"She'll never stand the pressure when
the winter rains set in," he croaked.
"She'll let go, sure's sin and we'll all be
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implanted in his mind as to the abilit)
of the great wall to withstand the pressure of the winter water, refused to be
ousted.
Pokerchip knew something
about the force of water. He had
"pounded brass" on a destroyer in convoy service on the Atlantic during the
world war. He recalled one winter sea
that had twisted steel masts until their
yard arms pointed fore and aft, and
waves that ripped off bridges and riveted
deck plates. Smooth, rolling waves
they were, with the strength of giants
in their impact, and they left destruction
and wreckage in their wake.
As he looked at the great dam that
towered above him he found himself
wondering if it would withstand that
water force once it got into action.
There were safety gates, and valves to
guard against that very thing, and yet
. . . One day he flipped a coin, heads to
win, tails to lose, caught the down
plunging coin, and then abruptly thrust
it into his pocket without reading the
result. Somewhere, down in his soul.
Pokerchip Watts had learned not to dare
Fate.
OCTOBER came and went and Novemher closed in. With it came
the first of the rains. The Pablo engineers watched the dam like a mother
tends her young, feeling its pulse, studying its respiration, eyes on gauges, on
pressure pipes, on controls. Down in
the power -house the generators hummed
with the steady drone of bees, as the
whirling turbines whipped the generators into a mad dance of alternating

current.
Far down the valley, gleaming lights
in homes, in show windows, in streets,
told the story of a great feat successfully
accomplished. Pokerchip used to watch
those lights as he paced the upper bulk
of the great dam, rifle on shoulder,
through the long nights, and something
within him responded to the thrill of
the thing that had been done. It was

man -harnessed power-an invisible
force trapped by guile, snared by intellect and set to work to do man's tasks,
and yet remained a thing unseen. It was
one of life's mysteries and it awed him.
Pokerchip's job was important but not
dangerous. The patrolling of the dam
was not only to protect the dam itself
from some sudden weakening, but also
against outside vandalism. Power companies always have that fear, that some
demented individual, warped on the
subject of capital and corporations, will
dynamite a dam because of its potentiality. Pokerchip had orders to shoot
first and ask questions afterward. But
he never had occasion to use his weapon.
Nature had too well protected Pablo
gorge with impassable entrances to lure
even a rabid fanatic to that point.
It was late in November when the
Continued on Page 70
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rains began to come, and with them
worry lines in the faces of the men
whose task it was to guard the giant
reservoir. More than the usual amount
of water was falling and despite the
fact that the overflow valves were run
almost constantly, there was a feeling
that the dam was "getting restless."
Bently, a big blonde electrician in
charge of the power -house, was the first
to use that phrase and it struck Poker
chip Watts as particularly apt.
"I dunno," said Bently one night, as
the relief man went on Pokerchip's
patrol and he and Bently sat huddled
around the little iron stove in the office,
with an eye on the switchboard. "I may
be crazy but I've got a feeling that that
blamed dam's getting restless. It is not
sense to say that about a hunk of con
crete, but sometimes I'd swear she kinda
-
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wiggled."
He swung about and stared up at the
huge face of it, high above them, illuminated by a bank of lights that carried
far up into the night. Pokerchip nodded
solemnly.

"Yeah, I know, buddy," he said
slowly. "Almost like she groaned, ain't

it?"

"You said it," said Bently. "I wonder
if a thing like that knows when it's
reached a limit."
"Shouldn't be surprised," said Poker
chip. "I've heard old tars say a ship
kinda moans before she goes on the
rocks, like she had a hunch she was
gonna get it. . ."
The young electrician shrugged nervously and threw on another shovelful)
of coal.
"Hell of a night," he muttered.
The rain beat on the windows, drum
ming a steady tattoo with the sharp.
brittle violence of mountain storms.
Nov and then the distant crack of thun
der sounded in the far hills, and a blue
flare lighted the sky. The glares in.
creased in number and frequency as the
storm came closer, until suddenly there
was a blinding flash and a deafening
crash as a tree was struck not half a
mile away. The lights brightened and
dimmed crazily as the lightning arresters
on the power line took the surge of the
shock-and held.
Pokerchip was due to turn in and
sleep but something kept him awake. He
strolled over and picked up a checker
board. As he did so, there came the
sound of running feet.
Bently jerked open the office door as
a lineman, drenched to the skin, staggered in from the bunkhouse, some hun
dred feet distant. The man's face was
white and for a moment he seemed unable to speak.
"IIy God!" cried Bently, "What's
-

happened?"
The lineman gesticulated inarticulately, waving his hands. After a moment the words came:
Continued on Page 72
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"The dam

.

..

she's

bulging..."

He pointed upward. Watts and
Bently jumped to the door and stared
up through the falling rain. What they
saw drained the color from their faces,
leaving them numb and shaken. The
great dam was towering over them, out
of plumb, bulging, as the lineman had
said.
.

.

Blanchard, Crossley

.

. .

the

folks down there. ." It was Bently
speaking, in a whisper, scarce heard
above the drone of the generators and
turbines. They're-right in the pathAlv God! 'Phone them."
The lineman shook his head.
"It's no use. I just tried. That last
lightning stroke put the telephone line

Some
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completely out."
"She cracked when I was coming out
of the door. I swear I saw her move!"
The lineman's teeth were chattering.
Eyes sought eyes as three men visual.
ized what would happen when that
swaying face of concrete, gradually
bending under the weight of water behind it, gave way and the accumulated
might of Pedro reservoir became a roar
ing wall of destruction, racing down on
the helpless towns beyond. There were
five thousand human beings directly in
the pathway.
"A man on horseback. . ." began
Bently, but the lineman shook his head.
"Not a chance-she's due to go ant
minute, now. . ."
Watts was standing with his hand>
clenched, his face tense. There must be
some way to warn all those people, se
cure in their belief in safety, with death
ready to sweep down upon them. Oh
that the telephone was working, a siren
-anything, he thought. Suddenly something struck him-hit him with the im
pact of a fist. He fairly staggered and
then he gave a shout.
"By God... there's a chance. ..I'm
going to take it!"
Ile broke from the room on a run
followed by the other two, infected b
his quick excitement. Watts was run
ning toward the giant switchboard>
that controlled the turbine station, from
which ran the electric light feeders into
a score of valley towns and ranches.
When Bently and the lineman reached
the control room, Watts was clawing at
the main switch.
The generators were humming their
steady drone, unconscious of the disaster
high above them, ready to be unleashed
at any moment. Watts yanked the
great copper switch, arcing a streak of
blue flame. The lights went out in the
power house-in Blanchard, twenh
miles away, in Crossley, twelve mile,
beyond.
As the others stared in amazement,
not unmixed with terror, Watts, bathed
in the eerie blue light that snapped and
crackled all about him, began to jerk
the giant switch in and nut.

"Keep back!" he screamed at the
others. "Keep away from me. . . l'm
playing with death, but it's a chance. . ."
Back and forth went the huge switch.
On and off flickered the lights in towns
up and down the valley. Great streaks
of blue sizzled in the control room, and
circuit breakers went out with a crack
like shotguns fired in close quarters.
Now and then Watts would pause long
enough to smash one of these protective
devices back into place, and again the
switch would go in and out.
"The man is mad !" Bently screamed
in the lineman's ear, but the latter
shook his head as comprehension began
to dawn. The next moment he was
dancing with excitement, screaming with
a frenzy as mad as that of Watts him-
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"Atta boy, Watts-stay with it, boy.
We're ahead of the game, so far." He

ran to the door and stared upward at
the huge bowing mass of the Pablo dam
as it hung over them in dire menace.
FAR down at Blanchard, folks were
just getting ready for bed when the
lights began to flicker. At first there
was a growl of discontent, as evening
papers went down. Then as the flickering continued, people began to wonder.
It was little Eddie Morton, eight -yearold son of Train Dispatcher Morton of
the Spur Line system, that got it first.
"Dad !" he called excitedly, "do you
get it? Do you get it?"
Morton senior peered, over his glasses.
"Somebody's signalling on the lights,"
the boy shouted. "He's writing CQ CQ
over and over again. See, there it is,
...Q."
C
It meant nothing in Morton senior's
life. But to Eddie Morton it meant a
whole lot. Night after night Eddie sat
in with his little one -tube set and
listened to amateurs talking over their
radio sets over half the United States.
Besides Eddie was a Boy Scout, and
Scouts must know the radio code.
"CQ means everybody copy-that
somebody has something to transmit!"
His voice was shrill with excitement.
His father stared at him. Then
something registered far back in his
brain. He was an old-time telegraph
man, and he had seen and heard strange
tales in his time. He co-ordinated
quickly.
"Can you copy it, son?" he asked.
"Yes, if it isn't too fast," the boy
answered.
The train dispatcher thrust a paper
and pencil into the lad's hand. With
one motion he grabbed a candle off the
mantel and lighted it. The electric
lights began to flicker now and Morton
could see that it was definite and precise-code coming through in Continental Morse, a Morse he did not
know.
"The dam is giving way! Run for
your lives. Watts!"
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Morton, reading over the boy's
shoulder as the lad copied the slow,
steady flashes of the electric lights, sent
by the frantic hand of the night patrol
guard, far up Pablo canyon, grew cold

PENNSYLVANIA
RADIO PRODUCTS
EVERY item bearing the "Pennsylvania" trade mark is absolutely
guaranteed to satisfy. The dealer is
authorized to refund the purchase
price for any item which does not
satisfy. These products formerly
sold at two times the present prices.

all over.

"Good Lord !" he muttered. "The
dam!"
The long expected had happened
And \Vatts, good old Watts, had sig.
nailed them; taken a chance that somebody would get it. It was to Morton's
credit that he never hesitated, never
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doubted. He had been an emergency
railroad man too long for that.
The flashes continued, but they were
but repeats of the original message.
"The dam is giving way. . . run. . ."
Blanchard had a bank, a neat little
concrete structure. It stood on the main
street, just around the corner from the
Morton home. There was a signal siren
in front, one that operated on a tank of
air from a garage. It was placed there
to arouse the townspeople in case of
bandits. Crossley, twelve miles away
could hear it on a quiet night. At
Crossley there was another, which would
notify other towns farther down the
valley. Such was the trap the farmers
had devised to protect their money.
Such was the device Morton now used
for another purpose.
He left Eddie copying the flashescoming steadier now-and ran to the
siren. The roar of the whistle shattered
the echoes of the night. People poured
from houses, armed, hatless, runninglooking for trouble. In a few words
Morton told them what had happened
-explained the lights, the warning.
"Somebody get Crossley on the rural
wire and tell them to pass the word
along," he said. "And for God's sake.
move quickly."
It was a strange race that began out
of the town of Blanchard at 9 o'clock
that night, a hurrying cavalcade of
men, women and children. Every soul
was accounted for. Down at Crossley,
and at Miner, at Orath, at half a dozen
others, similar scenes were being enacted. There was no time to stop for
clothing, for household belongings.
t was hitch and run, or crank and run.
Those that had no transportation
grabbed a hold with those that had.
From far up on the hillsides of Pablo
canyon they huddled around fires of
sputtering, water-soaked wood, and
waited for the Thing that was to come
-the Force, that but for the narrowest
margin would have blotted them out.
Minute after minute, and far into a
long, lone hour the lights up and down
the valley flickered steadily-flickered
on and off. Now and again little Eddie
Morton, sleepy but excited hero of the
occasion, would spell out the words
again-". . the dam is giving. ."
for the curious that packed around him.
1
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Crosley Trirdyn Special, $75.00
With tubes and Crosley Phones $30.75

In the
CROSLEY %irdyn
SINCE the inception of radio, the results obtained with Armstrong Regenerative Receivers have been the goal of comparison
for all others. Trick circuits have been designed to get around
the Armstrong Patent hoping to obtain results "just as good." This
has resulted in the use of more tubes, necessary without, but unnecessary with regeneration.
This is one reason why Crosley Radios, licensed under Armstrong U.
S. Patent No. 1,113,149 have performed everywhere so remarkably
on so few tubes.
The Crosley Trirdyn, employing Armstrong Regeneration combined
with tuned non -oscillating radio-frequency amplification and reflexed
audio frequency amplification and using only three tubes, consistently
gives greater selectivity, more volume and wider range than can be
obtained where five or six tubes are employed without regeneration.
With no regeneration, two stages of radio frequency amplification,
requiring at least two additional tubes, must be employed in front of
the detector tube to get the same results as furnished by one tube
when regeneration is used.
Every additional tube means additional expense; an added dial to
tune, greater difficulty in operation, more distortion and more tube
noises. The three tube Crosley Trirdyn has only two dials. These
operate but two circuits, making tuning and logging very easy.
You can't beat the results obtained from an Armstrong Regenerative
Crosley Radio. A trial will convince you.

BEFORE YOU BUY-COMPARE
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Crosley Three Tube
Model 52, $30.00

Crosley Regenerative Receivers are licensed under Armstrong
U. S. Patent 1,113,149
Prices West of Rockies-Add 10 per cent
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President

Cincinnati, Ohio
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For Circuit Supremacy-

And then-the lights flickered, way
Bred and went out. The refugees held
their breaths and listened, as the whole
valley was plunged in darkness. Dimly
at first and then with a mighty roar
that turned into a grinding crescendo
of sound, it came-the thunder of the
broken dam, and the awful reverberation of pouring water. Huddled in
horror, they clung to each other as a
great, grey wall, house -high, boiled
through Pablo valley, wiping out homes
and barns, flipping buildings upside
down like chips, and leaving devastation
and destruction behind it.
Millions of gallons of water roared
past as the contents of Pablo reservoir
raced down the slope of the mountains
toward its level at the sea, passing forever into the limbo of engineering failures. On the hillside, in the rain, hundreds of people knelt in a prayer of
thanksgiving for the loss of life that had
been averted through the heroism of a
night patrol guard, and the alertness of
a little Boy Scout.
And up on the rim of the broken
reservoir, where great hunks of con
crete lay in shattered pieces, as though
smashed by a giant blow, a man with
scorched hands, and a body wracked by
the crisping viciousness of a searing blue
arc, clung to a smoked marble switch
board and sobbed in sheer relief, because the dice he had thrown with
Death had won.
lt was the man a brakeman had
kicked from a gondola on No. 6 at Bab
cock six months before-Pokerchip
Watts, ex -operator and soldier of for
tune-forevermore, to Pablo valley, in
measureless gratitude, "CQ" Wattshero!

CIR-KIT and Supereflex

Erla Supereflex-new epoch in circuits. Not just a "wave"
of popularity, but the permanence of basically superior
principles, just as advanced today as when Erla introduced
the circuits still rated more powerful, tube for tube.
Expressing the best of Erla science, Supereflex circuits
also are so easy to own! Not only because of extreme
economy in first cost and operation, but also because Erla
CIR -KIT enables any experimenter to produce these
greater circuits flawlessly. CI R -KIT provides every needed item of Erla Precision Radio Apparatus-exclusively
responsible for matchless Erla range, volume, clarity,
sensitiveness and remarkable ease of control.
CIR -KIT also provides full-size blueprints; stenciled baseboard; and drilled, lettered panel, so that every step must
be correct. Assuring lasting supremacy in circuits; the
pride of a truly professional hook-up; and incomparable
entertainment, CIR -KIT is outstanding in Radio today.

Electrical Research Laboratories
Dept. H, 2500 Cottage Grove Ave., CHICAÇO
Coast Representatives: Globe Commercial Co.
Los Angeles, San Francisco. Seattle
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radio to the realm of art, with the
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TRF-5 Receiver with M4 Reproducer

CAGO
DPI* 210

Magnavox
Receiving Set
TRF-5
A 5 -tube tuned radio
frequency receiver with
Unit Control, in carved

mahogany cabinet, complete with Magnavox M4
Reproducer $125.00

NEW Magnavox Receiver
has assumed a place of acknowledged leadership among the enduring radio achievements of the year.
C6HE

The Magnavox one dial Station
Selector means that anyone can now

LOOK
FOR
THIS
MARK

Magnavox
Receiving Set
TRF-50
The same circuit and
panel as TRF-5 enclosed
in carved period cabinet

with doors and built-in
Reproducer

$150.00

tneNAvox

command a degree of selectivity previously limited to the expert. You
probably have your own ideal of

what a radio receiver should accomplish.Investigate the Magnavox
and find that your ideal has come
true.
In addition to its simplicity and fine
appearance, the Magnavox also has
a wonderful "double range": using
all five tubes on distant stations and
only three tubes for those nearby.
Reliable dealers everywhere carry Magnavox
Radio Products in stock. If unacquainted
with the Magnavox store in your vicinity,
write us for information and literature.
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THESE LUGS MAKE WIRING A PLEASURE
Your dealer bas them in convenient 50e pack

ages of 100 lugs. Jobbers and manufacturers
write for samples and prices. Distributed Solely
By THE KELLER COMPANY. 821 Market St.,
San Francisco. U.S.A

¡its 'Qil
Magnaxox Amplifier and
Detector Tubes greatly
improve the operation of
any set . . . $5.00

THE MAGNAVOX COMPANY

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
San Francisco:
Chicago:
274 Brannan St.
162 N. State St.

New York:
350 W. 31st St.

Canadian Distributors:

SEE PAGE 71IT WILL INTEREST YOU
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Perkins Electric Limited, Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg
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MATHISON'S POLAR CRYSTALS
Mined North of the Arctic Circle

Brings distance with unparalleled volume. Ends all crystal and reflex troubles.
85c
The most nearly perfect radio crystal In the world. Each, postpaid
Dealers and jobbers write for trade discounts

MATHISON SILVER ORES
COMPANY OF ALASKA

RADIO OWYERS SERVICE COMPANY
660
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SUPERHETERODYNEnotrepeot

Get Aberdeen, Madrid, Havana, Mexico City Los
Angeles on loud speaker with indoor loop Tune
out local stations at will. Enjoy i00% reception.
Pinkerton has simplified Superheterodyne so that
a twelve year old boy can bui1J it. His matched and
balanced transformers and oscillator coupler are
called "the heart of Superheterodyne " They make
a set that is unbeatable-think of it-one that is
without harmonics-no station comes in twice on
the dials.

Preyuencty

78

endeavor to speed up its marine traffic
in New York Harbor is experimenting
with radio communication between one
of its tugs and \VNY at Bush Terminal,
Brooklyn. If these tests are successful
43 tug boats and lighters will be equipped
with radio transmitters and receivers.

t

Audio-

Agen-

The N. Y. Central Railroad, in an

JONES RADIO MFG. CO., INC.

40-42-44-46 W 25th St., New

American

1

;

LowerLoSS
INDUCTANCE

the higher will be this apparent rests
tance as a frequency trap. Also the lower
the C/L ratio the higher will be this
apparent resistance. Thus a low loss
coil and condenser make the best frequency trap. Here as before the same
conditions hold for selectivity, low R
and low C/L ratio.
It is often observed that despite the
high selectivity of the best makes of receivers they will respond very distressingly to interference from powerful
radio telegraph signals or to static phenomena such as caused by violet -ray
machines. This means merely that a
very powerful impulse will set the antenna circuit oscillating at its own frequency. If this antenna circuit be
adjusted to the incoming desired wavelength then the interference and the desired sound will beat identical wavelengths and can of course not be differentiated. f we attempt to detune the
antenna then both interference and desired signals suffer proportionately and
there is no net gain. Thus for interference of this type there is no solution
at present. Loops will help to some extent but not enough. It seems likely
that the ultimate means to perfect
broadcasting 365 days a year is Super
power.

Twelfth Street, Oakland, California
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SIXTY DAY TRIAL OFFER
Simply send

a

two dollar hill

as a

deposit and receive

Pinkerton Life -Size Plans and Photos
complete with A B.C. instructions, by return mall.

They are sent on approval. They are not sold until
you see them. Then if not all you expected give
them right back to the Postman and your deposit
will be returned, without question. immediately.
If you accept this offer, and find the life-size
plans, photos, and complete directions as represented, you will be entitled to purchase the Pinkerton Heart of Superheterodyne, four matched and
balanced transformers and oscillator coupler,
regularly selling at $3z.so, for only is3 additional.
Send name, address and $z bill today.

Thomas N. Pinkerton, President
PINKERTON RADIO CORPORATION
Superheterodyne exclusively,
1834 B'way, New York
Cut out this offer. Free booklet.
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MECHANISM OF RADIO

PHONE RECEPTION
By L. R. FELDER

The difficulty that many find in
understanding how the radio frequency
waves are converted into audio f requen-

`e MOZART 'Baby GPAND

cies can easily be cleared up by a brief
consideration of a few facts. A 600-

meter radiophone transmitter, for instance, sends out a fundamental f requency of 500,000 cycles. This is called
the carrier wave because in effect it carries with it such audio frequencies, 100
to 10,000 cycle, as may have been impressed upon it by the modulating tube
it the transmitting station. These low
audio frequencies cannot be as efficiently
radiated from an antenna as can the
higher radio frequencies.
The effect of impressing or superimposing these audio frequency currents
on the carrier is to give two new series
of radio frequencies, equal to the main
carrier frequency plus the audio f requency and minus the audio frequency
respectively. Thus when the audio f requency of a single 1,000 -cycle note is
added to the carrier frequency it gives
frequencies of 501,000 and 499,000
cycles. In the same way sound frequencies between 100 cycles and 10,000 cycles
result in the similar individual radio
frequencies being transmitted for each
individual audio frequency.
The function of the receiving set is
to unscramble this tremendous number
of radio frequency currents and reproduce them as sounds corresponding to
those at the transmitter. For the sake of
simplicity assume that a single 1,000 cycle note is to be transmitted, giving
radio frequencies of 501,000 and 499,000 cycles, which, with the 100,000 cycle carrier wave, are picked up by the
radio set. By what is known as the
phenomenon of beats or heterodyning,
the 501,000 -cycle combines with the
500,000 -cycle wave to form two f requencies, one of 1,000 cycles and the
other of 1,001,000 cycles. The latter is
inaudible, due to its high frequency, but
the former is the original 1,000 -cycle
note sent out from the transmitter. In
the same way the carrier wave beats or
heterodynes with the 499,000 -cycle wave
to form an audible 1,000 -cycle note and
an inaudible 999,000 -cycle note.
Each of the other super -imposed audio
frequencies beats in like manner with
the 500,000 -cycle frequency so as to
combine and give a frequency corresponding to the original sound. This explanation naturally leads up to the subject of distortion.
In the same way that the carrier frequency beats or heterodynes with each
of the side frequencies to produce an
audio frequency corresponding to the
original signal transmitted, so the
reader will recognize that it is also possible for two side frequencies to beat
with each other to produce an audible
Continued on Page 81

Only Another Proof
No piece of radio apparatus, even in its price class, is the best
because its maker says so, or because its dealer says so. It is
only the best when everybody else says so as well.
"I want to say that it is the best I have
ever heard. I could hear as well as if I had
headphones, and that is saying much, as I am
rather 'hard of hearing.' In fact, it was the
first concert I ever enjoyed 100 per cent without earphones. Here is to your success."
Eugene A. Winter, Buffalo, N. Y.
(Signed)
PRICES (WEST OF THE ROCKIES)
unit, black and gold crackle
Baby Grand Reproducer, with gold plated
$12.50
or extra heavy coated all black satin finish
Electro -magnetic unit (fits almost any horn or phonograph) with cord, $4.50
Nickel Plated
$5.50
Gold plated
$0.00
Mozart Special Headset
If your dealer cannot supply, order direct.

Rest Coast Representatives:
NELSON -RUDE CO., 16 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.
JAEGER RADIO, 4505 Thirty-sixth Avenue, N. E., Seattle, Wash.

The MOZART -GRAND CO.
Manufacturers of Fine Instruments

U. S. A.

Newark, N. J.

CRESCENT LAVITE RESISTANCES
Absolutely non -inductive.
12,000
48,000
60,000
100,000

-

:c:
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ºP

;

LIST

$1.60
EACH

Ohms

Special resistances to order $2.50. When better resistances are made they bear the Crescent label.
CRESCENT RADIO SUPPLY CO.
Jamaica, N. Y.
1-8-6 Liberty St.,
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Continued from Page 79

A THOUSAND AND ONE NIGHTS ENTERTAINMENT
The MELCO is a silver-tongued Scheherezade-offering a thousand and
one nights of entertainment.
Entertainment free from interference, noises, and fade-aways. Supreme
radio reception-Full-toned, clear -throated, true to life.

The New Five-Now Ready for Distribution

MELCO SUP r \ EME IDTCE IVER
_

_

TUNED RADIO FRECUENCY

Ask for interesting literature
AMSCO PRODUCTS INC. BROOME LAFAYETTE STREETS
N rwlern IlrAneh. 447 l'nriü, Itldc.. %an rrun,Nru

N.Y.

433auvnai
A Speaker of Distinctive Lines
Full volume without sacrifice of clearness or naturalness. Reproduces true
tones of voice or music. Equal to hearing the original.
No. 100 Speaker Unit supplied for phonograph use-fits any make.
No. 205B-Polished black flare
$22.50
No. 205D-Shell pyralin flare
... 25.00
No. 100 -For phonograph use
10.00
Manufactured by
Aluminum Mound Column
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American Electric Company
State and 64th Streets, Chicago

Tell them that you saw it .in RAD7,0

frequency. Let us go back to our simple
example given above. The carrier frequency of our assumed transmitter is
500,000 cycles, and the transmitted signal is a 1,000 -cycle note. This resulted
in two additional radio frequencies being transmitted, 499,000 cycles and
501,000 cycles. When each of these
heterodynes with the carrier frequency
of 500,000 cycles the original 1,000 cycle note is produced. But suppose that
the two side frequencies 499,000 cycles
and 501,000 cycles heterodyne with
each other. From the explanation given
above the resultant beat frequency produced is the difference of the two radio
frequencies, which is 2,000 cycles, in
other words double the original sound
frequency. Thus a double frequency
distortion is produced, which means
that the original sound is accompanied
by a sound of twice its frequency which
is not initially present in the sound.
This explanation for a simple single
audio frequency applies equally well to
a complex sound having a combination
of numerous frequencies in it. Just as
the side frequencies produced by a single
audio frequency will heterodyne to produce a distortion of double frequency,
so will the large number of side fre
quencies resulting from a complex sound
beat with one another to produce distortions of double, triple, quadruple and
other multiples of the original frequencies. Thus frequencies not originally
present in a sound are introduced at the
receiving end.
This type of distortion is entirely
apart from the double frequency distortion produced by the vacuum tube detector due to its curved charactertistic,
or to distortions introduced by transformers, etc. The former type of distortion is entirely due to the transmitter
end of the radio system, whereas the
latter are due largely to the receiver end
of the system. In general it may be said
that the distortions introduced at the
receiver are more serious than those introduced at the transmitter end. The
transmitter end of the radiophone system may be constructed so that it is
relatively free from distortion. By
properly taking care of the modulation
at the transmitter, the double and triple
and multiple frequency distortions described in this article may be made so
small that they do not affect appreciable
the quality of speech or music. The receiver end of the system, however, introduces distortions which do affect
quality considerably, and hence this
aspect of the entire radiophone problem
requires more study and development.

Ever happen to think that an electrolytic rectifier, such as are in common
use in amateur transmitting stations,
can be also used on lower voltages, with
a good filter, to supply the power to a

receiving set amplifier?

LABORATORY FIGURES CONVINCE ENGINEERS
RESULTS CONVINCE USERS
A prominent engineer reports that "laboraton tests ion_
sistently show that, if it were possible to make a tuner with
lower losses than

THE

LOPEZ LOW LOSS

TUNER

the quality of reproduction In broadcast reception would

suffer."

One enthusiast

writes:

":titer using one of your

low-loss tuners, In an amateur reone in a Broadcast receiver,
employing two stages of audio frequency. The first night
that I had the set operating I logged sixty-two stations, finishing off with station KGO, of the Gen'I Elect. Co. at Oakland, California. I held this station two hours, and many of
the numbers were audible over the entire house, on a loud
Breaker. This reception has been confirmed by the station
ceiver,

I

decided to

try out

CHE
9"or

.n question.

You may refer any
proepoctavocustomer
to me for a good recommendation, for 1
eure am a booster for
the Lopes Low Loss
Tuner.'-Robert E.

Full clear Volume on the loud speaker plus the ability to bring
in stations 2000 miles distant, is the standard of service you.
may expect from a CHELSEA.,

More beautiful than any piece of furniture is this remarkable
triple circuit, single tuning controlled receiver. No need to
understand "radio engineering" to operate a CHELSEA. Any
child can easily run it I

Kearney, The Electric Storage Battery
Co.

Broadcast Type
200 to 600

meten

Regular Amateur
40 to 205 meten
Circuit
diagrams,
panel drilling templates and inStruetions with each tuner.
PRICE 510.00 EACH
At your

DISTANCE and VOLUME

All the performance of Lett costing four times as much.

dealer's or sent direct postpaid

A. C. LOPEZ & CO.
344 Fifth Avenue,

Dept. R.

New York City

Model No.122 Three tube CHELSEA Receiver has made RADIO
history, it is more than just a set. Rigid tests prove k is the
ultimate of selectivity. You receive one station at a time, thus
enabling you to select at will any desired stations.
Oa ads at all good deakm

SO

, wxo

ftotM pvtks.Lrn.

for catalog No. is for

CHELSEA RADIO COMPANY

CHELSEA,MASS.

179 SPRUCE STREET

PRECISION
5.1't

AUTODYNE

Chiur.,
t. 111.n..1,".

sr. L...,l.
1127 I'm< Sc.

tae Assns.

S<.ule
116 1./th

S. N.

44)

San Pedro Si.
San Frawd,co

Denver
1420 16th St.

447 P.d5c

Cleveland

ISsI W. 13th St

11144

COUPLER

The Autodyne Coupler is a new
development for use in connec-

RADIO
TELOS
free copy of our new.
Write for

tion with a vacuum tube for producing a continuously variable
alternate current. One winding
connects the input circuit of a
vacuum tube and a second winding is placed in fixed inductive
relation and connected in the
output circuit of the vacuum
tube.
UsLd as a laboratory vacuum
tube oscillator, the frequency of
which may be calibrated and thus
the apparatus used as a standard,
also as an oscillator and detector
in some of the more specialized
forms of the Superheterodyne.
Made by the makers of the
genuine "Cockaday" Coil.

a

handsomely Illustrated booklet, .The
KIT of a Thousand Posatbilitles.n
DANZIGER -JONES,
New York, N. Y.

Department F. 25'5Vaverly Place
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rAYhdYeWS
RADIO RECEIVING

Precision Coil Company
209-C Centre St.. New York ('I
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Combines tone qualityand selectivity with distance
and volume. Price $ 150 without accessories
ANDREW 8 RADIO CO., 327 S. La Salle St., Chicago
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Tuned

i{adio Frequency liit

MASH
Greatest

Value Ever Offered
In A Iladío Receiving Set
5 -tube tuned Radio Frequency Set

'

r

W

I

?die

A

made of the finest low loss materials and in a beautiful genuine solid mahogany cabinet, that is attractive enough for
the most pretentious room, and at sixty dollars, economical enough for the most modest.
Combines all points essential to the perfect receiver.
Real distance reception without that squealing and
howling. So selective that once a station is picked up
-it
can be brought in again on the same points on
the dials, whenever you want it. And, what's more,
It is Mighty -Easy to Operate

;60

It's Easy to Build
a five tube radio frequency toceiver when you use the Frost.
man Masterpiece Kit. The result
will be a receiver that will bring in
e en the most distant stations
w :h the volume and clarity et
lo ale. The equal of any 5 tube set
In selectivity, simplicity of operatic and all around efficiency.
1

No Neutralizing
nr Balancing

Condensers Required

Have Your Dealer install One in Your Home!

All geuumeFreihuuw aiweterpteve

Ask your dealer to in-

Sets have a serial cumber and
trade -mark riveted on the sub-

paneL The Receiver a

anteed if number

guar°0t
re moved

has been

or tampered with.

/if

Chas.FreshmanCo.Inc.

i::

stall one in your home.
Beware of Imitations
and Counterfeits.
i///far/////////y/////o// ////

O

240-248 W. 40th St., New York
MONEY SAVING
CATALOG SENT_

FROST'aklieue

THE name FROST -RADIO on a
piece of apparatus, whether
FROSTFONES,

Plugs, Jacks,

FREE
TIMES SQUARE AUTO SUPPLY (O.INij

Sockets, Rheostats, etc., means

highest quality. Your dealer
carriescompletestocks.
See him today.

HERBERT H. FROST, 154 W. Lake St., Chicago

Your Crystal Set

will work 4011 to 1000 miles if made by my plans. No tube% or
batteries. Copyrighted plans 81.00; or furaiahad FREE with
complete parta for building net, includingspecial coil and
panel correctlydrilled for only $5.00. Satisaction guaranteed
or money reunded. Satisfied customers everywhere. Par-

ticulars free.
LEON LAMBERT
542 Kaufman Bldg.

Wichita, Kansas

You Should Subscribe for "RADIO"
S:2

Tell them that you saw it In RADIO

ARE THE SHORT WAVES
NEW?
Continued from page 14

Hertz, the German physicist who was
first to measure the length of a radio
wave. He also invented the "Hertzian
Oscillator," a device that enabled him to
generate radio waves a few meters in
length and transmit them to the other
side of his laboratory where he received
them on crude apparatus.
Now, after all these years, we are
building "Hertzian Oscillators" for use
in our latest short wave" experiments.
There is only one important difference;
Hertz used a spark coil to energize the radiating circuit and a pair of spark
balls as the receiver-we now use
vacuum tubes for transmission and reception, which are infinitely better.
After Hertz' experiments short
waves were forgotten for they were believed to be of no practical use. As
radio became man's servant in the transmission of intelligence it was required
to transmit over greater distances. To
transmit over greater distances more
powerful stations with larger antennas
and transmitting on longer wavelengths
were built. So the general trend was
away from the short waves.
The use of short wavelengths was
re-established in a small way during the
world war when sets working on short
wavelengths were used for short distance
communication by the various armies..
The good results obtained no doubt is
partly the cause of the present day intense interest in short waves. The long
distance records made in recent years
by amateurs working on wavelengths in
the vicinity of 200 meters has also been
a factor in drawing the attention of
commercial companies and others towards the shorter wavelengths.
What are the advantages of using
short wavelengths? you ask. The main
advantage is the high radiation efficiency
gained. For the same input power
stronger waves will be sent out from the
antenna the shorter the wavelength
used, Static effects are greatly lessened
at short wavelengths, one reason being
simply because the antennas used at the
receiving end are not large enough to
pick up an appreciable amount of static
from the atmosphere. Short wave transmission has disadvantages, however, in
fading and daylight and night effects,
which are more noticeable than they
are in the use of the long wavelengths.
Though the present interest in short
wave work is opening a great field for
future experimentation and activity
there is no danger of any of the large
stations tearing down their antennas
and starting in business again on two or
three meters.
The use of short wavelengths is not
new. Much of the "latest dope" can be
found in books dealing with the results
of the earliest of radio experimenters.
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effect in the Model L-2 Ultradyne increases as the strength of the received
signal decreases.
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VOMINIt

VOMI

SELECTIVITY

WWI

MIN

Using sensitive instruments in connection with two A. C. H. Worm
Drive' Sharp Tuning Instruments.
Can be used as one or three tube Receiver. Operates on 199 or 299 dry
cell tubes. Batteries Amplifier 90
volt B. Detector 221 volt B. A battery, three dry cells. C battery, one
dry cell. All connections on back.

Installment Plan.
No References.
WRITE US AS FOLLOWS:
A. C. Hayden Radio .it Research Co.,
Brockton, Mass.
Gentlemen:
Enclosed please find $20.00. Send
me one A. C. H. Three Tube Receiver. Upon receipt of same I agree
to pay you $1.00 a month for fifteen
months until the total amount of
$35.00 is paid. This Receiver is to
remain your property until full
amount is paid. You guarantee this
set to operate on the air.
SIGNED.

Wonderful Value-Limited Production-Mail Orders Only
A. C. Hayden Radio and
Research Co.
BROCKTON, MASS., U.

S. A.

7/ e Complete Efficient
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iJ1y the 21L?73.7,W 6 Gets Distance
on the Jud Speaker

$30.00]

RAUmf

Unlike other Super -radio receivers, the'tUltradyne, with its exclusive use of the "Modulation
System" and special application of regeneration,
is capable of detecting and regenerating
the
faintest signal, making it audible on the loud

speaker.
The regenerative effect in the Ultradyne increases
as the strength of the signal decreases, until the
signal becomes so weak that no amount of amplification will make it audible.
A radical advance in radio engineering and the
latest development of R. E. Lacault, E.E.,
A.M.I.R.E., Chief Engineer of this Company and
formerly Radio Research Engineer with the French
Signal Corps Research Laboratories.
You will marvel at the unusual selectivity, sensitivity and range of this new Model L-2 Ultraayne.
Write for:descriptive circular.
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Why pay
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cas. Freshman
Condenser
adio

106

Seventh Ave.

"Elements of
Radio Communication"
By Lieut. E. W. Stone

A Book That Every Radio Fan
Should Have.

$2.50
SENT POSTPAID ANYWHERE

I

.

Inc.

?.. acts

New York

11
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THE
ULTRADYNE
MODEL L-2

Send for the 32 page
illustrated
book
giving latest au-

thentic information
on drilling, wiring,
assembling
and
tuning the Model
L-2 Ultradyne Receiver.

50c

a

f.

Build

Ov,ro,s

LLTti7uxnE

L-2

Beekman SI.

New York Cily

-., .,ra,,i..rtiDica.Yiet

$10.00 or more

getter but
novances
At your dealer. otherwise
send purchase price and sou
will be supplied postpaid.

ND OPERATE

PHENIX*RADIO
CORPORATION

No Aerial or Antenna Needed

also successfully overcomes static am

HOW TO BUILD

1117

ANTENELLA

is not only a real distance

MINN

r30

MODEL

$1.25

»NI

.:°
«MI
Ultradyne Kit
Consists of one low loss Tuning Coil. one low Loss Oscillator Coil, one special low loss
Coupler, one type "A" Ultraformer, three type "B" Ultraformers, four matched Grid
Condensers. The Ultraformers are new improved long wave
frequency transformers especially designed by R. E. Lacault Consulting Engineer of
this Company and inventor of
the Ultradyne. To protect the
public, Mr. Lacault's personal
monogram seal (R. E. L.) is
placed on all genuine Ultraformers. Ultraformers are
guaranteed so long as this seal
remains unbroken.

and Economical aerial

to have an
aerial spoil the
appearance of
``` your home?
/
e
Antenellaelim° inates all unsightly wiring,
lightning arresters, etc., and precludes the
possibility of dangerous
grounding on a power line. It
also stops "canary bird" re radiation from nearby oscillating sets interfering.
ANTENELLA

.MOO

PACIFIC RADIO PUB. CO
Pacific Bldg.

San Francisco

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO

5c
Photos
Programs
Schedules
Humor
Reviews
News, Etc.

brings you a
copy of

"Radiocast
Weekly"
for
Pacific
Coast

RADIO CAST

WEEKLY'
433

Pacific Bldg.
San Francisco
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V mLTX

ANNOUNCING
The Andrews

Quiet J ES

Paddle Wheel Coil

VARIABLE GRID LEAK

NEW!
A BALL -BEARING

Grid Leak That Stays Put

Inereases
Signal Strength
and
Selectivity.

Screw adjustment, expansion
contact and resistance unit
that cannot wear or tear.

No Dope Used

are positive and smooth in action with an accurate range of
from one-half to fifteen me.
gohme.

VOLT-X GRID LEAKS

on Windings.

'they fit any standard leak

mounting, and get the absolute
maximum from your tubes.
They do not wear out.
Grid Leak.
$1.00
Grid Leak Mounting ... .30

A

Moisture -Proof
Coll

Which Is
Unaffected
by
Climatic
Changes.

Patents
Pending
A new low loss coil of

Battery

ideal charac-

755

types of circuits. Embodying, as it
does, an extremely high ratio of inductance to resistance it constitutes a
marked advance in radio design.
Your results will be greatly improved
by using this superior piece of apparatus. Its exclusive construction assures
maximum amplification, minimum distortion, and much greater selectivity.

Price $3.00

DuenSwiral
(3-Ming aeop

Price

Increases
Selectivity
Reduces
Static
Easily
Portable

$S.50

V1

MAP
CONI
recommends
vital to the best results from
radio. The design of Myers Tubes
makes them adaptable for short-wave
as well as long -wave reception. They
achieve this result by having the grid
and plate leads extend from opposite
ends of the tube.
Amateurs using Myers Tubes get virtually every station on the continent.
Three types foi dry and storage
batteries.Complete ready
mount. At your dealer's
or sent postpaid for
252 Craig Street, Montreal

i

vital

improve

ment

as being

I

9

Tubes
Myers
Practicall
Unbreakable
I111

II

't

The highest development in a portable
aeriaL Rotates on base, which is provided with silvered dial graduated for
calibration. Handle permits adjustment without body capacity effect.
Handsomely finished in silver and mahogany. There is a DUO -SPIRAL model
for every circuit.

TINY -TURN
superior vernier control which makes
perfect tuning easy. Has a gear ratio
of 30 to 1. Rotates in same direction
as dials. Easy to install. Fits any
panel. Handsome nickel and ebony
black finish. Price 75c. Write direct,
if your dealer is unable to supply these
standard products.
A

.
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First Avenue
Maywood, Ill.
Perkins Electric, Ltd., Montreal
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Right Now!

Pacific Coast Reppresentatives:Clark &
Close,1609 Pine SL,SanFraneisoo,CaL

I

Patents
''ending

1303

$1.00 Brings You "RADIO"
for Six Months. Subscribe

Short-wave reception

Write for full information regarding
this w lerful new coil, its characteristics and its uses.

ROGERs

CO.

.
BOYLSTON ST.. BOSTON MASS.
RTONMFG

YOUR BATTERY'S BEST FRIEND
It does away with the trouble and waste of
run-down damaged batteries. Easy to
operate. Light to handle. Delivers 72% of
the current. Rich crystallized black finish.
No bulbs. No liquids. No fumes. Model A
for 6-volt batteries $19.00; Model AB for
6 -volt and 24 -volt batteries $21.00. Add $1
west of Rockies. Write for literature.
NILES MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dept. 72, Ypsilanti, Mich.

teristics for use with many different

This coil, which is the type employed in the Andrews Deresuadyne
Receiver, is manufactured under
license from the Andrews Radio
Company.

gu

áitger

_

'.I

7Tlte World
OA Y VrDsa['
Write for descriptive circular

CC

i

-- truly

The National

MARCO
SHUR-GRIP

i

remarkable!"
Regenaformer

for the Browning -Drake circuit. A 4 -tube
set that's a wonder. Send for Bulletin 105R
NATIONAL COMPANY
110 Brookline St.. Cambridge, Maas.

jacks-

with hooked terminals-make
set construction easier-short
circuits impossible-and leakproof connections permanent!
Formica insulation thruoutheavily nickeled finish-ster-

ling silver
types-6o

contacts-five

cents to $I.00well worth the
mighty
and
difference'

CO
rRunVlrS

JANUARY "RADIO"
Only a
Few Left
copy

2 5c

-GRIP
CKS

"RADIO" SAN FRANCISCO
Tell then that you saw it in RADIO

..f-

GLOBE
LOW-LOSS

Loses Nothing
Tunes every Rattle
Impulse the aerial

TUNERSreceives.

''..

A at see

No bulbs to buy
No acids -No fumes

No

sticking or

sparking contacts

tgm«i

UP TO

120
VOLTS

No more troublesome wire changing! Just

connect the charger clips to the battery
terminals and turn on the current-simple, quick and convenient. The France
Super-Charger not only charges 120 volts
of B battery in series, but it also charges
2, 4, 6 or 8 volt A or Auto batteries, at a
5 to 7 ampere rate, tapering as the battery is charged.
Silent and non -critical In adjustment, the
France Super -Charger is the ideal charger

IN

SERIES

PATENTED DEC. 9,1924
No Meta
No Eddy Current Losses

Large Wire
Self Supporting

Little Insulation
Low Distributed Capacity

Anti -capacity Windings
Low R F Resistance

for home _use. Price of Super -Charger,
West of the Rockies, $23.00.
DEALERS AND JOBBERS-This
advertising is creating a large
demand in your territory. Write
us today - for sales proposition.

GET ORIGINAL GLOBE COILS

$7.00
Standard Tuner (Broadcast Range)
Short Wave (85-135 Meters)
$7.00
For Superdyne Circuit
$8.50
R F Transformers
$6.00
Circular on Request. Dealers and Jobbers Write.
SEND ORDERS DIRECT TO

THE FRANCE MFG. CO.

Globe Radio Equipment Co.

10323 Berea Rd.

217 West 125th St., N. Y. C.
*Legal Action Pending
Imitation is Deceit

Cleveland, Ohio

PACIFIC COAST BRANCHES:
LEE R. CRAIG CO. NORMAN COWAN CO.

75 Fremont St.
San Francisco, Calif.

53 Fourth St.
Portland, Oregon

"INSULATE"

Special articles
of all shapes
molded to order.

MOLDED COMPOSITION
(Registered Trademark)

"Good Condenser Design"
What makes a good condenser? Send for this free
folder and post yourself on today's requirements. This
article is full of meat. It makes plain all the electrical
as well as the mechanical qualities of a good condenser.
If you are planning to build a receiving set or to
bring your present one up to date, go to your dealer
and ask to see the new

,.....

EXECUTIVE HEADQUARTERS

i4ARTFORD. CONNECTICUT

FREE Hook-Up Diagrams
Ask your dealer for a complete set of Premier diagrams
covering all types of hook ups. If he cannot supply
them send his name and receive a set with bulletin.

prrmiºr Elºrtrir pompany

OFFICIAL ORGAN OFT
IICNNCfl U WUA.ER.u*W

4. `

Oct. 28th,1924.

Variable
Premier "CROFOOT" Condenser

"CROFOOT" has all the necessary electrical and mechanical features. It is a real low loss instrument. It
has the lowest minimum capacity yet attained.000005 M. F. and the greatest tuning ratio-1 to 74.
Made entirely of brass and hard rubber giving remarkably low skin resistance and low insulation leakage.
Semi -straight line plate construction. All plates
soldered; a feature Identified by the "red stripe." A
sturdy, smooth acting, compact and graceful instrument. Mounts with one hole. Ratios 1 to 19, 1 to 42,
1 to 53 and 1 to 74. Price from $2.75 to $3.75. Vernier
attachment with dial 75 cents additional.

DUST íNARTFOR.

General Irsulate Co.
1008

Atlantic

Brooklyn,

Ave.

N. Y.

Gentlemen:
We

ere railing you. urder separate cover three

insulators you sent Mr. Kruse song
"Insulate"
These threeAinsulators were subject to a 10,000
volt rodio frequency tost and did not break down at oil.
burned down and these
A month or so ago Mr. Kruse's place we
three insulators were picked up off the floor.out of boiling
water. In fact they were too hot to handle for sometime.thisWe
are returning them to let you see their condition after
rather novel treatment.
Also we are including one of the Wonders.
of the receiving type
time ago for tests.

3810 RAVENSWOOD AVE.. CHICAGO

Pii
EMI$It
Quality Radio
Parts

JMC:ECM

Information Service

Best Super-Heterodyne Kit

Complete with Drilled, Engraved, and Polished Panel

Save 25% to 50%
On Everything in Radio
Standard Sets, all types, $5.00 to $79.00.
Knocked down, sealed kits. All accessories.
160,000 customers. Money back guarantee.
Immediate delivery. Illus. catalog on request. Special prop, to community agents
to get into radio business. Radio Dept.
126 IMPERIAL LABORATORIES, Coca
Cola Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

$77s7

Made up of the world's finest radio ap-

Sockets, 1 Caldwell Low -loss 201-A
3 Remler No. 600 IFTrans, 1
Socket, 1 Weston jewelled voltmeter, 1
Remler No. 610 IFTrans, 2 Federal No. Carter Jack Sw, 2 2-mfd Fixed Condsrs,
65 or Thordarson Audio Freq. Trans, 2
Dubliers .006, two .0025, .00025. .0005,
Federal 1422W Jacks, 1 Federal 1435W Grid -leak. Amperite, 10 Eby Binding
Jack, 1 Remler Coupler, 2 Federal Rheo- Posts, Eveready C -Batt, drilled and enstats Nos. 18 and 23, 2 Remler Var. graved panel, baseboard, shelf, bus
Condensers, 1 Chelton Midget Cond.,' 5
wire, nickelled screws, all bakelite
Remler Sockets No. 399, 2 Benjamin needed. Complete
$77.57
(One-fourth cash required with order)

paratus:

Radio Owners Service Co.

660 TWELFTH STREET

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
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SHORT-WAVE, LOW -LOSS
TUNER
Continued from page 19

for a given wavelength range will depend on certain constants within the
set and on the size of your condensers
with their maximum and minimum ca Z rows
f,ftavn Z" nails

C1

at

broadcast waves the values of tarns
must be considerably increased. Because
of the clip arrangement at X, Y, Z,
several coils may be made up for trial.
It is well to vary the turns in the YZ
portion of coil K for a given number in
XY. Distribute a few twist connections

c

80to

Most Practical

Ratio

operating ratio-not too
low nor too high-for infinitely
close tuning with perfect ease. A
ratio approved by leading radio engineers and proven by the silent endorsement of thousands of users.
New Accuratune Micrometer Controls mark an unusual advance in
tuning devices! Designed upon a
new principle which eliminates all
lost motion and back lash. Increasing tuning efficiency over that of
any known vernier or tuning device.
An ideal

truly wonderful instrument-indispensable in DX work. Accuratune Micrometer Controls fit all
standard condenser shafts. Mount
flush with panel. Easily replace ordinary dials with no set alterations.
NEW ACCURATUNE FEATURE
No Back Lash, No Cutting of Condenser shafts. No wobble of dial.
At your dealers, otherwise send
purchase price and you will be supplied postpaid. Price 33.50.
A

MYDAR RADIO CO.
9-G Campbell St., Newark, N. J.
CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES

Radio, Ltd., Montreal

CCURATUNE

Fig.

e

the Tube Sharks"
This wonderful book sells
for only $1.00.

PACIFIC RADIO PUB. CO.
San Francisco

86

for experimenting and after the proper
value is found the excess turns may be
clipped off and removed.
A variable grid leak is a positive necessity, as unusual howling may be experienced with a fixed leak of wrong value.

Daüev

,SCcper cslrr>plifier
D

1_Y

AMPLIFIER

Kli

For those who
build their own
Supplied in form for either
3 or I stages-without sockets and condensers.
Sold Everywhere
Manufacturers of the Daven
Grid Leak, Resistors and

mountings.

"RESISTOR

Written by the author
of "On the Trail of

Constructional Details for Parious Types of Coils

3.

pacity values. The number of turns
given here are on the basis of an 11 -plate
(.00025 mfd.) condenser and for waves
not over 200 meters.
For 23 -plate
(.005 mfd.) proper changes may be
made by a little experimenting. For

Read the

"THE RADIOBUSTER"

iia//s

Seo.?

IBS

IDEAL FOI2 ALL `TYPE,' OF PE.CE!VER $'

This winter thousands of Radio Fans will change over their Amplifiers to the Resistance Coupled System. The DAVEN SUPER
most compact
AMPLIFIER illustrated in the cut-out, is themolded
bakelite.
amplifier unit on the market. The base is of
It
in which sockets and all necessary essentials are inserted.
comes ready for immediate use and is unquestionably the s.mp!est
recelver.
any
method of adding distortionless amplifiers to
reThe DAVEN SUPER AMPLIFIER istheespecially
advantages
commended to those who desire
but who
of Resistance Coupled Amplification,
of
have hesitated because of the difficulty
All
connecunit.
obtaining a complete
tions invisible beneath the base. Sold by
all First Class Radio Dealers.

CORP.
DAVEN RADIO
c.,etafists"

Daven

"Reelect.

MANUAL"

SOO

By 'Leh Houck
It is the best Radio Text
Book of the season. Full
of hook-ups and valuable

Mims me

Bask Bldg., Lss

meek.

information for the experimentor and radio
designer.
Sold everywhere.
Price 25c.

(194eAger

Meter Repairs

on Radio and Electric Meters, such as
General ltadlu. Jewell, Roller Smith,
Brown, etc., in fact any kind, any make,
under guarantee and at reasonable cost.
FAHRIG ELEt'Tlt1C WORKS
182 Fourth Street. San Francisco, Calif.
Phone Garfield 1516

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO

MARVELOUS NEW AUDIO TRANSFORMER
adds a musical quality to any set far
beyond anything you ever heard

baton.KARAS
Amplifies

low

HARMONIK
middle and high

tones -all to the same

big volume.
thus eliminating distortion. Brings
out the vital harmonica and overtonos of music. Price $7.00. Write
Korea Electric Co., Dept. 59-39, 4040

well St., t,nro llo

¡oo¡''y}

Ballotte Battery

«

A1//ttjyf1\.fl^.

WSI]Y,ilx1'.ilVJ,t\tVi.G[üF].Yt.x.,,;
1JJ 11'121.\I: ti
I\\.) il IH
I\ Ihll'
I

B" butteries and
dry cells, Operates

Price $20

Price $55
In Canada $7g

East of Rockies$19.50
In Canada $27.50

I

Ballette"B"-raplacea

Chargqe,. Charges 6
volt "A storage bat taries.

from light Bocket.

RADIO'S WONDER CIRCUIT!
4

Tubes

Do

the Work of

7 In

the

Telmaco P-1 Receiver
Coast
coast reception. Aerial, loud
speakerto and
batteries self-contained.
Carry from room to room-take it anywhere. Ask your dealer or write us. Free
descriptive folder.
Radio Division

TELEPHONE MAINTENANCE CO.
20 S. A'clla Street, Dept. A. Chicago, Ill.
Quality Radio Exclusively Since 1918

Amazing results

account for its

iJA

i?

great popularity

"mush

WHY are thousands of radio fans

BO OKLET

throughout the country discarding
complicated multi -tube sets for the
Shamrock -Harkness Reflex? The reason is summed up in the amazing results
secured by this remarkable little re-

On "Tube Control" tells how
to bring in distant stations
clear and loud. Just drop a
post card to

UNITY MFG. CO.
North Halsted St.

ceiver. No other assures better performance,
greater all-around radio enjoyment-for so little
cost and economy of operation. Think of a set
you can build yourself in half a day-and get results equal to a standard five -tube receiver!
Operates a loud speaker.
Two tubes do the work of five.
Cuts battery cost 60 per cent.
Does not squeal, howl or radiate.
Stations can be logged-and come in with
wonderful clearness and volume.
The remarkable performance of the ShamrockHarkness Receiver depends as much on the use
of specially designed parts and the mechanical
arrangement of these parts-as upon the wonderful circuit itself. The Shamrock Kit contains genuine, licensed Harkness parts. To insure success use nothing else.
Buy the Shamrock Kit and build this marvelous
set yourself at half the cost. Enjoy the best
radio in your neighborhood. Price, $35.
Mail coupon today for "Shamrock Radio
Builder's Guide Book."
SHAMROCK MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. 59, Market St.
Newark, N. J.
The set for
the masses as
well as the
classes.

CHICAGO. U. S. A.

F"SL

Balkite

dio
owerUn¡Es

BALKITE BATTERY CHARGER
ll' CURRENT SUPPLY

719,264 for
Radio Receiving Stations

Shamrock Manufacturing Co.,
Dept. 59, Market St., Newark, N. J.
I enclose 10 cents (U. S. stamps or coin) for
copy of "Shamrock Radio Builder's Guide
Book," containing diagrams and complete
instructions for building 10 sets at prices
ranging from $15 to $50.

Here at last is an unfailing power
supply for your radio set. Balkite
Radio Power Units furnish constant
uniform voltage to both "A" and
"B" circuits and give your set greater
clarity, power and distance. The
Balkite Battery Charger keeps your
"A"storage battery charged. Balkite
"B" replaces "B" batteries entirely
and furnishes plate current from
the light socket. Both are based on
the same principle, are entirely
noiseless and are guaranteed to give
satisfaction: Sold by leading radio
dealers everywhere.
FANSTEEL PRODUCTS CO., Inc.
North Chicago, Ill.

274 Brennen St. Los Angeles, Lombard
J. Smith, 324 N. San Pedro St. Portland,
H. A. Killam, 146% N. 10th St.

Patent Office
Serial No.

FOR SELECTIVE TUNING j)

An unfailing
power supply
for both circuits

PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS:
Seattle, George H. Mure, 95 Connecticut St. San Francisco, A. S. Liodairom.

Licensed
under U. S.

HAMROC

S(

12 -tit

me

FIAI KITE "II" PI.A

Tops Don't Come Off
25

Different Markings.

Scientfi cal ly

Made.

Beautifully Finished.

j(:rer.ter 1)l.rtna.1......

\..1,..e

-IT
TURN
ADJ,,,,.....:
GRID LEAK

Name
Address

Dealer's Name

Insist on and get
Genuine EBY Binding Poste
H. H. EBY MFG. CO.

Phila., Pa.

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO

Only $1 at Your Dealer's or Direct
From Us.
TURN-IT RADIO SALES, Inc.
71 Murray St., N. Y.
87

CALLS HEARD

DIO

tuteforyou

Radio Designing

- opportunities

The limitless field of radio
growing by leaps and
bounds
daily opens up
new
for success. And here is your
opportunity to qualify for a
good position
with substantial pay and a chance
to grow with radio.

-

(Continued from Page 48)

By 9AUY and 9CEK on a

Yellowstone Park

trip to

Heard in Cody, Wyo., on a bedspring
for aerial and water pipe for ground, July
6th-5fm, 6crs, 6rv, 6awt, 6adb, 6km,
6bw1, ichl. lit, 7mi, 7afo, 7wm, 7co, 7alk.
7agl, 9ahz, 9zg, 9efm, 9aey, 9dpx, 9dxy,
9cms, 9ddp, 9dkl, 9nu, 9dge, 9dmt, 9dfz,
9cpu, 9caa, 9dlm, 9abk, 9zt, 9amb, 9bxg.
9djf, 9chc, 9aau, 9bnu, 9djp, 9bvo, 9dma,

9dms, 9auy, 9eae.
Can.-3ni, 4aj, 4cb, 6gg, 5fm, 9aim, 9ckd,
9dpx, 9dqn, 9amb.
Heard in Otis, Colo, with aerial 3 ft. oft
the ground-6cbb, Erb, 6dno, 6cgw, Sadm,
6jp, 6kb, 7akk, 9aal, 9dkl, 9ali, 9bew, 9doe,
c5gg, 6fo, 7zu, 9dkv, 9dsa, 9eam, 9aob,
9cgy, 9cfi, 9bkk, 9cyg, 9eam, 9aby, 9cpb,
6rm, 6bwl, 6brf, 5apt, 7gk, 7qc, 9dkv, 9q1,
9vm, 9ckj, 9xbb, 9dmj, 9ary, gash, 9cht,
9dng, 9eam, 9bjk, 9doe, 9mf, 9aal, 9aei.
Can.-3ni, 5akn, 5rg, 6ajh, 6cbb, 7gr, 71j,
8vy, 8hn, 9dng, 9aud, 9ayk, 9aaw, 9bpt,
9brx, 9abt, 9dhj, 9ako, 9ayo, 9doe, 9ejn,
9cfi, 9ado, 9axo, 5sg, 5rg, 5ge, 5oq, 51q,
7no, 9avm, 9caa, 9eam, 9eae, 9dng, 9aal,
9aob, 9wo, 9emt, 6aja, 6cek, 6cqe, 9cpu,
9dhs 5agn, 5sd, 5aex, 51q, 6crs, 7co, 9eko,
9cee, 9aob, 9cfy, 9cpu, 5aex, 5ame, 5agn,
5ajh, Sawa, 5sg, 6crs, 9dkv, 9amb, 5gk,
9dng, 9caa, 5aqw, 5acl, 5amw, 7no, 9dkv,
9aob, 9eam, 9caa.
For cards QSL to 9AUY, QRK, 9AUY or
9CEK?

By James Bonelli, 141 Park Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
lal, lat, law, ick, 1cm, Ida, let, lgw,
lana, ibdh, lbhm, lcme, lxak, 3ks, 3oq,
3add, 3cjn, 3cyj, 4al, fick, 5nn, 6ab, 6chx,
6xad, 8cm, 8p1, 8tp, 8vt, 8vq, 8ze, 8add,
8ccl, 8bce, 9cz, 9ep, 9hk, 9zt, Schi, 9cii,
9dbp, 9dng. Canadian's-2ct.
(Continued on Page 90)

STUDY RADIO
AT HOME

RADIO FOR EVERYBODY

You do not have to give up your

present employment. The Radio
Institute of America -the world's
oldest radio school -with 7,000
graduates- now offers a new and
completely revised HOME STUDY
COURSE in radio that will prepare you to successfully pass the

U. S. Government examination
for a Commercial Radio License.

RADIOLA III

-FREE

with course

omnigraph, a buzzer set, up 'to -date text -books, and Radiola
III with two tubes and Brandes
Headset are free with the course.
These are the best text -books and
apparatus obtainable.
An

The Radio Corporation of
America conducts the school.
The largest radio companies
give employment preference to
our graduates because of their
superior training. Mail the coupon today for more information.

Radio Institute of America
(formerly Marconi Institute)
Established in 1909

322 Broadway

New York City

Radio Institute of America
322 Broadway, New York City
Please send me full information about your
Home Study Course of radio instruction.
I am interested in the complete course including code instruction.
[_i 1 am interested in the technical course
without code instruction.
Name
Address

I- 88

by A. C. Lescarboura

Completely re -written and re -illustrated
THE BOOK THAT HAS GROWN WITH RADIO

Tells in plain language how to buy or
build your own set. How to install; how
to tune in; how to get the best results.
Explains all the circuits, vacuum tubes,
radio and audio amplification, loud
speakers, regeneration, static, and
everything else about the subject.
THE ONE BOOK EVERY ENTHUSIAST NEEDS

As Radio develops the story of the new
wonders being brought to light will be
told month by month in

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN
by the scientists who develop them.
Every man and woman who would keep
thoroughly posted on the march of
progress should read the Scientific
American.

HOLIDAY OFFER:
The New RADIO FOR EVERYBODY
together with a year's subscription to
the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN for $5.
The New RADIO FOR EVERYBODY
together with two subscriptions to the
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, or with one
subscription for two years for $8.
Two copies of the New RADIO FOR
EVERYBODY together with two subscriptions to the Scientific American, or
with one subscription for two years for $9.
Send in the coupon ow.

This offer is only temporary.

Scientific American Publishing Co.,
Woolworth Building, New York City.
Send me the new RADIO FOR EVERYBODY
and the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN as indicated by my check mark in the boa at the
bottom of this coupon for which I enclose check
Name
Address
Additional Name
Address
Radio For Everybody. Scientific
$5
W
American for one year
Two subscriptions to the
Qg
W
Scientific American
Two copies of Radio for Everybody. TwoQa
[I subscriptions to the Scientific American W
LJ

u

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO

The

"Síg nola"
a Portable Loop

Aerial for Results
360 degrees of directional control, 110 feet of sensitive aerial.
Results nothing short of phenomenal is all that can be said about
the "Signola." Distances shrink
when you hook up this efficient
loop. And volume is no longer an
unattainable value. If it's on the
air, the "Signola" will find it!
And there'll be no energy wasted
because it is one aerial that is
quality built throughout.

Mahogany Finished
Nickel Plated

-

As pretty an aerial as it Is efficient is the "Signola." All wood
parts are dusky mahogany finished.
Metal parts are polished nickel
plated. The silk covered non -kink able aerial wire is supported on
genuine Formica spreaders. A strip
of Formica also insulates the binding posts from the base. The "Signola" folds up just like an umbrella
mighty convenient feature where space is limited. Can be
set up ready for use in a second.

-a

For Super -Heterodynes
The "Signola" is provided with
a third tap for super -heterodynes
and other circuits requiring short
aerials. You don't have to rewire
it to adapt it to your set. It's built
to meet this requirement.
See the "Signola" at your dealer's. It's priced at $8.50 -slightly
higher west of Denver and in Canada-but worth a lot more. If your
dealer hasn't one, write us sending
us his name. Remember, there is
no substitute. Demand the "Signola."

Signal Electric Mfg. Co.
Menominee, Mich.

Branches in All Principal Cities
Write for our new booklet
"Signal Sense"-which tells
you all about Signal Radio
Parts. It will surely interest
you.

-

Why Airtrons Multiply Radio Enjoyment
You will discover a new thrill and enjoyment from your
radio set when you use Airtron Tubes. Built with exactness and precision, with every effort bent toward greater
efficiency, the Airtron provides the most volume consistent
with absolute purity of tone. In stamina, in clarity and
sensitiveness, Airtrons will outperform any tube at anything near its price. Highly endorsed by radio experts.

For All Batteries

Type
Type
Type
Type

Ylley Battery charger
For 2 -volt peanut tube cells, for
6 -volt A batteries and for 24-volt
B batteries in from one to four
units, the Valley Battery Charger is the only charger which.
you need.
Plugs into the ordinary light
socket like a fan or other household necessity. Just as easy to
operate. Takes about a dime's
worth of current to bring your
battery up to full charge.
Quiet in operation.
Full 6-ampere charging rate.
No liquids. No bulbs.
It has a grained and engraved
Bakelite panel which harmonizes
with any radio set. Clear glass
top shows the simple, patented
working parts at all times.
Scientifically planned and substantially made by experienced
manufacturers of storage battery
charging equipment.
At radio dealers everywhere.
Further information gladly fur-

-6-5

200
-Volt, 1 Amp. Det.
201A
-Volt, 25 Amp. Det. and Ampl.
12-1% -Volt, 25 Amp. Det. and AmpL
199 -3/4 -Volt, .00 Amp. Det. and Ampl.

List Price $4.00. Fully Guaranteed
Sold by all dealers, or shipped C.O.D. direct
by parcel post. Mention type when ordering.

H. & H. RADIO CO.

Dept. 106, 514 Dlinton Avenue, Newark, N. J.

DEALERS-Write
for Discounts

B -T Lifetime Condenser
Price
M.M25.F.
Type

nished on request.

Valley Electric Co.
Rialto Bldg., San Francisco

7
250

11

USERN!
EVERY B -T
IS A B -T BOOSTER

75a

tl

$4.25
4.50
5.00
8.50

Read What They Say!
POSITIVE CONTACT
ALWAYS MAINTAINED

Assuring uninterrupted and
clearer reception of programs. All unsatisfactory
features of screw type plugs
are eliminated. Slip the
Polyplug into the socket and
you have instant and positive contact. The
tension slot, an ex'%

clusive feature,

makes the Polyplug
the most convenient
and efficient plug
made.
It's Genuine 'Bakelite Too

1

.

i

Sold by

all 'Dealers

R. A. Bradley, Technical Editor of "Wireless Age" says "the results obtained with
your tuner have never been equaled by myself nor any of my associates. Its
selectivity was greater than any receiver that I ever operated. The adjustable
coupler is one of the most valuable things that has ever been added to the regenerative type tuner." (See December Wireless Age for Hook-up.)
Arthur G. Wester, (Radio 2WR) Asst. Div. Mgr. American
Radio Relay League received the following with our Short
Wave Tuner. "New Zealand 4AA on 80 meters. Estimated
distance 9600 miles. Mexican BX and numerous stations all
over the II. S."
See these B -T parts at your dealers! Our 40 -page book
Better Tuning containing complete details, hookups, tuning,
construction and general information postpaid for 10c.

BREMER-TULLY MFG. CO.

LOW LOSS TUNER
Made for Broadcast or Shortwave Work. Ranges covered
with B-T L-11 Lifetime Condenser.
200 to 505 $5.00
Type B
Type SW 50 to 150 5.00

32 S. CANAL ST., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

A Dozen Thrilling Yarns
Read the Story of the Life of a
Sea -going Radio Operator-

$1.00
Per
Copy

Tell them

that

"THE RADIOBUSTER"
AN YW HERE

SENT POSTPAID

PACIFIC RADIO PUB. CO.
Pacific Bldg.,
you saw it

in

RADIO

San Francisco, Cal.

Per
1.°°
Copy
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CALLS HEARD
(Continued from Page 88)

By 2AIII, 365 New York Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

(laar), ladn, (lagt) lavx, lawq, lazy,
lbhs, lbjo, lbye, (lrr), lrv, 3bnu, 3buy,
(3cdk8bdw,)8boy,l8bpu,
7boq,
8jz,vv,
(8kc), 8qd, 8rj$ (Stt),
m
8wz, (9cbz), 9dhg, 9d1w; 9dpc.
Will those wrkd pse QSL gldy QS1 hr

-

Insist on CARDWELLS
The first "low -loss" condensers
CARDWELL invented the original low -loss condenser,
using metal end plates and a grounded rotor. The
phrase "low -loss" was in fact first applied to Cardwell
Condensers by engineers to distinguish these highly
efficient condensers from the ordinary varieties.
Cardwell Condensers have been universally adopted
by radio editors, experts, and professionals. Cardwells
have become the standard of comparison.
Performance is the only real test of a condenser. And
Cardwell Condensers have proved their superiority
because of their scientifically correct design small
area of contact between insulation and stator supports,
rigid three-point frame, permanent alignment, accurate
adjustment, etc.
Such details permit exceptional distance records,
smooth tuning free from noise, and prevent changes in
capacity at given settings.
Use Cardwell Condensers in all receivers. There's a
Cardwell Condenser for every requirement seventy.
six different types. A postcard brings you an education on condensers.

-

-

Allen D. Cardwell
Manufacturing Corporation
81 Prospect St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

66r1

LOW -LOSS

Vario

rUll°"Ultra
Condenser
Originated

Multiple Tuning

In 1-.0005, .00025, .000125 mf
..05.50
8 In 1-(4 sections) from .0001 to 001
mf. ----............ .......... ........
BRUNO RADIO CORP., New York
3

A. S.

Lindstrom, San Francisco, California

CATALOG
of Information
10
Pages
Full

100 Live
Contains Interesting explanation of marvelous
benefits
of Radio

which
umay
u

y

en.

told in

Bargains

Sets.
Accessin

Parts and

ories-

myLd bod
or .quip any set.
Satlafaetiop

or

your money back
suage anyone can underDon't Delay!
stand. You should
get It before buying.
Send for it TODAY!
(And will you be so kind as to add the
of one or more
friend. you believe will soon want radioname
good. T Thank you!)
LibertyM.O.House,Dept. AB74 106LibertySt,N.Y.
-

Subscribe to "RADIO" ---$1.00 brings it for 6 Months
9i1

Tell them that you saw it In RADIO

By 6AMM, Bruce Stone, Rt. 2, Bz, 124,
San Jose, Calif.
2eat, 4aj, 4cr, 4kp, (5aaq), Saar, 6aaw,
6acm, Sado, 5aex, 5aij, Saiu, 6akn, 5aky,
6alz, Sarno, Sfy, ljj, 5ka, 6nw, 5qd, 5rg,
brp, 6sd, bxd, 6zh, (6amw), 7abb, 7abk,
7acb, 7acf, lac!, 7ada, 7adf, lads, 7aek,
7af, 7afa, 7afe, (7afn), (7agz), 7ahs, lair,
(7aim), 7aip, 7aiy, 7ajd, (7ajq), 7ajt, 7ajy,
(7akk), 7alc, (7aik), (lay), 7bj, (7by), 7ca,
7cb, 7co, 7dm, 7dn, 7e1, 7eo, lez, 7fb, 7fg,
7ho, 71e,t, (71x), (7jq), 7js r7ke, kv,( 7kz,
(71y), (7ma), (7mf), 7mj, 7no, 7nw, 7nx,
(lob), 7od, (7oh), 7ok, Tom, Toy, (7pm)),
(7pz), (7qc), 7qd, 7rk, 7rr, 7rw, Try, (Isf),
(7tq), Ive (7vn), 7wg, (7wm), 7y1, Ist, 7z1,
7zm, 7zu, 8ak, Sbrc, 8bwb, 8cbu, 8cgo, 8coj,
8dae, 8dg, (8die), 8djd, Ber, 8tt, 8yd, 8yu,
8z1, 9aau, 9abc, 9abf, 9ado, 9aep, 9afm,
9agl, 9ahz, 9amf, (9aog), 9aou, 9ap, 9atn,
9avu, 9awt, 9awu, 9axx, 9bch, 9bdq, 9beo,
9beu, 9bez, 9bfy, 9bjh, 9bjk, 9bkb, 9b1r,
9b1t, 8bpn, 9bqq, 9bqy, 9bre, 9brk, 9bto,
9bvn, (9byc), 9ccm, 9ccs, Safi, 9cga, 9cgu,
9chg, 9chp, 9cht, 9cji, 9cju, 9cpu, 9ctg, 9ctr,
9cyz, 9czg, 9czn, 9dat, 9daw, (9ded), 9dfn,
9dfp, 9dgi, 9dig, (9dip), 9dkq, 9dkv, 9dky,
9d1, 9dmt, 9dni, 9dnp, 9doe, 9dr, 9drp,
(9drx), gds, 9dsw, 9dun, 9vv, 9dwz, 9eam,
9eeg, 9efu, 9eha, 9ehg, (9eky), 9hd, 91j, 91z,
9wo, 9yam.
Canadian-4co, 4dq 4fn, (San), 5at, 6ba,
(Sen), (bet), 5ef, (6gf), (5gg), (6hg), (She).

ny

E. Duncan, OAHU. 3029 Acton St.,
Berkeley, Calif.
(lgv), (lkc), low, 1py, (lsw), (itb),
(lte), (lase), (labt), (lbep), (ibgq),
(lamp), (lxw), (lxav), (2ku), (2mu),
(2rk), 2xd, (2aay), (2ana), (2bqb), (2brb),
(2brc), (2cee), (2cqz), 2crd, (3bh), (3bhv),
(3bdo), (3bsb), (3cdg), 4gt, (41o), (4ku),
(4my), (4qí), (4sa, Porto Rico), (6dw),
Sek, (5jf), 5m!, (5ph), Sad, (5uk), (5za),
(Saal), (5aaq), (Sabe), (Sags), (6bdt, Honolulu), (7zm), 8jq, 8p1, (8ve), 8qv, (Sabra),
Bada, 8avx, (8axf), Sbrc, (8bpa), (8byn),
(idea), (8dhw), (8zah), (9vz), (9x1), (9azj),
(9azr), (9bcd), (9bdu), 9bmk, (9caa),
(9abf), (9ccm), (9ccx), 9cie, (9etr), (9ded),
(9dxr), (9eld),'nfv, (nkf), Imo, wgh.
Canadian-(3aa), 3fv, 31y, (4cr), (4ew),
(4dq), (4gt), (San), (fief), (5go), (Shh).
6arb is a 260 -watt bottle, input 476 watts,
all districts worked regularly on 78
meters.
C.

By 2AEY, R, Groebe, 338 El Moro Ave.,
Elizabeth, N. J.
labp, labt, ladu, laea, laeu, lagh, fahl,

laid, laja, lajl, lakz, lall, (lams), lapu,
laqm, lare, latj, laur, lavj, lazl, ibai,
lbfq, lbec, lbgt, (lbhr), lblx, (lboa), lbom,
lbge, lbge, lbqk, lbqt, lbsd, lbsp, lbwx,
(lenz), lac, (lbe), Sqb, (lgh), 1i1, (lam),
(lrq), lee, (ive), lvf, ixu, lzz, 3aay, 3acr,
Sacy, 3adb, 3aeg, 3aeq, Safs, 3aha, (3ahp).

3aoj, Sari, 3bhv, 3bif, 3b1u, 3bm1, 3bmz,
3bgp, 3bsb, 3btu, 3buy, 3buv, 3bwj. 3bwt,
3ccx, 3efc, Sege, 3cgd, 3chc, 3ejn, 3cjw, 3aa,
3bg, 3bu, Sbz, 3dq, 3ds, 3du, 3eh, 3ff, 3fu,
3hd, 3bg, (3hm), 3hq, 3jo, 3mb, (3mf),
Sink. 3mo. 300, 3rg, Srs, 3tf, (3t1), 3tj, 3tt,
(3uq), (3uy), Sus, (3vu), 3vw, 3wb, 3zm,
3zo, 4a1, 4bq, 4cu, 4du, 4dy, 4ea, 4eg, 4eh
4eq, 4fs, 4fy, 4gw, 4hr, 4io, 4ja, 4ka, 4kk,
4k1. 41p, 41x, 4mb, 4m1, 4my, 4oa, 4og,
4pd, dpi, 4qí, 4qw. 4r1, 4rr, 4sa, 4sb, 4s1,
4tj, 4un, 4us, 4ux, 4v!. 4vn, 4xe, 4zd, 5aal,
6aaq, 6acm, 6aeq, 6agj, Sago, Sail, 5air,
sain, 6akw, Bair, Galt, Game, 5amf, 6amh,
bac, Saw, ben, Sek, Sgk, 6ka, 61h. Sot. bah.
5q1, Erg, Srh, 6vv, fixa, 6xad, Bcgw, 8abf,
Cabra, 8acn, Sadd, Saey, 8afn, 8abq, Sahr,
Sala, 8aih, (Sajf), 8aju, 8akk, Bakr, Sale,
Salf, 8ali, 8alk, 8alw, 8alx, 8aly, Samq,
Sams, Sanb, 8apn, 8apo, 8apr, 8aqp, Saqu,
Sarn, Sass, 8atp, Batz, Savd, 8avj, (8avx),
8awa. 8axa, 8,axf, Saxo, 8ayw, 8bau, Sbbm,
8bbw, 8bdv, 8b1í, 8bgz, Sbjt, 8bjz, Sbkm,
8bky, Sb1g, 8bmi, 8bmy, 8bnu, Sboq, 8boy,
8bgi, Sbsc, 8bsf, 8bsu, 8btf, 8bwk, Sbxp,
8bym, Sbyn, (Sbzf), 8bzg, 8cbm, 8ebp, Seel,
8cen, (Scow), (Say), Seko, 8cmt, 8cng,
Beni, Beni, 8egh, Bese, Seta, Sauk, 8cvh,
8cvm, Bawl, 8cwx, (8daa), 8dal, 8daw,
8db1, 8dbo, Bdbp, 8dcz, 8dea, 8dfo, 8dga,
8dgo, (8dgt), 8dhb, 8dhg, 8dhj, 8dhs, 8diz,
(Sdki), Sdmh, 8doq, 8dgv, 8dzi, 8xba, Sah,
(8aq), 8bf, 8bn, Sbo, 8bp, (8dn), Set, Ses,
Sfg, 81s, (81u), 8gz, 8jq, 8kj, 8mc, Sna,
8nz, 8oa, Spj, 8qd, 8ro, 8rj, 8rv, 8uq, (8ut).

The Centralab

RADIOHM
-a new non -inductive
variable resistance
The Centralab Radiohin is an entirely new non -inductive variable
resistance. It may be used wherever a high -resistance is used in a
radio circuit, as for resistance -coupled amplification. Its most frequent
use is as a resistance in the plate
circuit to control the oscillation of
radio frequency tubes. The ZuperZenith and Andrews Deresnadyne
are two well-known sets which use
it for this purpose.

The Perfect Condenser
for Any Circuit

$4.00
$3.75
$3.50

Is the result of the most intensive study of radio experimenters to construct a
Condenser that would co-ordinate mechanical designing and Radio designing so
that losses are negligible. A single mount Condenser! Only one hole needed in
panel. Mechanically rugged. Built almost entirely of aluminum, insuring rigidity
as well as lightness. The "Noi -Los" condenser has been tested by some of the
foremost technical laboratories in the world and proved to be equal In resistance
to the standard condensers used by these laboratories.
SIMPLE AND ACCURATE TUNING
The "Nol -Los" condenser is so perfectly constructed that tuning is remarkably
sharp, losses practically eliminated and reception made clearer. Made in three
sizes. Capacities .0005, price $4.00. .00035, price $3.75. .00025, price $3.50.
When buying a condenser ask your dealer for "Nol -Los." If he cannot supply you,
send direct to
55A Sudbury

B. Grosser Sons Co., Inc., Manufacturers
Street
Dealers and Jobbers Write for Terms

Boston, Mass.
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295 Sixteenth St.

CAPACITIES

"NOL-LOS" CONDENSER

No. 2M . . . 0 to 2,000 ohms
No. 50M . 0 to 50,000 ohms
No. 100M, 0 to 100,000 ohms
No. 200M, 0 to 200,000 ohms

CENTRAL RADIO

3

.0005
.00035
.00025

"NOL-LOS" is the acme of Radio development

The construction of the Centralab Radiohm is similar to that of the well-known
Centralab Non -Inductive Potentiometer,
except that the ohmic value is different and
that it has only two binding posts. Bakelite
base and knob. One hole mounting.

Price

The Hit of the
Boston Show

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

`úº0
,

L.a..,
anl

IWAJ

1.1.
oio

LABORATORIES

,Wivia

¡

8.4."°
7.D....
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0

a

St
Y.n..w.
YOAL

$
1

Size 28 by 34 in.

stations, wave lengths, frequency kilocycles, relay
Broadcasting
league divisions, standard time divisions and DISTANCE FINDER.
If your dealer cannot supply you with POATES RADIO MAP, mail us 35c in
stamps for copy, supplying dealer's name.

Shows:

RADIOCAST
WEEKLY

L. L. POATES PUBLISHING CO., Inc.
4

Home Office:

Washington Place, New York,

N. Y.

48 Pages of

Programs, Photos, Humor.,
Musical Reviews, Schedules,
Tables, Editorials, Etc.

5

Per Radiocast Weekly
Copy 433 Pacific Bldg.,
SAN FRANCISCO

A Pair of Headphones Free

subscription to "RADIO" for one year ($2.50) we will give
you a pair of 2000 -ohm "PENNSYLVANIA" phones free.
This offer is good for the months of February and March only. Get your subscription and $2.50 in the mails right now. Phones shipped on day order received.
WITH only one

PACIFIC RADIO PUB. CO., Pacific Building, San Francisco
Tell them that you saw it In RADIO
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WhataD
fit/co PaÌc Mci/te
may mean anything
from the satisfaction of hearing local and distant stations loudly
and clearly to straining your nerves
trying to make out weak distorted signals. You can get reception with any
sort of tube control, but what a differenceFil-KOPartswill make! They
assure scientifically correct control faultless radio reception- which
means all the stations you ever received-and others you never heard
before come in loud and clear regardless of distance or wave length.

Thé Woi'Jts
of the

DeJ!Jii
one
hole

RH EOSTAT

genuine Bakelite Throughout

ECEPTION

11,,

`:Vote below how the Contact slider
cnd shaft are made in one piece.

At Dealers Everywhere
Jobbers, Write for Discounts

-

DE

C o.,

\

Lafayette &
Broome Sta
NewYork
NIK
.4EHAta On..

it for greatest volume and least distortion. Fil -KO Resistors are also used in
resistance coupled amplification. Resistance read in ohms through panel peephole. (Baseboard mounting and brackets
for transformer terminals furnished). Resistance element has same good qualities
as that of Fil-KO Leak. Individually calibrated. 5,00)-250,000 ohms.

Fil-KO Stat helps you get greater
distance, louder signals, sharper
tuning, freedom from tube noises.
It is the only rheostat that enables
you to get maximum audibility
with any type of tube in any hookup. The improved model is fitted
with battery switch that attaches to
mounting srews. Distinctly signals
on" and "off". Enables you to
break circuit without changing
adjustment.

FILKO-SWI
fCIENTIrICALLY
RRLCT
'A-

BATTERY SWITCH

Simple

50Ç
Sh

a
tJ

\Mare!/74

a

-

2ºc

rou,mac -

-

28 SET MANUFACTURERS
usl?

AUDIO

TRANSFORMERS
Fil-K0Leak will clear up distortion

RESISTOR

and increase volume. You can log it.
Each one is individually calibrated 4
to 5 megohms (operating range ofall
tubes). Set it for specified resistance
and adjust it for best results. Resistance read in megohms through panel
peephole. (Baseboard mounting
furnished). Resistance element constant,accurate, not afectedbyatmospheric conditions, wear or jarring.
Assures smooth gradual control
of resistance and correct grid bias.

tOUWT
INDIVW ALLY

SCTEYrinCALLT

CALIBRATED
IN OI-Ns

0150
InCanada
$210

When you buy a Fil -KO-Part for Radio.
you secure apparatus approved by leading
Radio Authorities, that is scientifically

correct and unconditionally guaranteed
to give satisfaction or, as in the case
of the Fil -KO -Lightning Arrester, is
backed by a cash guarantee.

The "DX Booklet" on "Improved Recepti onThrough
Scientific Tube Tuning" sent on receipt of 2cpostage.
Address all mail to Dept. R225
at Harrisburg.

District Sales Offices
NEW YORK 342 MADISON AVE.
CHICAGO MANHATTAN BLDG.
sr. LOUIS 915 ouve sr.

NsDt AND 6UAMNTrtD er

INSTRUMENT (A
u.I."am

If you missed the big December Issue
of ''RADIO," containing the article by
Mathison, "On the Trail of the Tube
Sharks," we will mail you a copy for 25c.

TURNABOUT PEDESTALS FOR

Radiola Super -Heterodyne

and other directional receiving sets.
Permits your set to revolve freely upon
a mahogany -finished base.
Sent postpaid upon receipt of 1
Special quantity prices to dealers.
LE1'ISON RADIO LABORATORIES
SN Collins Street, San Francisco, Calif.

a ',YAM YAY,

FREE

FI
CIENTIFICALLY CORRECT
RADIO

U(ìtTNING ARRESTER

u'itit the

are
suited to all types
of hook-ups.

TYPE

amplification is ob-

tained with the
slightest possible
distortion.
We have facilities
for supplying sev-

C

ltntios:
8ÿSc

to

1-0

to 1

eral more large Write for details.
man.utacturers- See your dealer
either in the mount- or
order direct.
ed or unmounted
type Audio TransDONGAN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
Franklin St., Detroit, Michigan

/ANeaANCIDCOÓ4ggOWAADa1'.
101 seOKANE ar.
TORONTO
orra Fa let. CO.

Distributors for Western Coast:
SIERRA ELECTRIC CO.
515 Market St., San Francisco
443 S. San Pedro St.. Los Angeles
222 Hinckley Bldg., Seattle
ROBINSON SALES CO.
53 Fourth St., Portland. Oregon

Willie,

SEATTLE

CATALOG MI

NEW COCKADAY
4 CIRCUIT TUNER
WITH RESISTANCE
COUPLED AMPLIFIER
It will be well worth your
while to use the identical
parts specified by Mr. Cockaday without changes or substitution of any kind. Complete
parts, including drilled panel
and set of three full-sized blue
print e
COMPLETE KIT, $54.75
WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO.
Dept. R,-9 Church Street, N.Y. C.

fell them that you saw it

For

Low -Loss Short Wave reception
there is no equal.
Balance is so perfect that maximum

2981

trtte

DistTtcT Sales Offices

EXCLUSIVELY

Dongan Audio
Transformers

former.

$100
Ls

Subscribe to "RADIO" Now-$1.00 Brings it to You for Six Months.
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JUR

PRODUCTS

Fi -KO Resistor across your A. F. transformer assures better reception. Adjust

TKO

//
/
/

Permanently set at the factory, this
Insures perfect contact throughout
the entire resistance range. The one/
hole makes DeJur the easiest rheostat to mount and when mounted
fixed and rigid. No screws tog
1 Itgetsets
loose and no back panel fussing.
1 Compare the DeJur. You will
readily recognize its difference ande
superiority.

In RADIO

Transformers of merit for
fifteen years

" RADIOCAST

WEEKLY"
A 48-Page Magazine of Programs, Photos, etc., of Paçific
Coast Broadcasting Stations

per Copy-Radiocast Weekly,
433 Pacific Bldg., San Francisco
5c

PRO UD F0 01
Low Loss
Con cien,er

The JEWELL
Radio Test Set
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fully describing this, the
original and only complete
Radio Test Set.
C Jewell Instruments lead
in the radio field and this iour most distinct contribution to the industry. It i.
especially valuable to dealers, jobbers and manufacturers for Testing Tubes and
Batteries.
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Sweet Resonance of
Our,Upright Horn
The new cabinet model has a seasoned wood horn which Is "full
floating" --the outer end. or bell,
toes not touch the cabinet. This,
roRether with a long expansion
,hamber, Rives It that name freedom of vibration which Roes to
retake the Bristol horn type Loud
-speaker such a resonant, sweet toned instrument. It also has the
same high-grade electromagnetic
sound mechanism. It Is not only a
handsome piece of furniture, but a
speaker worthy of the best radio
set that money can buy.

R1W

8 Matra

wtl..pai
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It Has The Full

Oral Oboe

BRISTOL
F.

36

Tea.. Afebr.

A DOZEN

/

11I.

ir

Opeator-

A

t.lsut. E. W. Beona
Book that every radio fan
should have.

$2.so

San Francisca Cal
RADIO

$

Elements of
Radio Communication
By

PACIFIC RADIO PUB. CO.
aet%o Bids..

Loud Speaker

-

Sent Postpaid Anywhere

Ì

3020.

RRISTOL'S RECORDING INSTRUMENTS

"THt NADlOSUSTER^

1

There are five Bristol Loud
Speakers, priced from $12.50
to $30.00. If not at your dealer's. write for Bulletin No.

AUDONL

THRILLING YARNS
Road the Story of th life of a Seagoing Radio

CaJi.et Model, $30.00

The Bristol Company, Waterbury, Conn.

-141.1111111MII.

r

Walnut St., Chicago

EXPERTS EARN

SENT POSTPAID ANYWHERE

PACIFIC RADIO PUB. CO.
Pacific Bldg.,
San Francisco

Per Copy

Tan titian that ara Mw It la RADIO
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ELEMENTS OF TUNING

.ra

Lthey

Continued from page 36

The greater element of complication in

(continued from last month)

THEY SAY OF THE ULTRADYNE L-2:
strong that distant stations can be tuned in through local stations

is so high and amplification so

"Selectivity
and put on the loud speaker."

5

Ultradyne amplifies with Thordarsons!

l'I"ANs'l'IEIIL MODEL 7:
"People now want trouble -proof service and purity of tone. 'l'he new I'fanstiehl . . . gives a clear, natural
. It comes in like velvet
no
distance
.
There
is
distortion,
however great the amplification
tone at any
Two stages of audio amplification-low ratio, of course, to give perfect quality, with all the volume, desired."
PJanstiehl amplifies with Thordarsons!
THEY SAY OF THE HOWARD NEUTRODYNE:
"It brings in distant stations distinctly. It his natural tone qualities. It has remarkable volume."
Howard amplifies with Thordarsons!
THEY SAY OF THE RADIODYNE:
"When you own a Radiodyne you can hear singers' voices and orchestral harmonics faithfully reproduced
thru the loud speaker
so clear and distinct that you lose nothing."
'l'lI1r:Y SAY OF 'í'11E

6

.

...

8

Radiodyne amplifies with Thordarsons!

Sl l'1;H-I113'1' BUILDERS!
For the "Best" 45.000 ('yele
Super -Heterodyne " ltA l)1O"
411111 other lending authorities ree outmend in hi}t'hest
terms the 'l'hord41rso11 2:1
trnn110a1or1" rs.
'r 41ke

"'
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"AE
other
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Can Be Bought9heyWíll 3e `Jhorda rs ons

dyN

Rt%cE
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MURDOCIC

aZAR6'`A
MICH

G

Deres nadylle
MALONE LEMON

MASTER RADIO

Tone quality! Clear, natural reception! Even volume over the entire musical range! That is what the
public demands today. And is getting in the finer
sets-equipped with Thordarsons for musical amplification.
Leading set makers continually test and compare
transformers. They use more Thordarsons than all
competitive makes combined-which answers the
transformer question. If you want the best amplification, simply follow their lead: build or replace with
Thordarsons! All stores can now supply you. Accept no substitutes. If your dealer is sold out, you
may order from us by mentioning his name. Interesting bulletins on amplification mailed free. Write.

CO.
ELECTRIC
THORDARSONTrwisformer
MANUFACTURING
specialists
a 1895

WUItLD'S OLDEST AND LARGEST EXCLUSIVE TRANSFORMER MAKERS

Chicago. U.S.A.

Uconditionally Guaranteed

ORIRS
super
AMPLIFYIN
HARMONY

AUDIOLA
GLOBE

SAAL

AND

MANY OTHERS

LSE 'l'HUitHAItSON

TRANSFORMERS
Standard on the 7725i/ore of qualiid J sets
TYPES AND PRICES: Thoardson "Super" Audio Frequency
Transfprmers are now to be had in three ratios: 2-1, $5. 31-1

$4. 6-1, $4.50. Thordarson Power Amplifying Transformers
are $13 the pair. Thordarson Interstate Power Amplifying
Transformers, $8.00. Write for latest hook-up bulletins-free!

Get One of These Books!

FREE
For a limited time
only. Order Now!

"RADIO"

"Elements of Radio Communication,"
"The Radio Buster" (by V. G. Mathison), "A -B -C of Radio," a non -technical book. One of these books given
FREE with only one subscription to
"RADIO" for 1 year. Simply send
$2.50 and the book is yours.
Pacific Building, San Francisco

Tell them that 'you saw it in RADIO.

the use of the loose coupler is compensated for by the freedom from interferance that it gives. The coils should
be as loosely coupled as is possible with
any given signal if the latter result is
hoped for; it is customary to place a
variable condenser between points C
and D to assist in tuning the secondary
circuit.
Fig. 4 illustrates the method of reducing capacity in any given number of
condensers. When they are connected
in series the capacity between points A
and D is less than that between A and
B, or A and C. Should you want to get
down to a shorter wavelength place a
variable condenser between the aerial
lead and inductance as shown. This cuts
down the total capacity.

Fig. 5. Parallel Connection of Capacity
Fig. 6. l/ariometer
Principles

When the variable condenser is
placed as shown in Fig. 5 the wavelength is increased as the capacity of
the condenser is added to that of the
aerial. So we see that when capacities
are connected in parallel the total
capacity is equal to their sum.
The most efficient form of variable
inductance is the variometer. When the
magnetic action of a coil is to be heightened the various turns are brought closer
together. This is shown in Fig. 6. A
represents a widely spaced coil, and B
a closely spaced one ; the inductance of
B will be greater than that of A. In C
is shown two coils wound in the same
direction. As they are brought nearer
the inductance is increased. When they
are completely opposed, as is possible
with a variometer which turns one on a
shaft inside the other, the total inductance is as near zero as an inductance
can be. This arrangement provides a
means of varying it with the greatest
economy of signal strength.

Don't forget to put about a 50 or
100 watt lamp in series with your B
battery, when you install it. This often
will save you the burn -out of a whole
set of tubes, if things get short-circuited.
Fuses in the A battery lead, when
using a storage battery, will sometimes
save a lot of damage. They are cheap
out of any set.
enough not to be left
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Made
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Styles
Engraved
Ready
for
Immediate
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Quantity

Classified Advertising Section Read by Better Buyers
The rate per word is eight cents net. Remittance must accompany all advertisements.
Include name and address when counting words.

New and Improved
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Terminals

The Utmost in Quality and Appearance at the Lowest Price, 15 Cents.
Fully Protected by Patents. At
Your Dealer's or Sent Postpaid.

The Marshall- Gerken Co.
Toledo, Ohio

C. W. and RADIO PHONISTS-Our new converters
will satisfy your need for a more efficient and durable

2650 MILES DISTANCE with one tube. Any novice
understands our Simplified Instructions including Panel
Layout, picture diagrams, etc. Write for BIG FREE
BOOKLET. VESCO RADIO CO., BOX 117 -RC,
OAKLAND, CAL. (TC)

(to)

Radio parts at cost. Send for list. E. S. Morrison,
Ashland, Oregon. (6TJ25)

(to)
Interesting and Instructive
433 Call Bldg., San Francisco

15 to 25 per cent discount on nationally advertised
sets and parts. Every item guaranteed. Tell us your
needs.
IMPERIAL RADIO COMPANY, Delaware, Ohio.

direct current plate supply. No armatures to burn out.
Output from seven hundred to two thousand volts at
4 amperes. Synchronous Motors, Transformera and
other parts sold separate. Write immediately, Kimley
Equipment Mfg. Co., 290 Winslow Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.
ARC & SPARK SYSTEMS
Send for Descriptive Circular QRD.

Pacific Radio School

Vacuum Tube Hospital
We repair and guarantee them.
Agents, Dealers, and Customers Wanted.
Radiotube Co., 903 Broad St., Newark, N. J.

to

Fine Kennedy Set -200-3200 meters-Detector and,

BIG Money and Fast Sales-every owner buys
gold initials for his auto. You charge $1.50, make,
$1.44. 10 orders daily easy. Samples and information
free. World Monogram Co., Dept. 68, Newark, N. J.
(SAS)

Amplifier, Detector has flush voltmeter installed, set
complete with tubes and Radiola uz -1320 Horn, less batteries $115.00. Reception from Missouri, California on
the West and Massachusetts on the East.
M. R. Martin, Oregon, Mo. (2T)

RADIO GENERATORS -500V 100 watt $28.50
Battery Charging Generator $8.50. High Speed
Motors. Motor Generator Sets, all sizes. MOTOR
Cto)
SPECIALTIES CO., Craf ton, Penna.

Agents :-World Radio and Sporting Manual. Quick
Cleanup. Sample 10e. Realine Co. L 60, W. Washington, Chicago. (6T Exp July)

AGENTS WANTED TO ADVERTISE OUR GOODS
and distribute free samples to consumers; 90c an hour;
write for full particulars. American Products Co., 2132
American Bldg., Cincinnati, O.

Delicious Candy-Learn expert candy-making, bon ,bon dipping and chocolate coating at home. Fascinating

profitable work.
Ham, 1830 Wallace St., Philadelphia, Pa.

STORAGE "B" BATTERIES are easily made in

one evening. Use my genuine Edison elements.
A.

Tuned Transformer Coil No.
Price $2.00

For that rechargeable "B" battery: Large size, clean
Edison elements, wired with nickel wire, electrically
welded connections, .07% per pair prepaid. Sample and
"dope" sheet 10 cents. 6% volt, 225 ampere hour Edison battery $35.00. Arthur Chapelle, 7NX, Woodburn,

EVERYTHING FOR THE HAM
8BIN
1407 First North Street - Syracuse, N. Y. (2T)
14

SICKLES

DIAMOND WEAVE COILS
AUGUST 21, 1923
PATENTED
HOLD THAT STATION!
You can get and hold the station
you want, and keep out the others,
with Sickles Diamond Weave Coils.
Sickles Tuned Transformer Coil No.
14 and the Knockout Reflex Coil
No. 8, especially designed for popular circuits, make a receiving set
remarkably selective.
The No. 14 Tuned Transformer Coil
is absolutely self -neutralizing when
placed at the proper angle in a set.
Write for particulars.
THE F. W. SICKLES CO.,
338 Worthington St.,
Springfield, Mass.

Knockout Reflex Coil No.
Price $1.00 a Pair

J. Hanks, 107 Highland Ave., Jersey City, N. J. (3T)

8

New LeFAX RADIO

HANDBOOK-$2.00
(Seventh Edition)

in bound form. For sale by

"RADIO," San Francisco

Oreg.

RADIO Parts at Cost. Send for list. E. S. Morrison,
Ashland, Oregon. (2)

FOR SALE-Why bother with dry cell? Build an everlasting "HAWLEY" storage "B" battery of the nickel iron type. No frying or hissing, clearer reception, and
greater volume. Put up in both knock-down units and
assembled types. Requires no soldering or former experience to put together. Knock-down' units contain all
the parts to build the following sizes: 90 volt $8.95; 100
volts -$9.95; 120 volts $11.60; 135 volts $12.75; 150 volts
$13.90; 200 volts $17.50. Sold on a 2 year guarantee
with 30 day trial offer wjth return of your money without any ifs nor ands. Sample cell 35e prepaid. 8 page
illustrated folder of instructions containing simple
means of putting together, making charger, and charging. Complete manufactured charger $2.75. Order direct or write for my literature, guarantee and testimonials. Same day shipments. Address B. E. Smith,
31 Washington Ave., Danbury, Conn. (TC)

Purest Virgin Aluminum for sale. Particulars upon

request. 2EM.-(2T)

MAKE BIG MONEY
OUT OF RADIO
Thousands of People want to buy a good Radio instrument. They have read that vast improvements
have been made and they are ready to buy now if you
show them the best.
It is one thing to make a good radio instrument for
your own amusement, but why not cash in now on your
experience? Let us send you full particulars of the
Ozarka Plan which shows you how to
"MAKE $120 WEEKLY"
selling long-distance Radio sets. The season is on right
us
tell you how to combine the clear signal
now. Let
of the crystal detector with the distance of the vacuum
tube. Write today and don't fail to give the name of
your county.
ZARKA INCORPORATED
Chicago
814 Washington Blvd.,

Save money on Radio Sets, loud speakers, etc. Lists
free. The Radio Shoppe, Box 645, East Liverpool, Ohio

Edison element storage B batteries will last you a life
time and are dependable. Easily recharged at a cost of
a few cents. Get yours now and stop buying dry B batteries. 50 volt Type A unit assembled and wired, $6.50.
100 volt Type A unit $12.00. Willard Colloid rectifier
$2.00. Your money back if not satisfied. Sample Type
A cell 15e.LJ. Zied, 530 Callowhill St., Philadelphia, Pa,

Model "C" super -heterodyne, loop, ten "A" tubes,
Willard "A" and "B" batteries, large Magnavox. Complete Outfit, $325.00. Write for description.
E. S. Morrison, Box 22, Ashland, Oregon. (2t)
1500 VOLTS FOR $46111111 Brand New Genera
Electric ball bearing dynamotors, made for U. S. Nava
Air Service, 24 volte D.C. input, 1500 volts 233 M.A.
rated output for $45.00. .Will actually deliver about
600 M.A. for reasonable periods. With shafts extended,
make fine D.C. double current generators, and will give
above from low and high tension ends. Shafts extended
for $3.00 extra. Make fine battery chargers. Also fine
for portable sets, and can use on lower input voltages
and get lower plate supply. 6 volts will give approximately 375 volts, 12 input 750 volts, etc. Also with
750 volt tap for regular operation on smaller tübee
Prices F.O.B. San Francisco, Cal. D. B. McGown,
1247 47th'Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.

TELEGRAPHY
Radio or Morse taught at home.
your
"First -Class Radio operators. We can improve
We can make
ability one hundred percent." Beginners.
Booklet
R.
for
Write
specialist.
you telegraphic
' Ridgefield Park, N. J.
Learn -O -Graph Co.

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO

'

Silvertone antenna ribbon will increase the efficiency
of your transmitter and receiver. Composed of nickel

and silver. Will not sag or corrode. High tensile
strength. 3e per ft. prepaid. J. Zied, 530 Callowhill St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Silver has the lowest resistance. Silverplate your
aerial, condenser, bus bars, etci, with SILVOPLATE
and reduce your losses. A liquid compound, easily'applied. Three sizes -35c, 60e and $1.00. Ask your dealer
If not obtainable send direct to Silvoplate 'Co., 12
Church Street, New York City, New York.
Loud Speaker Volume with Crystal Tones. Using
"Norma" Amplifier Units. One Stage, $12.50. Two
Stage $18.00. Postpaid. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Agents Wanted. Norma Gardner, 4424 View St.,
Oakland, Calif. ,
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Making the New B
7
The brass stator plates are soldered
to notched spacer bars that maintain perfect alignment.

Brass Plates
Low Loss
Low Minimum
NEW and distinctive features are embodied in the design
Plates, spacer bars and end plates
are all soldered into a solid unit.

of the Bradleydenser. For instance, the rotor revolves
on a long double bearing that preserves rigid alignment and
yet eliminates the extra outer end-plate. This reduces the
amount of di -electric material and increases the efficiency.

Every joint is soldered. This, combined with the use of
brass plates, further increases the operating efficiency.
Another feature is the dust cap over the stator plates; it is
removable without tools.
The Bradleydenser is made in four sizes: 0.00025 M -f. at
The bearing stud, attached to the
stator mounting plate, supports
the rotor. See illustration at bottom of this page.

$4.50; 0.00035 M -f. at $4.75; 0.0005 M -f. at $5.00; and 0.001
M -f. at $6.00. Leading radio dealers are showing them, now.

Czn

fl

r:

Co.

Electric Controlling Apparatus

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Apparatus
for Over Twenty Years
Electric
Controlling
Manufacturers of
283 Greenfield Avenue

Rotor revolves on a double bearing that is independent of the
dial shaft.

Disassembled view of the Brad-

leydenser showing bearing

construction, rotor assembly and
detachable dial shaft. The shaft
does not carry the weight of
the rotor.
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GENERAL RADIO
LAB ORATORY
The

NEW

Type 285

The current radio season has seen the
advent of many new audio transformers
-some of them worthy contributions to
better amplification.
Now comes the announcement of the
new General Radio transformer which
sets an even higher standard of amplification. One stage of amplification using a
type 285 transformer operates a loudspeaker with good volume and a quality
of tone that is unequalled.

audio

Transformer

It amplifies high and low notes evenly
over the whole audio range so that instrumental or vocal tones are reproduced
individually or in combination with a
naturalness which delights the most critical radio listener.
If you want the best there is in transformer design, the type 285 should be
your choice.

r

Price $7.00

See one at your Dealer's

GENERAL RADIO Co
Cambridge, Mass.

CENE

\Vrite for Descriptive Bulletin 920-C

Rq'Cp

Radiotran WD -11.
The ideal dry -cell

Radiotron WD -12.
The standard base
dry -cell tube.

tul -e.

For Diflance
the tube is important
Radiotrons WD -11 and WD-12
are the same except for the base.

Radiotron

WD -12

has a stand-

ard navy type base. Use it to
change your set to dry battery
operation. Ask your dealer today.

This symbol of
quality is your
protection

Radio reception is not only a question of power, but
of sensitivity to weak signals-and clear amplification. Radiotrons WD -11 and WD -12 are sensitive
to the extremely feeble signals from distant stations
are silent in operation-and economical. They
are famous for radio frequency amplification as for
audio frequency-and detection. Get genuine
WD -11's or WD -12's. Look for the name Radiotron and the RCA mark.

-

Radio Corporation of America
233 Broadway. New York

Sales Offices:
10 So. La Salle St.. Chicago. Ill.

28 Geary

St, San Francisco, Cal.

Radiotron
REG. U. S. PAT.

OFF.

